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The CHAIRMAN: The amendments
made by the Assembly are as follows:-

No. 1.
Clause 1, page 1, lines 8 and 12-

Delete the figures "1908", where
appearing and insert in lieu the fig-
ures "1969".
No. 2.

Clause 2, page 2, line 13-Delete the
figures "1968" and insert In lieu the
figures "1909"1.

The Hon. A. F. GRIF'FITH: I move-
That the amendments made by the

Assembly be agreed to.
Question put and passed; the Azsembly's

amendments agreed to.

Report
Resolution reported, the report adopted,

and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

DIVIDING FENCES ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

Assembly's Amendments
Amendments made by the Assembly now

considered-
In Committee

The Chairman of Committees (The Hon.
N. B. Baxter) in the Chair: The Hon.
L. A. Logan (Minister for Local Govern-
ment) in charge of the Bill.

The CHAIRMAN: The amendments
made by the Assembly are as follows:-

Clause I, page 1, lines 8 and 12-
Delete the figures "1968" where
appearing and insert in lieu the
figures "1989".

The Hon. L. A. LOGAN: I move-
That the amendments made by the

Assembly be agreed to.
Question Put and passed; the Assembly's

amendments agreed to.
Report

Resolution reported, the report adopted,
and a message accordingly returned to the
Assembly.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
SPECIAL

THE HION. A. F. GRIFFITH (North
Metropolitan-Minister for Mines) [8.34
pm.]: I move-

That the House at its rising ad-
journ until 11 a.m. tomorrow (Thurs-
day).

In moving this motion, Mr. President, I
would like to point out that I indicated
last week that the House would sit on
Thursday morning rather than on Thurs-
day afternoon. Naturally we will sit to-
morrow as long as necessary in order to

deal with the business on hand. However,
bearing in mind that a notice of motion
is to be moved, it may not be necessary to
sit after lunch; but, it it is, the House will
adjourn as soon as practicable after lunch.

Question put and passed~.
House adjourned at 8.35 p.7n.

iiieuiuli Arnwrmbtu
Wednesday, the 2nd April, 1969

The DEPUTY SPEAKER (Mr. W. A.
Manning) took the Chair at 4.30 pm., and
read prayers.

QUESTIONS (52): ON NOTICE
GOSNELLS SCHOOL

Additional Rooms
1. Mr. BATEMAN asked the Minister for

Education:
What is the anticipated date of
commencement of the two extra
rooms to the existing Gosnells
School and when is it anticipated
work will begin on the West (los-
nells School?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
Gosnells--approximnately June,
1699.
West Gosnells-approxiniately
July. 1969.

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT
Miss Valma Wadding/ram: Position

Occupied
2. Mr. LAPHAM asked the Minister for

Education:
(1) What position does Miss Valma

Waddingliam occupy within the
Education Department?

(2) Is she occupying that position on
a Permanent basis?

(3) What responsibility allowance
does the position carry?

(4) Is this type of position normally
advertised when it is vacant?

(5) Was this Position advertised to
allow qualified teachers the op-
portunity of selection; if not,
why not?

(6) What qualification does Miss
Waddingliam possess?

(7) Does she expect to complete any
qualification this year?

(8) Were more highly qualified and
experienced teachers available for
the position?

(9) If so, why were they not selected?
(10) Is she in fact advising teachers

with longer experience and higher
qualifications?
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Mr. LJEWIS replied:
(1) Temporary advisory

Grade 1 (Commerce).
teacher,

(2) No.
(3) $640 per annum.
(4) and (5) No, as it is a pilot posi-

tion.
(6) Experienced and expert teacher of

commercial subjects holding the
Teachers' Certificate (Technical).

(7) Not known.
({) and (9) Miss Waddingham. was

considered by the department to
be the only teacher possessing all
the necessary qualifications.

(10) No.

TOTALISATOR AGENCY BOARD

Credit Betting
3. Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for

Police:
(1) Relative to his answers on the 25th

March, under what circumstances
were bets which were made on the
22nd March not regarded by the
T.A.B. as being bets by telephone
notwithstanding that in the mak-
ing thereof the names of the
horses, the races in which they
were engaged, the amounts to be
invested, and all other relevant
details, were communicated to the
agents by the punters using tele-
phones for the purpose, of making
bets through the T.A.B. through
Its agents?

(2) How many such bets were accepted
by the T.A.B. on Saturday, the
22nd March?

(3) How many bets on the 22nd March
were accepted by the T.A.B. as
bets which were made by tele-
phone?

(4) Is there any significant difference
between "credit" accounts and
"deposit" accounts?

(5) If "Yes," will he state what it Is
and explain why, when he was
asked on the 25th March, how
many "credit" accounts had been
established with the board, he re-
plied by giving the number of
"deposit" accounts?

(6) Is he Prepared to give the number
of "credit" accounts as requested
on the 25th March?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) The circumstances are those de-

tailed in the answers to questions
shown in the Votes and Proceed-
ings of the Legislative Assembly
as follows:-

Question No. 34 on the 7th
August, 1968;

Question No. 37 on the 21st
August, 1968;

Question No. 25 on the 27th
August, 1908;

Question No. 18 on the 1st
October, 1908;

Question No. 21 on the 3rd
October, 198: end

Question No. 18 on the 8th
October, 1968:

and as confirmed in my letter of
the 21st January, 1969, to the
Leader of the opposition.

(2) The board does not classify cash
bets accepted pursuant to section
33 (a) (1) between-
(a) cash tendered at the time by

the person making the bet;,
(b) a cash bet Placed by an agent

acting on behalf of an in-
vestor, as the result of a
request made either over the
telephone or from within the
agency, by the agent deposit-
ing the amount of the bet In
cash out of funds previously
received from and held on
behalf of the investor or de-
rived from a totalisator ticket
held on behalf of the investor.

(3) 2,399 against proper "deposit"
accounts.

(4) No; the regulations make It clear
that a "credit" account is the
same as a "deposit" account.

(5) Answered by (4) ahove.
(8) The number of "credit" accounts

on the 25th March, 1969, was 811,
such accounts being proper "de-
posit" accounts.

SCHOOLS
Dale Electorate

4. Mr. RUSHTON asked the Minister for
Education:
(1) What building additions are pro-

rammed or estimated to be com-
menced, or to be completed, prior
to the start of the 1970 school
year for the following schools:-

Primary Schools-
Roleystone,
IKelmscott,
Kingsley,
Armadale,
Rockingham Park,
Bungaree,
Safety Bay;

Senior High School, Armadale?
(2) Has consideration been given to

establishing additions] primary
and high schools In the electorate
of Dale for the commencement of
the 1970 school Year: If "Yes," in
what localities is it anticipated
these schools will be located?
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Mr. LEWIS replied:
(1) Roleystone-1 classroom.

Kelmscott-2 classrooms.
Kingsley-3 classrooms.
Safety Bay-S classrooms plus
toilets.
Rockingham Park (Bungaree)-3
classrooms.
Two classrooms at Armadale will
be replaced by new rooms if loan
funds are available.

(21 Consideration has been given to
the establishment of new schools
but none are planned for 1970.

CAINNINcTON PIRE BRIGADE

Staff and Equipment

5.Mr. BATEMAN asked the Chief Sec-
retary:.
(1) What area Is covered by the Can-

nington Fire Brigade?
(2) What is the total number of offi-

cers employed at this station?
(3) What is the total amount of fire

fighting equipment at this station?
(4) How long since extra staff has

been employed to cover the extra
duties brought about by the Kew-
dale marshalling yards and the
rapid expansion which has taken
place In the Lynwoad-Rossmoyne-
Willeton area?

(5) Has any extra equipment been
purchased to cover the expansion
of the area?

(6) What additions, both in staff and
machinery, are anticipated for
this station?

(7) Is it a fact that Cannington is
the second busiest station In the
metropolitan area?

(8) What Is the exact number of calls
received for 1968?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) Approximately 40 square miles.
(2) Four station officers and six fire-

men.
(3) One mediumn pumper and one light

water tanker.
(4) to (6) The board is conscious of

the need for increased protection
and is negotiating to acquire a
site for a fire station in the Kew-
dale marshalling yards locality.
Consideration will then be given
to staffing and machinery require-
ments

(7)
(8)

Yes.
For the year ended the 30th June,
1968, 305 calls.

PERTH-EWINANA HIGHWAY
Traffic Surveys

6. Mr TONKIN asked the Minister for
Works:
(1) Has the Main Roads Department

carried out traffic surveys in the
rapidly extending population
areas south of Canning Highway
to analyse the traffic pattern so
that information will be obtained
that will indicate the probable
extent to which the section of
Perth-Kwinana Highway from
High Road to Canning Highway,
which includes a bridge over
Canning River will provide relief,
and the year in which construc-
tion should be completed?

(2) If "Yes," what conclusions have
been reached?

Mr.
(1)

ROSS HUTCHINSON replied-,
Yes. Traffic counts are continu-
ally being taken to Provide in-
formation on traffic growth in the
area.

(2) The counts revealed that in com-
mon with many other sections of
the metropolitan area there has
been a steady build up of traffic.
To meet this situation the main
Roads Department has accelerated
the construction of High Road to
Provide a link between the Welsh-
pool industrial area and Fre-
mantle. This is an essential pre-
liminary to the extension of the
freeway south of Canning Bridge.
The extension of the freeway and
its associated interchange with
Canning Highway must await
completion of the Narrows inter-
change and the first stage of the
Hamilton interchange, as failure
to do so would only result in some
of the peak hour congestion being
transferred from Canning High-
Way to the main city approaches.
Programming for these works
must be related to overall priori-
ties.

FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY
Loan Funds

7. Mr. TONKIN asked the Treasurer:
(1) What was the total amount of

loan funds made available to the
Fremantle Port Authority especi-
ally for the provision of the new
container berth and equipment?

(2) In what year was the first alloca-
tion made and what was the
amount?

Mr. BRAN~D replied:
(1) Nil. The work is being financed

from a bank advance.
(2) Answered by (1).
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PRIMARY SCHOOL
Thornlie

8. Mr. BATEMAN: asked the Minister
for Education:

What is the location of the prim-
ary school to be built in Yale
Road, Thornie, and to be opened
in 1970?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
Parts of Lots 71 and 72 adjoining
Yale Road.

STATE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT
Canning Vale

9. Mr. BATEMAN asked the Minister for
Housing:

On what date is it anticipated
State Housing Commission
veloPynent will commence in
Canning Vale area?

Mr. O'NEIL replied:

the
de-
the

Since replying to the honourable
member's question on the 10th
October, 1968, the land to be
known as "Langford" has been
rezoned "Urban" and comprehen-
sive plans are being finalised for
presentation to the local authority
and the Town Planning Board.
Engineering consultants have also
been engaged for the planning of
the necessary deep sewerage and
comprehensive drainage.
It is intended to proceed with de-
velopment as soon as practicable
following planning approval and
the provision of sewerage and
drainage.

DRIVERS AGED 17 TO 21
Number Killed and Injured

10. Mr. HALL asked the Minister for
Police:
(1) How many motor vehicle drivers

between the ages of 17 and 21
were-
(a) killed;
(b) injured,
during the year 1967?

(2) How many motor cyclists between
the ages of 17 and 21 were-
(a) killed:
(b,) injured,
during the year 1967?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) and (2) The age grouping in

official publication of Bureau of
Census and Statistics includes the
group) 17 to under 21 years.
Figures for the whole State in-cluded in this group for 1967
were-

Motor Vehicle Drivers
Killed ... ... .... 28
Injured .... .... 806

Motor Cyclists
Killed
Injured .. ... 124

ALBANY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
Physiotherapy and Pathology Sections

11. Mr. HALL asked the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:

Will he give immediate attention
to the enlargement of the physio-
therapy and Pathology sections of
the Albany Regional Hospital to
enable these sections to cope with
the increased volume of work now
done under difficulties?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
Planning has been in progress for
some time. The first stage of
work will be a new birth suite to
release existing areas for other
Purposes. The project will pro-
ceed when funds are available.

AGED CENTRE AT ALBANY
Financial Assistance

12. Mr. HALL asked the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) Will he make available financial

assistance to the proposed new
aged centre at Albany?

(2) If "Yes," what will be the extent
of the financial assistance?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) One-third of the cost of erecting

and equipping the social centre for
the aged up to a maximumn of
$10,000. Thus, for every $3 cost,
the State will contribute $1, with
a maximum contribution of
$10,000.

FEDERAL BUREAU OF ROADS
Survey

13. Mr. TONKIN asked the Minister for
Works:
(1) Was this State, along with the

others, required by the Federal
Bureau of Roads to carry out a
survey to ascertain in the district
of every local authority the length.
width, and type at every road and
the demand for it?

(2) Did Western Australia comply
fully, Partially, or not at all, with
the request?

Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Yes. The Main Roads Depart-

ment, with the assistance of local
authorities and in conjunction
with the Commonwealth Bureau
of Roads and the National Asso-
ciation of Australian State Road
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Authorities, carried out a complete
survey of the whole of the State's
road system in accordance with
guide lines laid down by the bureau.

ABORTIONS
Unregistered Persons: Charges and

Convictions
14. Mr. BERTRAM asked the Minister

representing the Minister for Health:
(1) Has he any records as to the inci-

dence of abortions in Western
Australia?

(2) If "Yes," during each of the 10
years ended the 31st December,
1968, how many persons who 'were
not duly qualified and registered
medical practitioners were-
(a) charged,
(b) convicted,

0)i of having procured or at-
tempted to procure an
abortion:

(it) of an offence arising from
an abortion or attempted
abortions?

(3) What other information and statis-
tics do said records disclose as to
the incidence of abortions in
Western Australia?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHISON replied:
(1) No.
(2) and (3) Not applicable.

APPEALS TO PRIVY COUNCIL
Determination

15. Mr. BERTRAM asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Justice:
(1) Referring to his answer on the 4th

September, 1968, relating to ap-
peals to the Privy Council, did
the Standing Committee of At-
torneys-General agree to take
action to determine the right of
appeal in last resort to the Privy
Council?

(2) If "No," why not?
(3) If "Yes," when will action be

taken in this State for this pur-
pose?

Mr. COURT replied:
(1) NO.
(2) The difference of opinion between

States makes it undesirable for
any State to make an independent
decision at this stage.

(3) Answered by (2).

PASTORAL LEASE 294/1243
Inspection and Approval

16. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
Lands:,
(1) On what date was an application

made for lease 394/1243?

(2) Has an inspection of this lease
been made by a pastoral inspec-
tor; if so, by whom and an what
date?

(3) Has the application been approved
or rejected?

(4) If approved, on what datb was the
approval given, and has the ap-
plicant been given the right to
occupy?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) It is not clear what the honour-

able member requires but on the
assumption it refers to the appli-
cation for purchase of lease
394/1243 then this forms portion
of lease 3114/884. Notice of in-
tention to purchase this portion
from the registered proprietors
was given to the department on
the 26th October, 1967, and on the
1st June, 1968, an inquiry was re-
ceived for a lease of adjoining
vacant Crown lands, both advices
being received from Mr. C. E.
Kinob.

(2) The area including lease 394/1243
was inspected in February, 1981,
by chief pastoral inspector John-
son.

(3) The application has been neither
approved nor rejected-it is being
considered, having regard to the
adjacent stations and the require-
ments of the Land Act as to pas-
toral leasing. The vacant Crown
land would require to be made
available for selection.

(4) Application has not been ap-
proved and the applicant has not
been granted right of entry.

CROWN LAND
Leasing: Conditions Applicable

17. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) When Crown land is made avail-

able for a specified purpose under
leasehold conditions, does such
land have to be advertised; if so,
by what means?

(2) When such land has been de-
veloped in accordance with the
conditions of the lease, can the
lessee obtain a Crown grant for
such land; if so, what steps have
to be taken before a Crown grant
can be made?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) Under section 116 of the Land

Act, 1933-1968, the Governor may
rant leases for a specified pur-

pose, and where a lease term ex-
ceeds 10 years, the intention to
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grant the lease Is normally ad-
vertised in four consecutive issues
of the Government Gazette.

Under section 117 of the Land
Act, 1933-1968, the Governor may
grant leases of any town, subur-
ban, or village lands on such terms
as he thinks fit.
Conditional purchase leases are
governed by section 47 of the Land
Act.

(2) When the lessee has complied
with all conditions, he may apply
to the Lands Department for a
Crown Grant when consideration
will be given th the request. That
does not apply to pastoral leases.

Availability for Specified Purpose:
Feasibility Study

18. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) When Crown land is made avail-

able for aL feasibility study or sur-
vey, is such land advertised as
being available for a specified
purpose?

(2) If "Yes," and there is more than
one applicant, what procedure is
used to decide who -shall be the
successful applicant, or can all
applicants be given a license to
carry out the study or survey?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) and (2) Under the Land Act, 1933-

1968, Crown land may be made
available for a feasibility study
or survey for the period required
under a permit to occupy.

BANANA PLANTERS
Land Allocations

19. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Referring to my question on the

25th March re banana planters
north of the Gascoyne River, on
what date was a decision made to
allocate the five acres of land?

(2) On what date was the survey com-
pleted?

(3) On what date was the first action
taken to excise this land from
Brick House Station?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) The 17th May. 1967.
(2) The ground survey was completed

on the 10th February, 1968.
(3) The 27th June, 1967.

PENSIONERS
Asian Influenza Injections

20. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Health:
(1) Are Pensioners to be given Asian

influenza injections free of charge?
(2) If a charge is to be made, what

will it be?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) and (2) Pensioners may receive

free anti-influenza. vaccination
from their own doctors.

Motor Vehicle License Fees: Concessions

21. Mr. FLETCHER asked the Treasurer:
(1) What classifications of pensioners

at present receive a rebate on car
or vehicle licenses?

(2) As the further steep increase of
$9 third party insurance premium
will be additional economic hard-
ship on, in particular, those in re-
ceipt of pensions, or equivalent in
fixed incomes, will he give con-
sideration to making a substantial
concession in vehicle license fees
to the categories mentioned?

(3) If the State cannot afford this
loss of revenue, will he approach
the Federal Government for re-
linbursement so that the conces-
sion can be made to those most
in need?

Mr.

(1)

BRAND replied:

(a) Civilian Invalid Pensioners-
(i) If the combined incomes

of pensioner and spouse
do not exceed the basic
wage-free license.

(ii) If such combined Incomes
do exceed the basic wage
by not more than $8 per
week-half rate conces-
sion license.

(b) Totally and Permanently In-
capacitated Es-servicemen-
(i) Es-servicemen so classi-

fied under paragraph 1 of
the second schedule of the
Repatriation Act where
pensioner and spouse have
no significant income
other than Repatriation
pensions-a, free license
may be granted,

(1i) Where the pensioner and
spouse have significant
income other than pen-
sion, a means test is ap-
applied in a similar man-
ner to civilian invalid
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pensioners. Normally, per-
sons In receipt of super-
annuation in addition to
the pension would not be
eligible for a concession.

(c) Service Pensioner-
(I) Ex-servicemen who are

granted pensions under
the provisions of sections
85 (2) (a) or 85 (2) (b)
may be granted free
licenses where the com-
bined incomes of Pen-
sioner and spouse do not
exceed the basic wage.

(ii) If such Incomes do ex-
ceed the basic wage, simi-
lar conditions apply as
with other pensioners.

(2) It is considered that present con-
cessions arc reasonable. In this
respect the level of vehicle license
fees is independent of movements
in third party insurance premiums.

(3) No. It is not thought that any
State Government approach would
meet with success.

ROADS IN ROE ELECTORATE
Allocation of Funds

22. Mr. YOUNG asked the Minister for
Works:

What Main Roads Department
funds were allocated to the fol-
lowing roads in the years 1966-67,
1967-68, 1968-69:-
(a) The road known as the Com-

monwealth Road which Is a
boundary road between the
Shires of Lake Grace and
Kulin;

(b) the road known as Jeelikan-
Halt Rock Road in the Kuhin
Shire?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:

(a) 1966-67
1967-68
1968-69

(b) 1966-67 ..
1967-68 ..
1968-69 ..

Traffic Flow
23. Mr. YOUNG asked the

Works:

... 3,230

... 4,500

.. 45,750
48,100

$96,350

Minister for

What were the numbers of motor
vehicle traffic on that section of
the road known as--
(a) Commonwealth Road east of

the Pingaring townsite;
(b) Jeelikan-Halt Rock Road,

east of the Lake Grace-Hyden
railway line.

for the years 1966-67, 1967-68, and
to the present period in 1968-69?

Mr. ROBS HUTCHINSON replied:
The only traffic counts available
to the Main Roads Department on
the two roads were taken during
October 1968. On Commonwealth
Road within the towneite of Pin-
garing and east of the railway, 61
vehicles per day have been re-
corded. No counts east of this
Point have been obtained. On the
Jeehikan-Holt Rock Road east of
the Lake Grace-Ryden railway
line eight vehicles per day were
recorded.

GRAIN
Growing of Sorghum

24. Mr. HALL asked the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) In view of the introduction of the

wheat stabilisation scheme and the
suggested restricted quotas for
the growing of wheat, what ex-
nerirnents are being carried out
by his department in the growing
of grain sorghum?

(2) H-ave experiments been carried
out in the south and south-west
Parts of the State In the growing
of sorghum?

(3) If the answer to (2) is "Yes."
what were the findings of such
experiments?

(4) If the answer to (2) is "No," would
he, bearing in mind the assured
rainfall, undertake to have experi-
ments carried out in the areas
mentioned?

Mr. NALDER replied:
(1) During the 1968-69 summer, 12

experiments with sorghum are
being carried out at Esperanc2,
Geraldton, and Wokalup.

(2) Experiments were carried out at
the Denmark Research Station
some years ago, also some de-
monstrations on farmers' proper-
ties.

(3) No variety then available ripened
early enough to allow mechanical
harvesting. Trial plantings on
farmer properties at Esperance
were surveyed in the 1967-68 sum-
mer. Some results showed pro-
mise, but wet weather at harvest
was a major problem. Harvesting
of 1968-69 trials has just com-
menced, so results are not as Yet
available.

(4) Answered by (3).

AERO DENTAL CLINIC
Goldflelds Area

25. Mr. BURT asked the Minister repre-
senting the Minister for Health:,
(1) Will the Aero Dental Clinic ser-

vice Murchison and eastern gold-
fields' towns and pastoral proper-
ties this year?
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(2) If so, will he detail the schedule
of visits to be made to various dis-
tricts?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Itinerary will shortly be circu-

lated.

STATE LAND TAX
Collection: Changeover

26. Mr. GRAYDEN asked the Premier:
(1) At what stage are negotiations be-

tween the State and Common-
wealth regarding the takeover of
the collection of State land tax
and associated valuation work?

(2) Could there be more consultation
with the staff associations repre-
senting the officers directly af-
fected by the changeover?

(3)P Can an assurance be given that
all rights and privileges of Com-
monwealth Public Service em-
ployees affected by this takeover
will be retained?

Mr. BRAND replied:
(1) A joint committee of representa-

tives of tbe Commonwealth and
State Public Services has been set
up to plan the proposed takeover.
This committee has made con-
siderable progress on the investi-
gation and consideration of the
various administrative matters
and problems involved.
It is not yet clear when the com-
mittee will be in a position to re-
port.

(2) The staff associations have been
given the opportunity to raise
issues of interest to their members
on conditions of service, and
these are being taken fully into
account by the committee.
The associations are still free to
raise any further matters with the
committee, and it is acknowledged
that there is a need to inform the
staff involved, as soon as possible,
of the conditions which will be
extended to them.

(3) Commonwealth Service employees
involved in the takeover will re-
ceive appointments under our
Public Service Act.
The question of retention of cer-
tain fights and privileges of Com-
monwealth employees is one of
the important matters which the
committee Is at present consider-
ing.

HOMES FOR THE AGED
Cost per Day

27. Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Health:

What is the cost per day of main-
taining a patient in the following
homes for the aged:-
(a) Mt. Henry;
(b) Sunset?

Mr. ROSS HUJTCHINSON replied:
(a) Mt. Henry Hospital, Gross

$6.93, Net $3.01.
(b) Sunset Hospital, Gross $8.02.

Net $3.20,

PASTORAL LEASES
Conditions Applicable

28. Mr. NORTON asked the Minister for
Lands:
(1) Have all pastoralists who have

applied for, and been granted, a
new lease complied with subsec-
tion (3) (a) of section 102 of the
Land Act, 1933?

(2) If "No," how many have-
(a) compied with such require-

nments;
(b) failed to comply?

(3) Has his department, with Its
Present staff, found It practical to
carry out the requirements of sub-
section (3) (b) of section 102
within a reasonable time?

(4) If the answer to (3) is "No," what
extra staff would be required and
in what categories?

(5) How many pastoral inspectors are
employed by his department and
where are they stationed?

(6) What is the total annual cost to
his department with respect to
pastoral inspectors'-
(a) salaries;
(b) expenses?

(7) What is the total annual rental
received by his department from
all pastoral leases?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) to (4) Of the 477 converted sta-

tion units, 335 improvement plans
have been received, 67 are not ret
due (lessees are allowed 12
months from conversion date to
prepare and submit plans), and 75
are overdue. In the last mentioned
cases, follow-up action Is being
pursued by the department.
Examination of improvement
plans was deferred pending com-
pletion of carrying capacity
and Improvement assessments
throughout the entire pastoral
areas. As the field assessments
are now nearing completion, the
first batch of 13 processed plans
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are being currently examined by
a subcommittee of the Pastoral
Appraisement Board. These will
be dealt with at the next meeting
of the board,
A further 107 plans are under-
going preliminary investigation
within the department prior to
submission to the board.
A large number of plans has been
approved for partial improve-
ments to facilitate bank loans,
pending finality of full Improve-
ment plans.

(5) Six, three of whom are stationed
at Broome, Carnarvon, and O'er-
aidton. Of the remaining three,
one Is stationed in Perth, while
two operate from Perth pending
allocation to Kalgoorlie and Port
Hedland.

(6) (a) $29,710.
(b) $5,400, but does not include

camp accommodation and
vehicle upkeep which is not
readily available, the approx-
imate total cost being $7,000.

(7) $270,000.

McDOUGALL PARK LAKE
Inspection

29. Mr. MAY asked the Minister represe-
senting the Minister for Health:
(1) In view of the publicity which has

appeared in the Press concerning
the condition of the McDougall
Park Lake, Henley Street, Como,
will he request his department to
examine the area concerned with
a view to allaying the apprehen-
sions of the parents in this area?

(2) Would he advise the result of his
inquiries as soon as possible?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) The lake has been examined.
(2) It is free from sewage contamni-

nation. It is the habitat of aquatic
birds. It is not considered suit-
able for swimming.

COMO HIGH SCHOOL
Destruction of Trees and Shrubs

30. Mr. MAY asked the Minister for
Police:
(1) is he aware of the wanton des-

truction of trees and shrubs which
occurred at the new Como High
School on Thursday. the 27th
March, 1989?

(2) In view of the fact that secateurs
were used, could he advise whether
the culprits have been appre-
hended?

UM07

(3) Because of the rapid development
taking place in the CoWer Plan-
tation, would he give consideration
to increased police Patrolling in
this large complex?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) No.
(3) This area Is within the Victoria

Park Police subdistrict. In addi-
tion it is served by mobile pat-
rolis.
The whole question of protection
to the metropolitan area is under
constant review by the Commis-
sioner of Police and he is using his
resources to the limit of their
capacity.

KWINANA FREEWAY
Extensions South of Canning Highway:

Implications

31. Mr. MAY asked the -Minister for
Works:
(1) In connection with the prelimin-

ary planning for the construction
of the proposed extension of
Kwinana Freeway south of Can-
ning Highway, would he clarify his
statement which appeared in the
Press on Tuesday, the 1st April.
that the proposed work would an-
noy some people living along the
foreshore as well as involving
Aquinas College at Mt. Henry?

(2) Will the residents concerned be
given the opportunity to examine
the proposals prior to a firm de-
cision being made by the Gov-
ernment?

'3) What opportunity will be afforded
the principals of Aquinas College
to examine and discuss the Gov-
ernment's proposals?

(4) Will the final plans for the Can-
ning Bridge interchange, proposed
extensions of the Kwinana Free-
way south of Canning Highway,
and possible reclamation of the
Canning River, be made public in
sufficient time to permit close
examination by interested persons
and organisations?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) The extension of the freeway is

bound to have an effect on some
people living nearby, and if the
Mt. Henry route is accepted by
Parliament it will involve land
owned by Aquinas College.

(2) When design plans have been pre-
pared, appropriate publicity will
be given to the proposals. In any
case, the South Perth City Coun-
cil will be consulted and kept in-
formed of Planning details.
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(3) Aquinas College will be given the
opportunity of exarninining and
discussing the proposals.

(4) Yes.

HOUSING ADVISORY PANEL
Disbandment

32. Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Housing:
(1) Is it a fact that the Housing

Advisory Panel has been dis-
banded?

(2) What are the reasons for this
decision?

(3) When was the panel first estab-
lished?

(4) What interests were represented
on it?

(5) Has he decided to establish
another advisory panel?

(6) If so, what interests or persons will
comprise it?

(7) What will be its purposes, and in
what ways will its activities differ
from those of its predecessor?

Mr. O'NEIL replied:
(1) and (2). No, it has been reconsti-

tuted to fill a wider advisory role.
(3) May, 1947.
(4) Trade unions.

Building Industry Congress.
Chamber of Conumerce.
Chamber of Manufactures.
Master builders.
Architects.

(5) Answered by (1).
(6) Timber Development Association

(W.A. Branch).
Clay Brick Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation of W.A.
Housing Industry Association

(W.A. Branch).
Master Builders' Association of

W.A.
Real Estate Institute of W.A.
Associated Bankers in W.A.
Commonwealth Savings Bank.
Rural and Industries Bank of

W.A.
Fire and Accident Underwriters

Association.
Life Offices Association.
Permanent Building Societies As-

sociation.
Federation of Terminating Build-

ing Societies.
Royal Institute of Architects, W.A.

Chapter.
Metropolitan Regional Planning

Authority.
Local Government Association.

Chamber of Commerce of W.A.
Chamber of Manufactures of W.A.
Building Trades Association of

W.A.
Tades and Labour Council of

W.A.
(7) The activities of the original panel

were largely concentrated upon
technical matters, supply of
materials, and the availability of
labour.
The reconstituted Panel has been
briefed to cover not only those
aspects, but finance and any other
aspect of private, co-operative,
and governmental activity affect-
ing, or likely to affect, the State-
wide provision of dwellings.
It will be complementary to other
advisory bodies available to me as
Minister for Housing, viz: The
State Housing Commission, which
is primarily concerned with low-
cost housing, and the Building
Societies' Advisory Committee,
which advises specifically on the
promotion and control of the
building society movement.

WATER SUPPLIES
Plastic Piping: Use in Country Areas

33. Mr. GRAHAM asked the Minister for
Water Supplies:
(1) Has plastic piping been used for

country water supplies?
(2) If so, where?
(3) What sized piping has been used?
(4) For what period has it been in

use?
(5) Has any of the piping been used

under conditions of high pressure?
(6) If so, give particulars?
(7) What is the cost per 100 feet for-

(a) plastic piping of various dia-
meters which have been used;
and

(b) other piping used for the
same purposes?

(8) What has been the general ex-
perience and what are the con-
clusions from the use of plastic
piping?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) In private internal services in

farmlands and two experimental
departmental sections at Albany
and Geraldton.

(3) (a) Private-unknown.
(b) Departmental-3-inch and 4-

inch diameter.
(4) Twelve months-
(5) No.
(6) Answered by (5).
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(7) The cost per hundred feet for the
various types of pipe Is as f al-
lows:-
(a) Plastic Pipe-S-inch diameter

$79, 4-inch diameter $122.
(b) Asbestos Cement--3-inch di-

ameter $42, 4-inch diameter
$54.

(c) Galvanised Iron-3-inch di-
ameter $62, 4-Inch diameter
$100.

(d) Cast Iron-4-inch diameter
$93.

(e) Concrete-4-Ineh diameter
$54.

(8) This new pipe medium has gener-
ally performed in a satisfactory
manner in the uses and limited
time it has been in service. It is
difficult to draw definite conclus-
ions; however, in the near future
it Is expected that authority for
its use may be more widely ex-
tended.

SUBREGIONAL HOSPITAL
Busselton

34. Mr. H. D. EVANS asked the Minister
representing the Minister for Health:
(1) Is it the intention of his depart-

ment to build a subregional hos-
pital at Busselton?

(2) If so, what stage of planning has
the project reached?

(3) When is it expected that a start
will be made on the building, if
Intended?

(4) Will he Indicate the site upon
which any proposed hospital will
be built?

Mr. ROBS HUTCHINSON replied:
m1 to (4) Itlisintended to plan anew

hospital ward and other facilities
adjacent to the existing Busselton
Hospital buildings when land and
funds are available, but no indica-
tion can be given at present as to
when a start will be made.

RAILWAY EMPLOYEES
Rules of Conduct

35 Mr. T. D. EVANS asked the Minister
for Railways:
(1) Apropros of rule 29 (3) of the

book of rules relating to the con-
duct of employees, which reads
that an employee shall not "'act
upon any political question or
subject whatsoever." has the par-
ticular rule ever been construed
by a court of law?

(2) Is the commission convinced that
this rule is not ultra vires the
Government Railways Act?

Mr. O'CONNOR replied:
(1) NO.

(2) Yes. The Book of rules is issued
under the authority of by-law 54
within the provisions of section 23
subsection (29) of the Govern-
ment Railways Act.

TRAFFIC OPFENCES
Type Most Prevalent

36. Mr. T. D2. EVANS asked the Minister
for TCraffic:

Based on the number of convic-
tions, recorded-
(a) in country districts, and
(b) in the metropolitan area,
which offence under the Traffic
Act or the Road Traffic Code has
been the most prevalent during
the last 12 months?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
Records for the past twelve
.months in the Traffic Branch
show that speeding was the most
prevalent offence for which driv-
ers were Convicted in both the
metropolitan area, and country
districts.

KALGOORLIE REGIONAL HOSPITAL

Outpatient Facilities
37. Mr. T. D. EVANS asked the Minister

representing the Minister for Health:
(1) What steps have bean taken to

date to establish outpatient facili-
ties at Kalgoorlie Regional Hos-
pital?

(2) If "Nil," is it intended to introduce
such facilities; and, if so, when?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) Nil.
(2) Yes, when necessary funds are

available.

SCHOOL CROSSWALKS
Manner of Assessment

38. Mr. CASH asked the Minister for
Traffic:

In view of the rejection of many
requests for school crosswalks,
will he supply details of the differ-
ent points considered by his de-
partment and the Schools' Cross-
ing Reviewing Committee when
assessing crosswalk needs in school
areas?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
(1) The physical features of the

road: e.g., width of carriage-
way, whether single or dual
carriageway with median
strip, whether straight or
level.

(2) Whether footpaths are pro-
vided.
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(3) The volume of traffic flow and
the extent and frequency of
breaks permitting children to
cross in safety.

(4) The ages of the children.
(5) Whether the area is predomi-

nantly residential or business.
(6) The extent of parking likely

to cause obstruction of the
view of the roadway by child-
ren.

('7) The speed of passing traffic.
(8) Whether "School" signs and

"Children" signs are in posi-
tion.

(9) The area is under observa-
tion whilst children are cross-
ing to see if dangerous situ-
ations occur.

COAL
Government Orders

39. Mr. JONES asked the Minister rep-
resenting the Minister for Mines:
(1) Have the Western Collieries Gov-

ernment coal orders been reduced
recently?

(2) If "Yes," what does the alteration
involve?

(3) Is the order now being filled by
the Griffin Company?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) Elimination of the temporary

order for 30,000 tons by reducing
monthly tonnages from January
to June, 1909.

(3) No.

POLICE STATION
Collie

40. Mr. JONES asked the Minister for
Police:

When will a new police station
and quarters be built at Collie?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
The replacement of the Colliu.
Police Station Is included in the
draft building estimates for
1970-71. The commencement of
the work will be dependent on the
availability of funds.

WILSON PARK SCHOOL
New Classrooms

41. Mr. JONES asked the Minister for
Education:

Will the provision of new class-
rooms for the Wilson Park School.,Collie, be placed on this year's
Estimates?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
Yes: Two new classrooms will be
built subject to loan funds being
available.

COAL
Government Contracts: Finalisation

42. Mr. JONES asked the Minister re-
Presenting the Minister for Mines:

When does the Government anti-
cipate finalisation of the new con-
tracts for the supply of coal for
Government instrumentalities?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
Before tbe present contracts ter-
minate in December, 1969.

AMATEUR FISHING
Castle Rock-Cape Naturaliste Area:

Closure
43. Mr. JONES asked the Minister repre-

senting the Minister for Fisheries and
Fauna:
(1) Has the prominent and popular

fishing area for amateur fisher-
men from Castle Rock to Cape
Naturaliste been closed to amateur
fishermen?

(2) If "Yes," what are the reasons
for closure?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) and (2). The waters lying be-

tween Castle Rock and Cape
Naturaliste have been gazetted a
proclaimed fishing zone under the
Fisheries Act.
The purpose of a fishing zone is
to ensure that over-enthusiastic
speed boat owners do not inter-
fere with the salmon fishermen
during the course of their fishinig
operations. There is no intention
of restricting the legitimate pas-
time of the responsible amateur
fisherman or the person using a
boat in a responsible manner.

AGRICULTURAL LAND
Leasing by Railways Department

44. Mr. BRADY asked the Minister for
Railways:
(1) Is the W.A.G.R. leasing any agri-

cultural land along the standard
gauge railway between Bellevue
and North am?

(2) What purpose, if any, is the land
being put to?

(3) When does the lease expire on the
land, and is it intended to renew
same?

(4) Has any land been Purchased and
now surplus to the railway pro-
ject?

(5) Will this land be sold in the near
future?

Mr.
(1)
(2)

O'CONNOR replied:
Yes.
The land is being used for grazing
purposes.
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(3) The lease expires on the 31st
December, 1978. Renewal will be
considered in the light of circum-
stances existing at that time.

(4) Yes.
(5) Surplus land is being disposed of

progressively.

WELD SQUARE
Trees and Lighting

45. Mr. BURKE asked the Minister for
Lands:

In view of recent incidents in the
vicinity, would he investigate the
possibility of removing some of
the trees and improving the light-
ing of Weld Square?

Mr. BOVELL replied:
Weld Square is registered in the
name of the City of Perth as free-
hold land and is the subject of
Certificate of Title Volume 23
Folio 156 and does not come with-
in the jurisdiction of the Lands
Department.

DRUNKEN DRIVING
Convictions and Fines

46. Mr. JAMIESON asked the Minister for
Police:
(1) What are the respective numbers

of convictions for both drunken
driving and having driven with an
alcohol content in excess of .08
per cent, during each of the
months of January, February,
and March. 1969?

(2) What was the total amount of
fines imposed for these offences
in each of the three months men-
tioned?

(3) What were the respective numbers
of convictions of drivers affected
by alcohol in each of the months
of January, February, and March,
1968?

(4) What was the amount of fines in
each of the months mentioned in
(3)?

Mr. CRAIG replied:
Alcohol

(1) 1969 Drunken Content
Driving In excess of

January . loconvietlons 32convlctlons
February .1-27 ,, 46
March 151 ., 50

(2) January 810,325 32,755
Februiary 3.165 82,120
March ........ 10,190 32,030

(3) January, 1068,. 128
February, 1068. 85
March, 1968 ... SO

(4) Janunty, 1068 .. 13,820
February,I196S.. SO,745
March, 1968 -.. $13,145
Note : The figures for convictilons Include con-

,,ictionh throughout the whole State but
the amount of fines quoted relates to the
metropliltan area only.

BRIDGES AND CULVERTS
Widening: Priority

47. Mr. 1. W. MANNING asked the Min-
ister for Works:

In view of the obvious hazard to
motorists of narrow and damaged
bridges on that section of the
South West Highway between the
82 and 85 mile pegs which is cur-
rently undergoing reconstruction,
will he seek to have as Main Roads
Department policy the widening
of bridges and culverts ahead of
the road work?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
In practice, the Main Roads
Department endeavours to widen
culverts at the time of road widen-
ing. However, in this instance, as
investigations on new waterways
had not been completed, it was
decided to proceed with the road
works ahead of culvert and bridge
widening.

SECONDARY SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Commonwealth Grant

48. Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister for
Education:

(1) Can he advise the criteria estab-
lished by the Education Depart-
ment for distribution of the money
made available by the Common-
wealth Government for secondary
school libraries?

(2) What firm commitments have al-
ready been made?

(3) What further proposals are under
consideration in regard to the first
year's allocation of money?

Mr. LEWIS replied:

(1) Approximately 75 per cent. of the
grant will be spent on buildings
and fittings, and 25 per cent. on
book stock. Within these alloca-
tions the major criteria are the
needs of the schools.

(2) The grant for the first year will
be spent as follows:-

$100,000 on book stock.
$400,000 on providing libraries
at-
Armadale.
Geraldton,
John Forrest,
Perth Modemn, and
Scarborough
Schools.

(3) None.

Senior High
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VICTORIA STREET, GUILDFORD
Widening

49. ?vfr. BRADY asked the Minister for
Railways:
(1) Has any arrangement been made

with the Swan-Guildford Shire to
widen Victoria Street, Guildford?

(2) At wlt-t stage is the widening of
Victoria Street at present?

(3) Has any preparation been made
for the immediate widening of
Victoria Street, Guildford, by re-
moval of sleepers, poles, etc.?

Mr. O'CONNOR replied:
(1) A strip of land 16 ft. 6 in. wide

has been surrendered to the Swan-
Guildford Shire for this purpose.

(2) Work by the shire has not yet
commenced.

(3) These will be removed when the
shire is ready to proceed.

RIDGE HiLL ROAD
Reconstruction

50. Mr. DUNN asked the Minister for
Works:
(1) In view of the deplorable state of

the Ridge Hill Road, Helena Val-
ley, which links the Mundaring
and Kalamurida Shire areas and
which comes under the jurisdic-
tion of the Swan-Guildford Shire
Council, and because of this shire's
statement that it is unable to re-
construct this portion of road un-
til some two years' time, can he
advise if it is possible to bring
this project forward to this year's
programme?

(2) If "Yes," what procedures and
action are necessary?

Mr. ROSS HUTCHINSON replied:
(1) and (2) Responsibility for Ridge

Hill Road rests with the respective
local authorities, and the decision
to defer work on this road by the
Swan-Guildford Shire Council is
properly within its jurisdiction.

KALAMUNDA HIGH SCHOOL
Upgrading

51. Mr. DUNN asked the Minister for
Education:

Further to previous questions re-
garding the upgrading of the
Kalamunda High School and be-
cause of the very rapid population
growth in the Kalamunda Shire
area and the prospect of the
speeding up of this population
growth, could he advise-
(a) if the school will be upgraded

for the commencement of the
1970 school year; and

(b) if the school is to be up-
graded, will it be to a four or
five-year status?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
(a) It is not intended to upgrade

the Kalamunda High School
in 1970.

(b) Answered by (a).

RAILWAYS DEPARTMENT
Management Consultants

52. Mr. DAVIES asked the Minister for
Railways:

Referring to the management
consultants operating within the
Railwyays Department, can he ad-
vise in regard to the answer given
to (2) (c) on the 1st April
whether the travel, accommoda-
tion, etc., expenses mentioned
apply only when members of the
P.A. Management Consultants
Pty. Ltd. are working away from
the metropolitan area; or does It
mean that the firm could bring
members from outside the State,
for whose expenses the Govern-
ment would be liable?

Mr. O'CONNOR replied:
Travel, accommodation, etc., ex-
penses apply only when members
of the P.A. Management Consul-
tants Pty. Ltd. are working away
from the metropolitan area. This
has occurred once during the
assignment to date, when one of
the consultants spent two days at
Narrogin; the total cost of the
expenses was $14.

QUESTIONS (4): WITHOUT NOTICE
LAND AT WANNEROO

Rezoning

1.Mr. BURKE asked the Premier:
Having regard to the hardship
caused to land owners in the
Armadale corridor, in view of the
fact that speculators took advan-
tage of prior knowledge to buy up
large ares of land just prior to the
rezoning in that area, and in view
of the fact that speculators are
hard at work in the Wanneroo
area, would he advise if the Gov-
ernent intends to rezone land in
the Wanneroo or adjacent areas
in the near future?

Mr. BRAND replied:
The member for Perth gave me
some notice of this question. It
was reasonably short notice, and I
sought the advice of the Minister
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for Town Planning and his de-
partment, and received the fol-
lowing reply:-

These are matters for deter-
mination initially by the shire
council and the Metropolitan
Region Planning Authority.

MILK BOARD
Resignation of Chairman, and Successor

2. Mr. GAYFER asked the Minister for
Agriculture:
(1) Is it correct that the Chairman

of the Milk Board (Mr. F. K.
Wright) has resigned?

(2) If so-
(a) When is the resignation to

take effect?
(b) Has his successor been named;

and, if so, who is the person?
Mr. NALDER replied:
(1) Yes.
(2) (a) The end of May. 1969.

(b) No decision has been made.
STOCK JOBBERS AND SHARE

BROKERS
Operation of Pools, and Statutory

Controls in the U.K.
3. Mr. BERTRAM asked the Minister

representing the Minister for Justice:
(1) in Western Australia are Pools

operated for the purpose of mak-
ing a market for securities or for
other purposes; and, if so, which
by-.
(a) stock jobbers; and/or
(13) share brokers; and/or
(c) others?

(2) If the answer is "No," could such
Pools be operated?

(3) In the U.K. are there any statu-
tory controls of-
(1) stock exchanges; and
(2) transaction in stock, shares

and securities generally?
Mr. COURT replied:

The member for Mt. Hawthorn
was good enough to give notice of
this question to my colleague the
Minister for Justice. The answers
are as follows:-
(a) Assuming that the word

"pool" means the pooling of
money by a number of per-
sons in a common business
enterprise, it is not known
that any Pools operate here
for the purpose of making a
market in securities by-
(a) stock jobbers (incident-

ally. this term is not
used in stock exchange
circles in Australia);

(2)
(3)

(b) share brokers; or
(c) others.
Pools may be operated for
other purposes, but in some
circumstances they would be
regulated by division 5 of
part IV of the Companies
Act.
Answered by (1).
(1) and (2) Yes. The Com-
panies Act, 1948, and the
Prevention of Fraud (Invest-
ments) Act, 1939.

EDUCATION
Survey of Needs

4. Mr. CASH asked the Minister for
Education:
(1) Can he inform the House regard-

ing the Education Ministers'
Conference decision to conduct a
survey of education needs in each
State?

(2) When is it proposed to conduct
the survey in this State?

Mr. LEWIS replied:
I thank the member for Mirra-
booka for giving me some notice
of this question, the answer to
which is as follows:-
(1) The Australian Education

Council will undertake a now
nationwide survey of educa-
tional needs, having regard to
modern educational standards.
Each State will take appro-
priate action to set out the
needs of that State for the
education of children up to
completion of secondary
schooling and for the educa-
tion of teachers.
To provide a common frame-
work for the several State
surveys and to make possible
nationwide planning to meet
the needs revealed, the States
will adopt common terms of
reference for their surveys.
When the State surveys are
completed, they will be col-
lated and considered by the
Australian Education Council.
Action will then be taken to
formulate a nationwide Plan
for the fulfillment of needs in
accordance with priorities
determined by the States. The
Commonwealth's co-operation
will be sought to put this plan
into effect.

(2) As soon as terms of reference
have been agreed upon and a
decision made as to the body
to conduct the survey.
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LAKE LEFROY SALT INDTJSTRY
AGREEMENT BILL

Introduction and First Reading
Bill introduced, on motion by Mr. Court

(Minister for Industrial Development), and
read a first time.

BILLS (6): THIRD READING
1. Exotic Stock Diseases (Eradication

Fund) Bill.
2. Cattle Industry Compensation Act

Amendment Bill.
3. Poultry Industry (Trust Fund) Act

Amendment Bill.
Bills read a third time, on motions

by Mr. Nalder (Minister for Agri-
culture), and transmitted to the
Council.

4. Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewer-
age, and Drainage Act Amendment
Bill, 1969.

Bill read a third time, on motion by
Mr. Ross Hutchinson (Minister for
Water Supplies), and transmitted
to the Council.

5. Brands Act Amendment Bill.
Bill read a third time, on motion by

Mr. Nalder (Minister for Agricul-
ture), and transmitted to the
Council.

6. Reserves Act Amendment Bill.
Bill read a third time, on motion by

Mr. Bovell (Minister for Lands>,
and transmitted to the Council.

BILLS (2):a REPORT
1. State Housing Act Amendment Bill.
2. Poisons Act Amendment Bill.

Reports of Committees adopted.

LAND PRICES AND HOUSING
PROBLEM

Censure of Government: Motion

MR. TONKIN (Melville-Leader of the
Opposition) [5.14 pm.: I move-

That in the opinion of this House
the Government is deserving of cen-
sure for having failed to recognize the
seriousness of the position in which
our citizens are placed because of the
spiralling land prices and acute hous-
ing shortage and for having neglected
to Lake firm and effective measures to
control land Prices and solve the hous-
ing problem.

It is first of all necessary for me to estab-
lishi that these problems exist in the form
indicated by the motion and then to show
where the Government has completely
failed to appreciate the seriousness of these
problems, and to take any worth-while
measures to solve them.

In order to gain a proper understanding
of the way in which the mind of the Gov-
ernment works, it is most desirable to turn

to the utterances made by the Premier. In
the Daily News of the 6th March, 1969, he
was reported as having said the following
in November, 1966:-

Maybe the time has come for a re-
view of the whole situation. It is my
intention in the New Year to set up an
interdepartmental committee which
will look very thoroughly at the points
which have been raised.

As members know, the Premier was as
good as his word and he set up that corn-
mltttee which, in due course, because of
the urgency of the matter, delivered its
report in two parts. I do not yet know
whether the Government has received the
second part, but it has certainly received
the first part.

The committee pointed out that the
reason for its having adopted this method
of presenting its report in sections was be-
cause of its extreme urgency and the com-
mittee's desire that its recommendations
should be placed before the Government
as early as possible. That was a very laud-
able desire, and the committee is to be
commended for the action it took in this
regard.

The next utterance by the Premier was
made in October, 1966. I am still quoting
from the Daily News of Thursday, the 6th
March, 1969. He was reported as having
said-

I have no time for the straightout
speculator who has a lot of land but
won't co-operate . . . young people who
want a block are the State's greatest
asset and must be protected.

I am absolutely In accord with what
the Premier has said, but I would Point
out that example is better than precept,
and, although the Premier said that they
were only words, he did not do much.
His next utterance, and I continue to quote
from the same newspaper of the 6th
March, 1969, was as follows-

These measures will take time to
act, but I believe the tide will turn
before the end of the year.

He said that in February of this Year, so
apparently he is satisfied that if he does
nothing the tide will turn by the end of
the year. Unfortunately, the trends are
very much against him as I shall proceed
to demonstrate. A very good example of
what has happened can be obtained at
Karrinyup. This problem has been with
us for years, and the example I am about
to give deals with more recent times, but
if I were to go back to 1966 the illustration
would be even more startling.

An auction of 40 blocks was held at
Karrinyup in March, 1968, and tbe blocks
brought an average price of $8,290. In
July, 1068. there was a remarkable fall,
and it sticks right out among the other
Illustrations I am about to give. There
was an auction of 40 blocks which brought
an average of only $4,800. I use the word
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"only" merely to make a comparison with
the previous figure, because the average
price of $4,800 is still high. However, the
next month there was a further sale of 40
blocks in Ksrrinyup, and the averufe price
shot up to $6,100: a rise of $1,900 in a
month.

ALL. Tirthtcn: Were they relative blocks
in regard to size, and so on?

Mr. TONKTN: Yes, they were blocks of
relative size. Then we come to Novembv-r,
1968, wnen 41 blocks were sold at Karrin-
yup and the price on this occasion junr;:d
to an average of 88S,946; and then there
was a rise of $1,455 in a matter of five
mnonths.

Mr. O'Neil: Vkre all those blocks sold
under the same conditions; that is with
building covenants upon them, and so on?

Mr. TONKIN: No, they were not. That
accounts for the fall in the average price
of the blocks that were sold in July, 1963.
Now we come to March, 1969, when 41
blocks were again auctioned, and the aver-
age price went up to $10,400. So the price
of land is on the up and up,

Mr. Rushton: Have you the relative
placing of these blocks: the environment,
and so on?

Mr, TONKIN: From what I can gather
from these advertisements, the type of
land was similar.

Mr. Rushton: The last ones were up
against the golf course, were they not?

Mr. TONKIN: So the price of blocks
has risen from an average of $6,090 in
March, 1968, to $10,400 in March, 1969.
in April, 1968, there was a sale of six
blocks at Dianella, and there were very
strict contingencies in regard to this land.
Six blocks were sold and they brought an
average of only $3,900. This caused the
auctioneer to say what he thought about
young couples who were complaining they
could not get blocks to build on. I think
the words he used were that what they
were saying was a lot of hogwash. Of
course, what he overlooked was the ex-
treme difficulty confronting those who
wished to build and who were expected to
build in the stipulated time of two years.

Anybody who has attempted to finance
the building of a house will know it Is
not an easy job unless one has a bloc;; of
land. Today it costs six times as much
to buy a block of land as it cost, 30 years
ago, to buy the block of land and to build
the house on it as well. So when. after
one has bought the block one is confronted
with the obligation to build within two
years, one is extremely limited in trying
to comply with the conditions; because a
lot of people who have bought a block
have had th borrow to buy it and they
are living in a house at present paying a
rental which makes it almost impossible

for them to save anything. By the time
they live and pay the rent, they are
Struggling to save anything to buy the
block; and then to expect them to be able
to finance the building of the house within
two years, is expecting the impossible in
most cases. No wonder the bidding fel
off at this sale and the average price
decreased.

One of the conditions of this sale was
that a deposit of $380 had to be paid
on the land, and the balance of the pur-
chase price of the land had to Paid off
in seven years, but the house had to be
built on the land within two years.

Mr. O'Connor: Is that private land?
Mr. TONKIN: Yes, private land. At

the same time, whilst the sale was taking
place at Dianella, where the blocks averaged
only $3,900, a sale took place at Cottesloe
where the average price of the blocks
sold was $9,160.

The next illustration I Propose to give
is a sale which took Place at Wemnbley
Downs in April, 1968, when 23 blocks were
offered, the lowest price being $8,600, and
the average, $9,406. At the same time
there was a sale of Perth City Council
land at City Beach where 39 lots were
offered, which brought an average price of
$8.600. In this month there was also a
sale of land in the Hale School Estate,
where the average price for a block was
$9,406. In May, 1968, there was a sale of
land at Bentley in a subdivision known as
B unning Park. Eighteen blocks were
offered, and the top price was $6,000, and
the average price, $5,450. In June, 1967,
a sale of similar type of land brought
an average price of $4,300. So there was
a rise of $1,100 on this land from June,
1967, to May, 1968.

There was a sale at Balcatta of 28
blocks in February, 1969, and the sale
realised an average price of $7,792. A
month later, a further sale of land took
place in Balcatta of eight building blocks,
and this time the average price was $6,620.
I could give further illustrations from
other districts but I will content myself
with one. There was a sale of land at
Morley of 12 blocks, each less than a
quarter of an acre, and the average price
was $6,319. So it is fairly clear that the
speculator is busy.

I have before me an advertisement
which appeared in The Albany Advertiser
last month. In the finance column the
following appeared:-

Investment $500 and $1,000 shares
in land subdivision estimate 80% re-
turn on capital outlay within 12 to
18 months. Name on title deed.
Estate Homes (1966) 44 Ord Street,
West Perth. Phone 21-2665.

If a person has $500 or $1,000 to Put into
these shares then according to this adver-
tisement, he can get through land specula-
tion an 80 per cent. return on his Capital
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within 12 to 18 months. If this is a fair
advertisement and this firm can really pay
that amount as a return, one can appre-
ciate what is going on in the sale of land.
Although the Premier said some time ago
that something had to be done about
land speculation, he has not yet done any-
thing at all. This is a question which is
exercising the minds of everybody but the
minds of the members of the Government.

I now refer to a report which appeared
in The West Australian of the 20th August,
1968, It contains a statement by a gentle-
man whose prestige is very high in this
community. He is one of the fathers of
the Metropolitan Region Plan, and a man
who should know what he is talking about,
if anybody does. I Propose to read a
great deal of what he said, because I
think it should carry considerable weight.
The report is headed, "Home Hopes Fade,
Says Stephenson." It states--

Many families, important to Wes-
tern Australia's development, had no
hope of adequate housing because of
factors which had distorted the metro-
politan region planning scheme, Pro-
fessor Gordon Stephenson told the
Australian Planning Congress at the
W.A. University yesterday.

He was not trying to tickle the ears of
groundlings; he was not speaking to an
uneducated and uninformed audience; he
was speaking to trained men who would
be able to pick holes in his discourse if
there were any holes. That was the
language he used to illustrate the situation.
It would be too lengthy for me to quote the
whole of that newspaper report, but I
would recommend that it be read by mem-
bers. I propose to select what to me are
the highlights of his argument in order
to emphasise the point I am making. The
report continues-

"The ubiquitous car is now the mai .n
mode of transport," he said. "One
gets the impression that public trans-
port is being forgotten as local plans
are drawn up.

"The spate of flat building- is occur-
ring in an irritational way.

"It is not only that densities are
being increased in some places without
regard to Public transport, but also
because there is a serious housing
problem stemming from the inflation
of land values."

I emphasise that, because later on in my
discourse I propose to show how thc one
is related to the other. The report con-
tin ues--

It was important that higher density
development and centres of activity
should be related to the public trans-
port system.

Further on in the newspaper report the
tollowing appears:-

Planners were still struggling with
the problem of having the wide scheme
translated sensibly in local centres.

Since the promulgation of the
region plan in 1963, land speculation
had reached fever pitch.

I Presume this was brought to the notice
of the Government; so the Government
has been informed by an authority that
land speculation had reached fever pitch.
Surely that should have galvanised the
Government into some action, but "No,"
the Premier expects the tide to turn by
the end of the Year. To continue quoting
from that report-

In the metropolitan region, house
blocks within reach of work and city
now cost from $4,000 to $10,000,
which put them beyond the reach of
many Young married couples and
migrants,

"In this spacious State, it is absurd
for families with children to live in
small, crowded flats," he said.

"Failure to solve the housing prob-
lem has brought down governments in
many countries."

It will do the same to this Government
in due course, if it does not pull its socks
up.

At the same conference another planner
expressed his views, and I refer to the
Chief Planner of the Town Planning
Department (Dr. Carr). A report
appeared in The West Australian of the
21st August last under the heading,
"Planner Hits Out At Speculators." Of
comase, he could not hit out at the Govern-
ment, but that was what he should have
done, Unfortunately he is a civil servant,
and is precluded from expressing his mind
publicly, so he hit out at the speculators,
Dr. Carr was giving a review at the Aus-
tralian Planning Congress of the Metro-
politan Region Scheme. The report
states-

He said that if the scheme was to
have real meaning, the government
needed to interfere with the specula-
tion market by statutory and fiscal
controls.

Here is a definite indication to the Govern-
ment by an authority as to what Path the
Government should travel. The report
continues-

Positive measures were needed to
make sure that vacant urban land was
developed. The measures had already
been recommended in the MeCarrey
report.

So the Government was aware of the
problem and it had received advice of the
steps to be taken, but unfortunately it
declined to take that advice.

From time to time The West Australian
has, commendably, been bringing this
matter to the notice of the Government.
In its leading article of the 22nd August
last under the heading, "Gambling in
Land" the following appears-

Town Planning Minister Logan was
so highly critical of land speculators,
In his talk to the Australian Planning
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Congress, that it raises the question
why the Government has not done
more to curb their activities.

That is the very question that is in my
mind. The Government knows that
speculators have been operating; it has
been told about them on every side;, it
has been told clearly and forcibly: but it
declines to take any action against them.
There is the main cause of the trouble
as mentioned in the leading article.

I have read the McCarrey report several
times. I commend the gentlemen who com-
piled it, because I think it shows consider-
able thought and a Proper appreciation of
the problem. It also shows courage. These
gentlemen have suggested to the Govern-
ment the worth-while course to be followed.
Let us try to throw the Cold light of analy-
sis on this problem so that we can in the
end, I hope, get some action.

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: Would you imple-
ment all the recommendations in the Mc-
Carrey report if you were in government?

Mr. TONICIN: I shall go along step by
step. I shall tell the Minister which recoin-
merndations the Government ought to
adopt. If he will be patient I shall guaran-
tee to fulfil that undertaking. No doubt
you, Mr. Deputy Speaker, have had some-
thing to sell from time to time; and more
often you have had something to buy. You
know that Prices-unless they are the sub-
ject of control by a cartel or monopoly-
where there is a free interplay of forces,
will be determined by supply and demand.

Mr. O'Ncil: Would the planners believe
that?

Mr. TONKIN: I am telling the Minister
what I believe In.

Mr. O'Neil, I believe that, too.

Mr. TONKIN: Demand can be differenL
from need; and there are numbers of fac-
tors which bring about this difference.
However, the prices--apart altogether from
the manipulation of the mnarket, and this
can be done by monopolies-are determined
by supply and demand where there is a
free interplay of forces. It is elementary
to say that in the metropolitan area the
demand far exceeds the supply. I1 am told
that more than 50 per cent, of the land
which is bought from time to time is bought
for the purpose of resale, and not for
building on it by the purchasers. This
land is bought for resale, so it is specula-
tion. and this stimulates the demand.

I know from my own observations that
there are many blocks of Land in the met-
ropolitan area which are vacant today-
there is one next door to my house and
this has been vacant since I first went
there, and I have been there for 30 years
-which axe fully serviced, with electricity.
drainage, sewerage, and water supply, but
which are not available for the building of
homes.

Action is required to force these onto
the market. What justification is there
for Persons holding for 30 years a block of
land in a developed subdivision where the
price is going up and up? When I bought
my block I paid £9? 10s. for it. For the
block next door to me $20,000 has been
refused, and it is still vacant. When ulti-
mately it is built on it will be sold-unless
the Government takes some action in the
meantime or there is a change of Govern-
znent-at a price in excess of $20,000. Is
anyone going to do anything about this,
or just allow it to rip?

Mr. Rushton: What value applies-
unimproved capital value or annual?

Mr. TONKINT: I come back to the state-
ment I made, which was that the land
offering falls short of the demand; and
this applies to all types of land-residen-
tial, commercial, industrial, and rural. Land
that is being offered does not meet the de-
mand. I am stating what is a fact, and I
know some of the reasons why.

Some of the causes of this excessive de-
mand are general and have been experi-
enced everywhere from time to time, but
several causes operate at present which
are peculiar to Perth, and these Call for
measures other than those which have
been adapted in similar circumstances in
other States and countries at other times.

It would be idle to suggest that this is a
new problem and that we must feel our
way because there is no way known to deal
with It. The problem is not new. It is
years and years old and has occurred from
time to time in many places. Consequently
the Government is not being asked to travel
a completely uncharted course. It can
travel the course travelled by other Gov-
ernments before it in similar circum-
stances. In addition, it can apply some
measures calculated to deal with the special
aspect of Perth's own Problem.

I am in no position to say whether the
statement is true or not but I have heard
it stated a number of times that land in
Perth today is the dearest in any cap~ital
city in Australia.

Mr. O'Neil: Sydney is higher, and this
was reported in The Australian recently.

Mr. Jamieson: You look at Saturday's
advertisements and compare them.

Mr. O'Neil: A special series has been
running in The Australian which indicates
the comparative land prices. Sydney is
the highest and then-

Mr. Jamieson: That is miles from the
centre of the city.

Mr. O'Neil: You have not seen tbe
article, so why argue?

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: order! The
Leader of the Opposition!
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Mr. TONKIN: Thank you, Sir. It looked
as if I would need your intervention. From
time to time Governments--both Common-
wealth and State-have been obliged to
take very drastic measures to deal with
a special situation. When a war is on
we do not hesitate. We confiscate people's
goods; we push them around; we put all
sorts of compulsions on them. If they
want to sell, we tell them at what price
they are to sell, and we Prosecute them
if they try to get more than that price.

I can recollect many cases during the
war Period when peoQple were, for a legiti-
mate reason trying to sell their properties,
but they had to accept figures well below
the Proper value because those were the
figures deternined by a Government
authority in order to prevent inflation;
and that is the problem here-to prevent
inflation-and surely inflation in peace
time is just as serious for those who are
suffering under it as inflation in war time.
It is the same problem, but there is no
hesitation in war time. A blanket is put
on the Price for which a person can sell,
and woe betide him who tries to get more
than the price fixed, because the Govern-
ment has decreed what he is going to get
for his Property. If a nerson is not prepared
to Sell for the price stipulated then he
cannot sell at all.

But in peace time we sail merrily on,
allowing the speculator full rein. The
Government can find many examples of
where this problem of rising land prices
has been overcome in other countries, or
significantly reduced in proportion; but in
every case the tide has not turned on its
own. It has required Government inter-
vention. If the Government can show me
an example where this problem has been
solved otherwise, I would be happy to see
it; but in my research into this question
I found not a single instance wvhere it was
solved without strong Government inter-
vention.

Mr. Brand: What countries other than
Britain are you thinking about?

Mr. TONKIN: The problem has occurred
in Great Britain, and it was dealt \vit-
by using a Crownbold system, which is
one method. Other States have had it
and we are experiencing it now.

Mr. Brand: What action did the other
States take?

Mr. TONKIN: New South Wales had it.
Mr. Brand: What action did it take?

Mr. TONKIN: It introduced a leasehold
system which very considerably increased
the land being made available.

Mr. Brand: It was not very effective
I am afraid, was it?

Mr. TONKIN: In every case steps have
teen taken to defeat tbe speculator, be-
cause he is the one most responsible for

pushing up the price. If we are going to
make the supply more nearly meet the de-
mand we must freeze out the speculator,
and then we will come down to the real
hard core. However, in doing this we must
have regard not only to the nature of
the land we are making available, but
also its location.

It is not much good expecting a working-
class family to take a block of land so
far away from the place where the bread-
winner works as to require him to use
a disproportionate amount of wages to
pay his travelling expenses, That is some-
thing he has to look at, and that is where
Professor Stephenson's remarks come into
our consideration.

If we can make land available in rela-
tion to the availability of public transport,
then we can take the land that is farther
out providing we make our public trans-
port cheap enough to enable the worker
to meet the cost. However, if he has to
rely upon his own private transport to
travel to work, then the costs involved are
such as to cause him to bypass land which
would otherwise be attractive to him.
Therefore we must have regard to the
location of the land as well as its nature,
If we give consideration to these facts,
then they can be really more important
than the amount of land which we are
making available,

I read in the paper the other day that
a sale took place in the Armadale corridor,
or in that locality. I think Gosniells was
the place, and all the blocks being offered
were not sold: so the demand for land in
that area obviously was short of the sup-
Ply. Gosnells is some distance from the
city and if city workers are those look-
ing for a place to build, they would have
to have regard for the availability of
transport and its cost.

In my view another very important
feature is forcing up the price. I have
never agreed with the idea at all and I
cannot see the sense of it; but it is
adopted by most local authorities and Is
operating. Years ago when a subdivision
of land was made, the subdivider was not
required to add to the cost of the land
the cost of the roads, footpaths, various
services, open space, and also the kinder-
gartens which were going to be erected in
the area, The local authority provided
those in due course out of the rates. I
have been at the place where I now reside
for 30 years and I have not got a foot-
path yet!

Mr. Gayfer: You have a nice lawn
though.

Mr. TONKIN: Yes, but I provided that
at my own expense. In the new subdivi-
sions, bitumen roads, footpaths, drainage,
and kerbing. are all required to be paid for
in the first place by the subdivider who.
unless he is a complete fool, must recover
the lot from the person who buys the
land which is subdivided. So the prices
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go up, and that puts up the value of aUl
the other land in the area, and up go the
rates of all the people. It is a wonderful
thing for the local authority, but it is a
Poor lookout for the unfortunate rate-
payers.

Why this changed system to load the
price still further by hundreds and hun-
dreds of dollars? When the subdivider is
getting his land ready for sale, he has to
take into calculation what he paid for the
land in the first place, then make allow-
ance for what he is forced to give away
as open space and for kindergartens and
the like, and then add the cost of the roads
and keribing. In addition, he must add
the profit he wants to make on the out-
lay. He then Puts the land on the market
at an upset price to enable him to recover
all that, and if he does not get the upset
price he does not sell. When he does sell,
he sells at a price which recoups all those
Costs. HOW on earth does the Government
expect to keep the Price of land within the
reach of the People who are trying to buy
it, if it allows that sort of thing to develop?
So I do not go along with that policy at
all, and would like to know what has
brought about the change.

Suburbs were developed under the old
method through rates obtained by the
local authorities on properties which be-
came ratable. Now we deliberately force
up the price of properties when they are
developed and subdivided. In contradis-
tinction to that, it is possible to hold hun-
dreds of acres in the lump and to pay a
ridiculous taxation and a ridiculous amount
of rates, because of the value placed on
the land in the lump.

I would say that there is absolutely no
relationship at all between the value of a
block which is bought in a subdivision
and the value of the land comprising that
subdivision before the subdivision of the
land. This has been going on for years.
Why should we load all these extra costs
onto the unfortunate people who are striv-
ing against odds to buy land and, conse-
quently, make it well-nigh impossible for
them to buy land? That is what we are
doing.

One of the most damaging forms of land
speculation results from speculators buy-
ing up areas of land which become avail-
able from estates. An estate is wound up
because of the demise of the owner and
the land has to be sold. The speculators
come in and buy up the land. It seems
that some of the speculators, by certain
methods, are able to get a rezoning or to
get prior knowledge of a proposed rezoning
and this enables them to make very large
profits.

Make no mistake about my attitude! 1
am not at all advocating that the Govern-
ment should become the owners of all the
land. I am advocating the continuance of

a free market with the necessary steps to
be taken to curb speculators from that
market.

People who deal in land are not pro-
ducing anything. They are different alto-
gether from the wheat farmer, the cotton
farmer on the Ord. the dairy farmer in the
south-west, or the orchardist, because
these men invest their capital and produce
something which adds to the wealth of
the community, but a man who invests his
money in land is producing nothing, except
Profit for himself. He is deriving this
profit from Government activity and
forces which are operating to his advan-
tage. Under those circumstances, he
should be obliged to make a substantial
contribution back to the people. If he does
this, he will be making a contribution to-
wards the solution of the problem he him-
self has helped to create.

The McCarrey report made a number of
recommendations and I propose to deal
with them and explain my views about
them. The first recommendation was that
the M.P.A. should be called on to release
immediately considerable areas of land

capable of early development, but that this
should be conditional upon measures to ex-
clude speculators.

I agree absolutely with this recommen-
dation, which connotes a free market. It
would mean that more land would be read-
ily available to be developed and put on
the market, provided steps were taken to
curb the speculators.

Mr. Rushton: This is being done, is it
not?

Mr. TONKIN: Being done? The hen-
ourable member may think so, but I do
not.

Mr. Graham: The member for Dale is
speaking rubbish.

Mr. Rushton: It is being done in Calista,
Medina, and Hamersley.

Mr. TONKfI: In due course, I would like
to hear from the member for Dale ex-
amples of its being done and the extent
to which it is being done.

The next recommendation, which will be
anathema to the Government, is that there
sa~ll be established an urban land com-
mission. I am completely in favour of
such a commission. This would enable
the commission to acquire land and, in
conjunction with developers, have it de-
veloped or have it subdivided and sold.

I am aware of the fact that the Chamn-
ber of Commerce became very upset at
this suggestion and went post haste to the
Premier by means of a deputation. The
Chamber of Commerce made it pretty
plain to the Premier that it would have
none of the suggestion. I think the Cham-
ber of Commerce was most illogical. The
reason given was that the Chamber of
Commerce did not want the Government
to be engaged In buying land, but I did not
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hear any protest made by the chamber to
the Minister for Industrial Development
over the compulsory buying of land for in-
dustry. There was not a bleat from the
Chamber of Commerce on that occasion.
Presumably it is all right for a private-
enterprise Government to resume land
from private individuals-that is, to buy it
from those people and sell it to industry-
but it is not all right to buy the land so
that people can build houses on it.

What reason did the Minister for Indus-
trial Development give to justify the action
of the Government in stretching the law
to enable the Government compulsorily to
acquire land at Ewinana for the Western
Mining Corporation? The reason given
was not that the land was not available,
but that the price would be too high for
the company to pay. Apparently the Gov-
erment wanted to curb speculation on
that occasion. it wanted to buy the land
cheaply for a wealthy mining company:
but there was not a word, by way of ob-
jection, from the Chamber of Commerce.

However, when it is suggested that the
Government should do the selfsamne thing
-that is, curb speculation on home-build-
ing land-the Government is told by the
Chamber of Commerce that it must not
engage in the buying of land. Perhaps there
may be a way of reasoning whereby an
individual can satisfy himself that this is
a logical course or conduct on the part
of the Chamber of Commerce, but I can-
not. Personally, I cannot reconcile the
two attitudes.

Mr. O'Neil, The MeCarrey report states
that the urban land commission could not
operate without resumptive powers. What
is your view on that?

Mr. TONKIN: I will give the Minister
my views in the course of my explanation
on this recommendation. If the urban
land commission is set up, it is to be
clothed with statutory authority to sell
by auction, or to sell by private treaty,
to anybody at all; that is, to private
individuals or to project developers.

Mr. O'Neil: Or to the Housing Commis-
sion!

Mr. TONKIN: As I have said, the urban
land commission will be able to sell to
anyone at all, including speculative
builders and the State Housing Comkmis-
sion, if the latter is too much asleep to
buy the land itself.

Mr. 0' Neil: That is not a recommenda-
tion in the report.

Mr. TONKIN: No, it is not. I agree with
the Minister; the latter remark was my
embellishment.

Mr. O'Neil: The commission would not
buy land if the urban land commission was
set up.

Mr. TONKIN: In the sale of land by the
urban land commission to all these indi-
viduals, it is recommended-and I agree-

that there should be the condition that
land so purchased would have to be
improved and not held for resale to some-
body else. Consequently, if the land were
sold to speculative builders they would
immediately have to engage themselves in
putting houses on the land and sub-
sequently in putting both the houses and
the land up for sale.

Mr. Williams: Over what period of time?

Mr. TONKIN: I have not got down to
the detail, but that could easily be worked
out. Of course, one would have to have
regard to the availability of finance, which
is another aspect on which I propose to
touch very shortly. I would like to inter-
polate here that I have made extensive
inquiries from the Perth Building Society,
the Rural and Industries Bank, and other
sources with regard to the terms upon
which money can be obtained, with the
result that I can see quite plainly where
the difficulties lie for people who are
striving to build a home.

All members of the R-ouse ought to know
about this, because we have been through
it ourselves with the exception of those
who might have been born with a silver
spoon in their mouths. Those of us who
have had to struggle from working-class
families will realise that it is not an easy
matter when things are normal for a man
to buy land and provide himself with a
home within a reasonable period of time.
Under existing conditions, it is well-nigh
impossible, as Professor Stephenson said.

Mr,. Dunn: What do you classify as
normal?

Mr. TONKIN': I would classify a condi-
tion as normal when there is a complete
absence of the speculator. I think that
Government participation in land develop-
ment In partnership with others is an ex-
cellent idea. It would Immediately create
competition for the monopolist land owner
and make him sit up and take notice,
because he would be competing against a
pretty strong organisation. At the moment
he more or less has an open go.

The urban land commission could exert
a controlling influence by regulating
supply. It would have the power to acquire
land, compulsorily if necessary, and then
make it available, free from speculation, in
order to meet the demand, which is a, very
real demand.

Mr. O'Neil: What price would you sug-
gest for land it resumes-market value
Plus 10 per cent.?

Mr. TONKIN: I do not like the 10 per
cent, idea. People should he given the
true value and not the speculative value
for land which is compulsorily acquired.
The true value of the land could he arrived
at by means of a principle which used to
be followed some Years ago but which, I
believe, has since been departed from;
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namely, one calculates for taxation pur-
Poses on the basis of a certain regular per-
centage rise from year to year, It is not
5 per cent. one year and 100 per cent.
the next year, but a regular percentage
increase as development takes place.
Consequently, it would be a simple matter
to calculate a fair price.

Mr. Deputy Speaker, I remind you, be-
cause the Minister appears to have for-
gotten, that this point presented no dif-
ficulty in wartime, when the Government
was determining the prices at which land
could be bought or sold.

Mr. Dunn: What about the black
market?

Mr. O'Neil: I only asked because the
Government is so frequently charged with
not giving people a fair and equitable
price.

Mr. TONKIN: All members of the House
will have an opportunity to get up and
express their views. That is what we want.

Mr. Brand: The Minister for Housing did
not get his answer.

Mr. TONKINT: I would rather see every
member in the House express his views
than to have this sniping from here and
there.
Sitting suspended from 6.15 to 7.30 P.M.

Mr. TONKIN: Before the tea suspension
I was making reference to the suggestion
in the MeCarrey Committee report for the
establishment of an urban land commis-
sion. I had earlier mentioned that the
Chamber of Commerce did not like this
idea at all. and had impressed upon the
Premier, when its members saw him, that
this idea was to be resisted at all costs.
Presumably, this Chamber would carry
some weight with the Government, and we
are not likely to see much done in that
dlrection.

Nevertheless, I think it ought to be
pointed out that it was suggested In the
McCarrey Committee report that this urban
land commission should have power to pur-
chase compulsorily land which was ripe
for subdivision but which was being held
off the market. I think that is an excel-
lent idea. and if put into operation would
go a long way towards solving the problem.

In Great Britain there is a system which
is called, "Crownhold" which is similar to
having land in freehold, but there is a re-
striction on the sale. People who own it
can sell, but they can sell only for the
same use as that to which the land is being
put at the time of the sale: or, put another
way, if it were urban land, for example, it
could not be said for residential purposes.
or, if it were residential land, it could not
be sold for industrial purposes. Residen-
tial land could be sold only for residential
purposes.

As well as having the power to sell land
to any individual at all, with the imposition
of the conditions I have mentioned, the
urban land commission could have the
Power to lease land, and, if there were
available to prospective home builders
large numbers of blocks wvhich could be
leased, then I am of the opinion there
would be many who would avail themselves
of that method. In this regard it should
be noted that in Canberra most, if not all,
of the residences are on leasehold land.

A further recommendation of the
McCarrey Committee was that there should
be a land tax surcharge on unimproved
land, This would need to be substantial
to be of any real effect. The committee
also recommended reconsideration of the
basic land tax scale so that the burden
would fall more heavily on those who were
just hanging on to land for speculative pur-
poses. There is also the suggestion of a
betterment levy from the profits in order
that the people who were benefiting most
could pay back to the community some pro-
portion of their gains in order to solve the
problem which they themselves had helped
to create.

Another suggestion is a more frequent
valuation of unimproved land. Instead of
keeping it in the same category as improved
land and having a revaluation done at the
same period, revalua tions of unimproved
land should be carried out more frequently.
This, of course, would result in increased
taxes on that land. A further recommen-
dation-and I think this is one which pos-
sibly might have been adopted by the Gov-
ernment and put into operation, but to an
extent which is not known to me-is that
steps should be taken to streamline sub-
division procedures. I think the committee
set up under the chairmanship of Sir Keith
Watson is giving attention to* this angle
and, in due course, will make suggestions
to the Government for meeting that
requirement.

There is an officer-or there was; I do
not know whether he is still there as he
may have been sacked because of what he
did, but I am hoping he is still there-in
the Rural and Industries Bank named Mr.
R. J. McKenna. He gave this subject a
thorough study and, I thought, made a
good analysis of the position. He made
public the result of his study and put for-
ward some worth-while suggestions. Mr.
McKenna took a somewhat unusual step
which ought to be adopted more frequently,
and it shows the thoroughness of his ex-
amination: he supported his argu~ment by
statistics which were correctly compiled
and not imagined. I have checked some
of them as a sort of cross-check to satisfy
myself that what he put forward was really
factual, and I was quite satisfied.

He said that in 11 years the cost of a
typical suburban block had risen by 456
per cent. to $5,000, and a typical new house
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by only 55 per cent, to $10,775. That im-
mediately emuphasises the disproportion be-
tween the increase in the price qf land and
the increase in the cost of building the
house; and the increase in the price of
land has very little relationship to in-
creases in wages, but increases in wages
have a very definite relationship, both
directly and indirectly, to the price of a
house.

If the figures were the other way around,
I might be inclined to accept them, but
the way they are only serves to emphasise
the tremendous disparity which exists and
the fact that the Government has done
very little to check rises In the price of
land, The figures which Z have quoted
give 101 per cent. as the rise in the overall
cost of a new homne. In the same period
the average weekly earnings of those em-
ployed have risen by only 69 per cent. So
we are facing the people with this prob-
lem: that with an increase in the average
earnings of only 69 per cent. they have to
provide themselves with a home, taking
land and house together, at an increased
cost of 101 per cent.

The obvious result of this is that, despite
our claim about an affluent society, the
standard of living has actually fallen, be-
cause it is impossible for aL worker today
to provide himself with the same standard
of house that a worker in the same income
bracket was able to provide himself 'with
11 years ago. For a fixed pereenatge of his
income the home purchaser in 1969 cannot
get a better house in better surroundings in
the same or a similar suburb as his coun-
terpart was able to do in 1956; with few
exceptions, he could only get a much poorer
type of house.

That is not something that is conjured
up out of the imagination; that is the re-
ality of the present situation. It does not
matter how much a Government might
pride itself on bringing migrants to this
country, or establishing industry, or de-
veloping the country, if the standard of
living of the people is going down instead
of up, what is the good of it all? So the
Government requires to alter its thinking
and Put more emphasis on this area of
administration, which is the important one
so far as the lives of the people are con-
cerned, because they have only one life
to live.

it is of no benefit to the People to be
reading about an affluent society if they
know that with their present income the
only type of house they can hope to, get
is one of a poorer standard than people 11
years ago, in the same income bracket, were
able to obtain.

I did not wvork out the example I have
just given. it was worked out by an econo-
mist attached to the Rural and Industries
Bank. So I think it ought to be very clear
indeed that the Government has been most
remiss in this area of administration; has
not attempted to tackle the question in a

worth-while manner; has only been fiddling
about with trifling measures; and the situ-
ation has been growing steadily worse. But
all the Premier can say is that he believes
that by the end of the year the tide will
turn. It is a trite remark that hope springs
eternal in the human breast. I do not
entertain such hope myself unless the Gov-
ernment is prepared to intervene and take
some very drastic measures. A serious
situation calls for drastic measures and
that is what the Government requires to
do.

The other half of my motion deals with
housing, which situation is affected very
greatly by the first problemn-that of the
price of land-because when people can
acquire a block of land for themselves, and
can then arrange their finance, they do not
run to the Housing Commission for assist-
ance. It is only when they fail in their
endeavours elsewhere that, as a last re-
sort, they are thrown upon the Housing
Commission.

And so it is to be expected that the
demands on the commission have con-
tinued to grow. Another reason is that
because the price of land takes up so
much of the money that has been saved,
the people have to look to the banks and
the building societies to obtain the neces-
sary funds. While I think the building
societies are doing a wonderful Job in the
field of providing housing, I feel the Gov-
ernment is relying far too much on the
private sector, without appreciating the
difficulties which are occurring and which
are throwing the people onto the Govern-
ment resources.

When a person goes to the Rural and
Industries Bank, the Commonwealth Bank,
the Perth Building Society, or to any other
building society, the number one criterion
in considering whether a loan can be made
available, or not, is the capacity of the
borrower to service the loan, and usually
a limit of from 20 to 25 per cent, of the
person's earnings is the relevant factor;
or, to put it another way, if a person
wants to borrow a sum of money which
would take 40 per cent. of his earnings
to service, or repay the loan, he will not
get that amount of money. Because of
high rents, which is another result of the
inactivity of the Government in this field,
it is extremely difficult for people to save
any money.

The other day I was told of rents which
are so high that I found it dimficult to be-
lieve them. Today I heard of a rental of
$40 a week being paid by an average
working-class family. It is difficult to get
anything for aL rental under $20 a week.
Just imagine the situation of the people
who qualify for help under the State
Housing Commission: those on $52 a week.
Just imagine what chance they have of
saving money if they are paying a rent
of $20 or more per week at the present
time!
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I was somewhat amused at something
I read in the latest report of the State
Housing Commission when it said we
ought to educate people to save their
money. Surely the first thing we must do
is to allow them to live in places on as
low a rental as possible, if they are to be
in a position to save any money at all.
I quote from page 9 of the latest report
of the State Housing Commission which
states-

It is considered that far too little is
being done in the way of educative
measures to encourage the younger
members of the community to com-
mence saving a deposit for their home.

A lot of hope they have of getting any-
where that way, because the price of land
has risen faster than any one of these
people can possibly save; or, to put it
another way, if they were saving for 12
months in order to buy a block of land,
they would be further behind at the end
of 12 months than they were at the be-
ginning. That is not an idle illustration
but a fact. When blocks of land are ris-
ing at the rate of $1,000 a block in six
months, who is going to be able to save
that kind of money?

Accordingly, something else needs to be
done besides educating people to save: we
must put a brake on house rents. Let us
be realistic about this. The housing prob-
lem is not new to this State. Following
a previous Country-Liberal Party Govern-
ment the incoming Hawke Labor Govern-
ment was faced with a housing problem.
On the hustings we said that if we were
returned as the Government we would
solve the housing problem in three years,
and we did.

To achieve that objective we built 3,484
houses in 1953-54, and 4,064 in 1954-55.
In the following year, 1955-56 we built
3,696 houses. I ask members to keep those
figures in mind. because when the Premier
failed to get any special assistance from
the Commonwealth during the present
financial year he announced with a great
flourish that he would set a target of 1,800
houses for this year. How far does he
think that will go? That is his target-
1,800 houses--whereas back In 1953-54 we
were able to build nearly 3,500 houses,
and in 1954-55 we built 4,000 houses.

The Government is relying too much on
the private sector, which cannot meet this
demand, because the people who go to the
Housing Commission will not qualify, in
most cases, for assistance from the privte
sector.

In June, 1968, the outstanding applica-
tions at the Rousing Commission, accord-
ing to the commission's own figures, were
17,300, having increased from 14,546 in
June, 1967. Of these, 440 applications
were considered as emergent. We know
from information conveyed to us that
that means a wait of anything from four

or five weeks or from two to three
months: and this even when they are on
the emergent list.

I will now ask the House to look at the
figures of the present Government as com-
Pared with the ones I gave earlier. In
1965-66 the Government built 2,480 houses,
but in 1966-67 the number fell to 1,935
houses. Despite the tact that the demand
was going up, the supply came down; and
in 196 7-68 it fell away still further down
to 1,557 houses. Is it any wonder that
there is this lag which exists at the Hous-
ing Commission?

Mr. Pletcher: We do not hear any inter-
j ections.

Mr. TONKIN: The Minister says there
is no crisis, there are only pressures. it
can be seen how unrealistic was the Pre-
mier's target of 1,800 houses this year; it
was a drop in the ocean. The Housing
Commission Is still losing ground rapidly.
There is a wait on the list of more than
three years. unless the case is emergent,
and it has to be a pretty serious one to get
into that category, as Practically every
member will know who has submitted cases
to the commission.

Mr. Casn: How does this wait compare
with the position in the Eastern States?

Mr. TONKIN: I do not know, but I am
glad the honourable member mentioned
this, because I saw a statement from the
Housing Industry Association here, which
I forgot to mention, to the effect that
the housing position in Western Aus-
tralia is the worst in the Commonwealth.
This is an organisation which is Australia-
wide. I thank the bonourable member for
giving me the opportunity to mention it.

Mr. Rushton: Are not people coming
from South Australia to work here despite
the housing situation?

Mr. TONKIN: Does that alter the fact
that the situation is the worst here? The
honourable member is only giving one of
the reasons why that might be so, but I
take it he is not disputing the fact that
the housing position here is worse than in
any other State.

Mr. Rushton: I am not saying it is the
worst in the Commonwealth.

Mr. Cash: I am disputing it. It is worse
in the Eastern States than it is here.

Mr. TONKIN: The Rousing Industry
Association camne down in full support of
the recommendations of the MeCarrey
Committee in this State and said that
speculators were thwarting and crippling
community development and the work of
the town planners. The president of that
association said the Perth housing short-
age is the most severe of the Australian
cities. I again thank the honourable mem-
ber for giving me the opportunity to state
that.
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I have looked at the latest report of the
State Housing Commission very carefully.
It is well worth reading, because it tells us,
if we are Prepared to study it carefully,
that the demand for rental and purchase
hiouses continues to rise from the lower
income groups. We can expect that, and
if we stop to think, we will know -the
reason why It will continue to do that.

The commission then set out the fact
that there was a reduction in the tenancy
turnover and, of course, there is a reason
for that. The tenants stay put now be-
cause they dare not go out in view of -the
difficulty of obtaining accommodation else-
where. Accordingly, we would expect -the
turnover of rental accommodation to be
much less, but the Government has made
no provision for that. The Government
should have known that would occur. The
commission's report goes on to say there
is a similar decline in the availability of
private rental accommodation. Of course
there would be a decline, because not
enough houses are being provided and the
people are staying put while others are
crowding in on top of them.

Again, however, the Government has
failed to realise this position and it has
set a target of some 1,800 houses a year.
The commission has gone to some length
to give, as the member for Dale did at
short length, the reason why this situation
exists. What on earth is the good of that?
What good is it to tell people who are in
dire straits, because no housing is avail-
able, that they ought to put up with it
because there are good reasons for it?

If the Government knows the reasons,
it is the Government's obligation to get
cracking and find a solution to the pro-
blem which Is the result of these reasons;
it should not try to smooth the thing over
by telling people they ought to put up
with what they have because there are
good reasons for the Position being what
it is,

I am sick and tired of hearing about
the difficulties confronting the Govern-
ment and about workers coming from the
Eastern States to take up houses and so
on. Of course this will happen, because
they are being encouraged to come here
not only from the Eastern States but also
from overseas.

Surely the Government, knowing that
this situation was going to arise, should
have made provision for it. Years ago,
Mr. Deputy Speaker, when we drew atten-
tion to this trend which was developing,
do you know what wve were told? We were
told that the Government was watching
the position!

Mr. Cash: How did you solve the migrant
problem?

Mr. TONKIN: That is not the question
under consideration at the moment.

Mr. Bovell: You cut them out.

Mr. TONKIN: This is the Government
that has been in charge of the Treasury
bench for 10 years.

Mr. Jamieson: The Government brings
them here and does not give them houses
to live in, which is more cruel.

Mr. TONKIN: It is idle to talk about
what some other Government might have
done and should have done.

Mr. Bovell: Migrants are making a great
contribution to the building of houses.

Mr. TONKIN: Who said they are not?
I am not talking about the contribution
migrants are making, I am talking about
the contribution the Government is not
making.

Mr. Dunn: During your speech, are you
going to tell us how many houses are being
built by the private sector?

Mr. TONKIN: What I have said is that
the Government is relying too heavily upon
the private sector to do the job which it,
the Government, has to do.

Mr. Dunn: Can you give us any figures?
Mr. TONKIN: The Private sector is

building houses which will sell on a certain
deposit at a certain rate of repayment, but
many people cannot meet the deposit and
the rate of repayment. They are the ones
who have gone to the State Housing Com-
mission; and they will continue to go there
because they are forced to go there. Those
are the people for whom the Government
is making no provision, or very little pro-
vision-inadequate provision.

The commission states that with new
homes and turnover of existing properties,
2,566 applicants were provided with rental
accommodation. That will not go very
far towards meeting the accumulated
number of applications, because they are
coming in at a greater rate than that
figure can cope with.

The applications during 1967-68-and
these are the commission's own figures--
totalled 7,089. So the commission has lost
ground on its rental homes up to the
present time to the extent of 2,053 homes.
Despite the new homes it has built and
the turnover of rental homes, the com-
mission was not able to hold the position.
It lost ground to the extent of 2,053 rental
homes.

With regard to the purchase homes,
during the year 1967-68 the commission
lost ground to the extent of 732 homes.
That surely is a serious situation. There
is a long list of applications already. It
would be bad enough and somewhat hope-
less for those people on the list if the
Government was able to meet in one year
the current applications, but the Govern-
ment fell behind in 1967-68 to the extent
of 2,053 rental homes and 732 purchase
homes. If that is not a crisis then I have
never seen one. But the Minister says it
is only "Pressures." Pressures from whom
and for what? These two questions of
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land prices and houses are so closely re-
lated that both require immediate atten-
tion, and more emphasis has to be placed
on this.

I asked a question this afternoon fol-
lowing some information which was con-
veyed to me over the loud speaker at a
very interesting function on the Fremantle
wharf last Saturday as to the amount of
loan money made available to the Freman-
tie Port Authority for building its con-
tainer berth. I heard the Premier being
complimented for the amount of loan
money he readily made available for this
project, but he told me this afternoon,
that he did not make any available. I
wonder where the money came from, be-
cause it was claimed that $5,000,000 was
spent on this container berth.

Special mention was made of the
authority's gratitude to the Premier for
the readiness he showed in making the
money available for this purpose. I asked
a number of people at that gathering
whether they were satisfied that these con-
tainer berths and ships were really a good
economic proposition, and I did not find
one who was satisfied-they all had
doubts.

One shipping man told me that in his
accounts, instead of making provision for
the ordinary increases in costs, which he
usually did, he took a risk and budgeted
this year to hold his costs where they were,
but he was not sune that was going to be
realised. I have spoken to one business-
man in the city who said to nme that he
has not received his goods any quicker
than he used to get them-

Mr. Cash: He probably got all of them,
though.

Mr. TONKIN: -because, although the
goods get away from the wharf faster in
the containers, it takes a long time to un-
load the containers and sort the goods out.
So by the time he gets his goods, just
as much time has been taken up as be-
f ore. If these containers are not to re-
sult in any saving to the community, but
only increase the profits to the shipowners,
It wIll be bard to justify using money in
order to be the first in the Commonwealth
in this matter, rather than use the money
for housing.

Mr. Ross Hlutchinson: This means you
would not have engaged yourself in this
matter?

Mr. TONKIN, Do not put words into MY
mouth, or draw inferences.

Mr. Ross 'Hutchinson:, It was quite a
logical question.

Mr. TONKIN: It is unusual for me to get
a logical thought from that position-

Mr. Ross Hutchinson'. You can say these
things if you want to.

Mr. TONKIN: -so I welcome it. The fact
of the matter is that the Minister was
present and he must have beard the

statement praising the Premier, to which
I have referred. As a matter of fact, one
gentleman later on said the Premier oughs
to be in the same category as Lord Forrest.

Mr. Graham: In the cemetery!
Mr. Brand: What is wrong with that?
Mr. TONKIN: It is not necessary for me

to say it was an opinion that I do not
share.

Mr. Court:. We will see what posterity
has to say about that one.

Mr. TONKIN: However, the Minister
cannot deny-and I do not think the Pre-
ier would attempt to do so-that the

Pr1iemier was congratulated or praised for
having so readily agreed to make the funds
available.

Mr. Brand: I cannot help that.

Mr. TONKIN: Either the Premier took
Praise to which he was not entitled or, if
he was entitled to it, then there is some-
thing wrong with the answer he gave me
this afternoon, But the point I want to
make is that I was not able to get any
evidence at all that the Government was
justified in providing money to make Fre-
mantle the first Port in Australia with a
fully-equipped container berth, when that
money was so urgently needed to solve the
housing problem in Western Australia.

It must be money that is worrying the
Government, because it has asked the Com-
monwealth for money to enable it to solve
the problem: and the Prime Minister was
reported to have said the State would have
difficulty in finding the labour. It was re-
ported that the State endeavoured to
assure the Prime Minister on that point
and said that if it got the money it would
build the houses. The Government can-
not have it both ways.

So in every way we look at it the Gov-
ernment has fallen down badly in both
these areas of administration, which are
the vital areas for the welfare of the com-
munity-land for homes, and homes for
the people. Where does our prosperity
start? Where should we be looking to the
Government for the well-being of our
people, if it is not in the very funda-
mental of providing them with a home in
which to live?

It is all very well to be unveiling plaques
and the like for new industries that have
been established, but if the condition of
the people is gradually worsening with re-
gard to the basic requirement of housing,
of what does it avail? So the Government,
in our view, is deserving of the severest
censure for its complete failure to realise
the seriousness of the situation regarding
both these matters; and, because it fails
to realise the seriousness, it neglects to
take the remedial measures which are
available to it and which have been sug-
gested.
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Was the appointment of the MeCarrey
Committee just a gesture, or was the Gov-
ernment really endeavouring to be shown
the way to go. There has been far too
much delay. I would like to see the second
part of the Mcarrey report because I
understand this was to give the Govern-
ment the mechanics regarding the recoin-
ruendatlons and how they were to be put
into operation. Surely there has been
sufficient time for that second report to
become available, but we have heard noth-
ing of It.

The fact remains that the Government
stands condemned on both these points
and for its inactivity in a field of ad-
ministration which should be basic to any
Government.

MR. BRAND (Greenough - Premier)
[8.13 P~.] I think it is fair to say that
a motion such as this could obviously come
from the opposition at this time. Although
the Leader of the Opposition has dealt
with his motion in two parts, it is not my
intention to speak for any great length
as the Minister for Housing has this
matter well in hand.

I would like to say that we got off the
motion a little bit in talking about the
terminal berth that has been built at FTe-
mantle. Before I overlook it, might I say
that had the Government not had the
terminal berth ready, and a container ship
had arrived with a lot of containers and
had to bypass Fremantle, then there would
have been another motion here criticisjng
the Government for not being up with it.

I want to point out to the Leader of
the Opposition that I cannot help what
people are saying about me, but it is rather
a relief to hear someone say, "There
could be another Forrest." Maybe the
Leader of the Opposition would like to
hear that about himself, too.

Might I deal with the reference to loan
funds? As Treasurer of the State I took
the initiative to ensure that there would
be money available to build this berth.
The Treasury made the necessary ar-
ranagements and it was done by an ad-
vance through the bank and, in a way,
underwritten by the Treasury, thereby
saving our loan funds so that they could
be made available for housing. I think
it was a commendable move on the part
of the Treasury to make-and to be able
to make-such financial arrangements.

The Leader of the Opposition said
he was sick and tired of hearing the rea-
sons why this problem of housing and land
prices confronted this State. We might
well say we are sick and tired of hearing
the story over and over again; a story
which we all know. I want to say that
the opposition has no monopoly on sym-
pathy for people who cannot get houses
and who face problems arising not from

poverty and not from deprivation, but
from the very affluent times in which
we live.

Might I say that the reason we are
facing problems today, as a State, is not
because people are leaving and going to
the Eastern States to get jobs; not because
we, as a Government, have issued a direc-
tion to step up migration, but because in
the last financial year of 1968 the growth
rate was 3.8 per cent-almost double the
level for Australia. However, in the calen-
dar year of 1968 the rate moved up 4.3
per cent.-a remarkable increase in such
a short time. That situation is further
highlighted by the fact that the popula-
tion growth during the last quarter of
1967 was 9,000, and in the last quarter of
1968 it was 12,000. One of the major
population growth factors has been migra-
tion. Three years ago we had 7,000
migrants, and last year we received 26,000.

Mr. Bateman: They are all in Canning.

Mr. BRAND: Are they? Well done!
Mr. Bovell: They are all very happy.
Mr. May: Rubbish!

Mr. BRAND: Naturally, this kind of
growth has put a great strain on our re-
sources, creating all aorts of problems.
The important thing, however, is that in
the main these people are employed; and
I think it is fair to say that whatever
action the Government has taken through
the Housing Commission, or through any
of its instrumen tali ties, or through the
Treasury, aL colossal task is posed in pro-
viding houses at the rate at which such
an increase In population demands.

I believe that in the next year or two
we will have improved the whole of the
organisation and stepped up the tempo to
a point where we will be able to deal
with this sort of growth which, no doubt,
will continue. In every direction in this
State. there are indications of expansion
and development and I do not think any
one of us would like to see it otherwise.

One indication is that the house-build-
ins capacity of the State has risen by
50 per cent. in three years-a sure indi-
cat-ion of the capacity, at least, to meet
future needs and a clear indication that
the Government has not neglected to do
its very best to increase the capacity of
this State with its fewer than 1,00,000
people to meet the demand at present
being made on the building industry.

Of course, it goes without saying that
it is not just a matter of building houses;
it Is a matter of Providing the services.
It is not a matter of simply providing a
small diameter water pipe to meet a de-
mand in a particular area; it is a matter
of facing up to future planning and meet-
ing the colossal demand for money to put
down the sewers to meet the expanding
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growth for some years to come. This
applies, of course, to water supplies arnd
electricity.

Mr. Bertram: It always has applied.

Mr. BRAND: It has not. In the past
many water mains and sewers have been
laid which have proved inadequate in a
very short time. It is uneconomic to do
work in that way unless one is prepared
to meet the coat of pulling up the pipes
and relaying them in a few years' time.
Because we know that rapid growth is
about to occur in certain areas we are
endeavouring to put in sewers to meet
the demand. Some now being installed
are the biggest ever laid in the metro-
politan area. We are endeavouring to
keep up with the supply of water which
will be required in the years that lie
ahead, and to see that what is done will
be completely adequate to supply a whole
area when it is built up and completely
developed.

Mr. Lapham: In the meantime, most of
us go without sewerage.

Mr. BRAND: What a statement to
make!

Mr. Lapham: It is factual.

Mr. BRAND: 0f course, those who com-
plain went without sewerage for the six
years the Hawke Government was in office
without the slightest prospect of getting
it at all. In that area you can look for-
ward to getting it now.

Mr. Laphain: It would be nice to get
it now.

Mr. B3RAND: The Leader of the Oppo-
sition has quoted the MeCarrey report at
length and I agree with him that it is
a good report. I would point out that
certain recommendations were made,
but the key message through the whole
of the report is that we should release
more land, or make more land available
on the market.

Mr. Lapharn: Exactly.
Mr. BRAND: As yet, we have not been

able to do this. We have amended the
taxing Act to comply with the suggestion
contained in the report. I might add
that I agree with the Leader of the Oppo-
sition that the tax on unimproved land
might have to be increased if it is to ob-
tain any definite result. It was only
introduced last year and I said, when
introducing the measure, that this was
only one contribution that could be made
to resolve the problem, which would take
some time to overcome.

As far as the urban land commission is
concerned, I see no reason why the Lands
Department or, indeed, the Housing Com-
mission, should not do this, if It is neces-
sary to be done. it is not in line with the
policy of the Government. at least at this
point of time, and the Government does

not feel like introducing another Govern-
ment instrumentality to buy land and own
land, until such time as we have exploited
every other avenue.

We have in mind such action as will
complement what has already been done
in respect of the encouragement of people
to sell some of the blocks to which the
Leader of the Opposition referred. I
believe that the vacant block to which he
referred, next to his own holding, is just
one of those blocks which present a prob-
lem to the Government as a whole. I am
told there might be 25,000 of these blocks
in the area and until such time as we can
encourage the owners, who have held them
now for many years, to sell them we will
not achieve very much. Do we resume the
blocks? I do not think we do. We must
make every endeavour to get the owners
to put them onto the market.

Because of the notice I have had of the
motion to be moved tonight I arranged to
get some advice and a report from a com-
mittee which I set up, headed by Mr. Hill-
man, the Chief Engineer of the Metro-
politan Water Supply, Sewerage anid Drain-
age Board. This committee advises the
Government on how to attack the land
price problem and the housing difficulty.

Mr. Davies: Is Mr. Hillman on the
M.R.P.A.?

Mr. BRAND: To be honest, I cannot tell
you, but Mr. Lloyd is a member of the com-
mittee and, naturally, he is on the M.R.P.A.
Also on the committee is Mr. George
Samuel, who is the General Manager of the
Metropolitan Water Supply, S9ewerage and
Drainage Board: Mr. Mccarrey himself;
Mr. McKenzie, the General Manager of the
State Housing Commission; and Mr.
Mofflin of the Main Roads Department. I
think that Is the total memibership.

Mr. Davies: Mr. R. M. Hillman is on the
M.R.P.A.

Mr. BRAND: Then that is the Mr. Hill-
man. The gentlemen I have mentioned are
high-ranking public officers and they have
been appointed under the chairmanship of
Mr. Hillman to advise the Government on
what action it should take.

in the first place I charged the com-
mittee with removing the bottlenecks which
were obvious to us, all around, and to con-
tact the private project builders with a
view to organising them into a group or,
at least dealing with their problems in-
dividually through the departments in
order to get them into action and to release
land on which they wished to build.

Since January. 1968, a total of almost
19,000 acres has been reclassified from
urban deferred to urban, or rezoned from
rural to urban. This is sufficient land for
nearly 70,000 building blocks, and this is in
addition to the large areas which are still
undeveloped in the urban area. We are
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satisfied that the problem is no longer only
one of the amount of land zoned for hous-
ing, but of getting that land converted into
building blocks. We hold the view that if
we can achieve overall co-operation
between the Government bodies concerned
and individual landowners and developers,
there could be a massive increase in the
number of building blocks available. In
thi- wvay the overall problem will be re-
solved without recourse to drastic
measures.

However, if in the ultimate, we find we
cannot achieve our purpose, we stand ready
to take other action to which reference has
already been made. We are very reluctant
to resume land unless that situation is
forced upon us.

I have charged the committee, to which
I have referred, with the task of contacting
landowners, and of giving full co-operation
to Government departments in removing
bottlenecks and enabling the private sec-
tor to get on with its share of the job. The
committee has been seeking out problems
and points of delay, and co-ordinating the
activities of all departments concerned to
achieve a common attack on the problem.
The co-operation of all departments has
been excellent and much has been achieved.

At an early stage the committee stressed
to the Go'.'ermnent ths- fact that services
remained the key to the development of
many large areas and that more particul-
arly an augmnented programme of water
and sewerage services would be necessary
if large areas of land now unsuitable for
development were to be made available.

The Government has substantially in-
creased the allocation of funds to the
metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and
Drainage Board for this year and a
greatly augmented programme is well
under way. In fact, if my memory serves
me correctly, $1,600,000 wvas made avail-
able over and above the normal moneys
which the water board would have re-
ceived.

The Treasury and the water board are
working together to provide a forward
programme of the needs over the next
few years in order to achieve the optimum
rate of opening up the land because. I re-
peat, there is no prospect of opening up
new areas unless we have adequate
services; at least, services such as water
and sewerage.

Our aim is to push ahead with the ser-
vices well in front of the development as
it takes place. This is a very expensive
process and it means we will have to give
priority to basic works such as those I have
mentioned when we are setting out our
next programme. I think people will be
willing to make some sacrifice in certain
directions in order that the money will be
made available for these basic services.

The Land and Housing Committee has
concentrated on four main areas which, in
its view, are capable of producing the
maximum number of blocks in the mini-
mum time. They are HamersleY, Bate-
man, Kwinana-Rockingham. and the
Armadale corridor. Within these areas
the committee has been active in contact-
ing landowners to inform them of the
Government's desire that they should
develop their land as soon as possible.
They have been given a guarantee of the
provision of services, and I might say that
in giving such a guarantee the Govern-
ment had at least to underwrite some very
big capital works. However, it is the in-
tention of the Government and the de-
partments concerned to press on with this
progranmme.

The terms of the likely cost of services
to the developer have been laid dowvn so
there will be no misunderstanding, and
each landowner knows what costs he can
expect. The landowners, for their Part,
have been asked to advise details of their
development plans together with a time-
table. The committee reports that there has
been general willingness, and even some
anxiety, on the part of the developer's to
get on with the job.

I am reminded that the Leader of the
opposition made reference to the added
cost accruing from the decision to ask the
developer to bear the cost of services such
as sewerage, roads, and footpaths. Indeed,
I think it has gone even further; I have
heard recently of a decision made to re-
quire one of the developers to contribute
his share of a dual highway and to con-
tribute something towards the headworks
of the water supply.

I would go so far as to say that I believe
we have reached the point in respect of
both our own actions and those of local
governments where developers are re-
quired to put in a certain amount of the
services-in certain circumstances-a little
too far ahead of the time, before they are
absolutely essential. The Government in-
tends to have a look at this matter now
so that we can speed up development by
the project builders and, indeed, at a
lesser cost if it is possible.

In the HamersleY area there are about
5,000 acres of magnificent building land
which has a potential for nearly 18,000
homes. ror the most part the land Is
held in large tracts by a few owners who,
I am told, are quite anxious to develop
it.

Mr. Davies: I bet they are.

Mr. BRAND: The committee is working
with the owners to co-ordinate their plans
and the provision of services so that the
area can be serviced and converted to
building lots over a period of six or seven
years. The water board has extended a
30-inch main into the Hamersley area, and
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has programmed to extend the main as
and when the timetable for building in
the area requires.

A survey has been completed of more
than 2,000 acres of East Hamersley, and
contour surveying of the West Hamersley
area is in process. Subdivislonal plans are
known to have been prepared by several
landowners involving an aggregate of 1,350
acres. Subdivisional plans have already
been approved for about 220 acres, and a
number of other subdivisional plans are
known to be in preparation. This all takes
a great deal of time. This is a large area
of practically virgin country, and I believe
the Government has made real progress
in the area. We have reached the stage
where we can look forward to seeing many
houses built there at a rapid rate.

It is intended, as far as practicable, to
deep-sewer the area. One hundred acres
have already been reticulated with sewers,
and the homes on this land will be served
by a package sewerage treatment plant
which will be in operation in April. By
the end of 1969, two to three times this
area will be reticulated.

At first, the treatment of effluent will be
by means of a local package plant; but
by the end of 1969 it is hoped to have
the board's northern treatment works in
operation to serve the whole of the
Hamneraley area. Work has been speeded
up on the construction of the major north-
ern main sewer. I have already referred
to the fact that the construction of this,
the largest sewer in the metropolitan area,
is being carried out in advance of building
operations to avoid disruption later.

Within a few years it will serve the
entire Hamersley area and, subsequently,
most of the northern areas from central
Scarborough to Midland Junction. I
believe the landowners will be getting
sewerage services far ahead of their ex-
pectations-whatever they might say-and
this is made possible by the great develop-
ment being cantied out.

There are a multitude of factors in
bringing everyone together to develop
such a large area of land, but I believe
the committee and the Government have
concentrated on this area in the first place
because it is most attractive building land.

Mr. Graham: Do You know what will
be the approximate sale price of a block
of land and a house In the Haniersley area?

Mr. BRAND: No, I cannot tell the
Deputy Leader of the Opposition that. An
indication can be gained from the blocks
which were sold by the R. & 1. Bank. As
yet, there are no other guides that I am
aware of, but the whole purpose of this
exercise by the R. & I. Bank is to keep the
price down to the minimum. I think it
is fair to say we have proved that to
service a virgin block-if we got it for

nothing-would cost between $1,700 and
$1,800. Some of the project builders
claim it costs more than $2,000 over and
above the purchase price to service Such a
block of land. So we must have regard
for the cost of servicing this land, and it is
difficult to say what the sale price will be.

Land is being made available in this
area in two ways: firstly, by auction to
individuals who wish to build a home of
their own design; and, secondly, to project
developers who will construct homes and
sell the home and land together. A number
of restrictions are placed on the land at
the time of sale to keep out speculators
and to ensure the lowest possible prices
consistent with free market conditions.

We hope that other owners in the area
will follow suit. They are entitled to a
fair profit, but there is no reason why they
cannot get land on the market at prices
fully comparable with those realised at the
recent Rural and Industries Bank land sale
in the area, to which I have already refer-
red., I would personally hope they will go
even lower.

Mr. Davies: I hope so, too.
Mr. BRAND: On the advice of the com-

mittee, the Government has appointed an
Eastern States firm of land development
consultants to examine the committee's
plans for Hamneraley, and to advise on the
best way of maximising the rate of devel-
opment. At the same time they will lay
down a blueprint to be followed in other
areas.

The Kwinana-Rockingham area, although
promoted and organised by the State Hous-
ing Commission, forms part of the com-
mittee's overall strategy. The Housing
Commission is aiming at producing 1,000
blocks Per annum from the Kwinana
suburbs of Orella and Parmelia. to supple-
ment 750 blocks per annum. being generated
in the Rockinghamn-Safety Bay area by
private interests. Again, the policy is for
this land to be fully serviced.

In Kwinana, land can be bought over
the counter at prices from $2,250 to $2,500
on condition that the owner builds within
seven months, and other restrictions
to keep speculators out apply. The com-
mission is co-operating with project de-
velopers to get houses on much of the land,
and to this end makes the land available to
them at the Prices mentioned on condition
that no more than this is charged in the
final selling price of house and land.

A system of discounts is designed to en-
courage developers to take up this land,
so that a maximum discount is realised
when developers produce more than 100
homes a year in the area. A sewerage
package plant is operating in the area and
a contract has been let for machinery for
the main sewerage treatment works in the
Swinana area. Contracts will soon be let
for the buildings.
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A 42-inch water main has been laid from
Serpentine with 30-inch branches to Me-
dina and Rockingham to ensure an ade-
quate water supply for the development
Proposed for the area. Private developers
In Rockingham Park have been guaranteed
water by the 31st August this year, and the
Water Board is co-operating with the de-
velopers to ensure the sewering of all new
areas to be developed at Rockingbam Park.

The method of land release at Kwinana
can be taken as a model, and it shows it is
possible to service land fully yet still put
It on the market at a fair and reasonable
Price. The Government hopes to be able
to follow a similar policy in other parts
of the metropolitan area where large areas
of land are held by the Government. The
committee is giving close attention at this
moment to the possibilities presented by
this approach in conjunction with a
major overall area planning scheme.

The Bateman area lies to the south of
High Road and to the west of the proposed
extension to the Ewinana F'reeway. It is
the logical springboard for the development
of very large areas of land to the south
of the river. The committee has held dis-
cussions with the local authorities con-
cerned and with landowners in the area,
again with the aim of enlisting the co-
operation of landowners in an accelerated
plan of development; that is. to determine
their probable timetable and to ensure that
services will be available at the appropri-
ate time.

There are many thousands of acres of
land in this general area which, because
of drainage problems, must have deep
sewerage in order to be usable for housing.
Sewerage is undoubtedly the key to the
establishment of thousands of homes in
this area with drainage following in stages,
dealing with the worst land first.

The Metropolitan Water Board is under-
taking a crash programme to install the
48-inch sewer main from Woodman Point
to Cannington, thus opening up huge areas
of land along the track of the main and
ultimately servicing all of the land in the
Canning basin.

As a result of discussions with the com-
mittee, the landowners in the Bateman
area, comprising close to 3,000 acres of
land, or room for 10,500 homes, have
formed a planning and development con-
sortium and have engaged a consultant to
produce the subdivisional plan for the en-
tire area. The committee is in close touch
with this group and is endeavouring to
remove any bottlenecks as they arise. I
understand the group has been most co-
operative. and an overall plan has been
developed so that in the not far distant
future, as services become available, there
will be large tracts of land developed by
the developers in the area.

Mr. May: What water supply will serve
the Hamersicy project?

Mr. BRAND: I think it will be a 30-inch
main. Of course, I understand it will also
be served by the coastal main, but the
main that was Put into Hamersley is one
that was the subject of a special decision
by the Government in order that we could
make a start in that area. Is the member
for Clontarf implying that it will not be
adequately served?

Mr. May: I was wondering, because of
the sewerage facilities, and also because
it will place a greater draw on the supply
of water to the metropolitan area.

Mr. BRAND: Of course it will, but what
can we do? Is the member for Clontarf
suggesting that we should stop work on
the whole project?

Mr. Ross Hutchinson: We will have suf-
ficient water.

Mr. BRAND: The Minister for Water
Supplies has assured me that there will be
sufficient supplies of water. The Metro-
politan Water Board is planning ahead as
best it can to meet the anticipated normal
demands.

The rezoning of the Armadale corridor
has made available some 10,000 acres for
building or, if all of the land can be ser-
viced, provision for 35,000 homes. There
is another 1,900 acres to be developed in
the Rossmoyne and Willeton areas. Dis-
cussions have been held with the Canning,
Gosnells, and Armadale Shire Councils,
and assurance has been given that every-
thing possible is being done to provide the
services necessary to ensure development
in each of these local authority areas.

Development activity is taking place in
every case and a number of major plans
are known to be in preparation, parti-
cularly in the Canning Shire.

In the Canning Vale-Lynwood-Langford
area a consortium of project developers
and the State Housing Commission, work-
ing in close co-operation with the Metro-
politan Water Board, has finalised plans
for the comprehensive development of a
fully sewered area capable of accommodat-
ing 30,000 people. The sewerage plant for
this area is expected to be opened in
December this year.

Work is under way on the expansion of
the Kelmscott sewerage treatment works
to enable the opening up and development
of more land in that area and plans are in
preparation for the expansion of the West-
field treatment works to accommodate new
development in Armadale.

In the Eden Hill area sewerage and
drainage works are under way to enable
the develoumnent of an area to service 5.000
people. So it will be seen that the Gov-
ernment has been far from inactive.
Indeed everyone in all Cepartments con-
cerned has been seized with a sense of
urgency in this matter and the departments
have been tackling their tasks with a great
deal of enthusiasm. This is very important;
that is, to give priority to all areas which
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are the subject of subdivision, and to make
available land which, in the ultimate, will
mean the building of houses either by the
State Housing Commission or by private
enterprise.

Although we may not be able to see the
results in front of us at the moment, there
is no doubt that, as a result of our efforts,
huge numbers of building lots are in the
pipeline and are soon to flow onto the
market in ever-increasing numbers. I
believe this will provide an answer to much
of our problem. I would emphasise, how-
ever, that clearly this is only the begin-
ning. The figures I have mentioned,
although they may seem to be large when
dealing with the provision and planning
for housing on numerous blocks, will not
be half enough. However, the whole
machinery and the planning is being
established now to meet the anticipated
growth factors as they lie ahead.

We know that we must keep up the
pressure on everyone; that we must keep
services to the forefront of development'.
and we still stand willing to look at any
scheme from tine to time for the devel-
opment of land to produce houses within
the living environment that the public now
expects. As has been expressed by the
Leader of the Opposition: as I have seen
in letters to the Press; and, in f act, as
I have heard in conversations with people,
there is always criticism of the speed at
which we are moving. There are always
people with ideas which sound so well in
theory, but which, in practice-particu-
larly by the Government-arc very dtffl-
cult to implement.

There is not any doubt that every Gov-
ernment considers the political imaplica-
tions of every move, but at the same time
we are willing to move forward and to
break new ground if, as a result of some
of the moves that are being made, we do
not see much improvement. For my Part,
I cannot see any reason why the Govern-
ment cannot get together with project de-
velopers. and come to an agreement similar
to that we have arrived at under the iron
ore arrangements. I cannot see why we
cannot agree with a project developer of
substance to allow him to build five houses
under certain conditions--perhaps under
bond-and to arrive at an equitable Price
allowing him some profit, but at the same
time keeping the speculator out.

Mr. Graham: We might agree with you,
but you have been in office for over 10
years, and the position has gone from bad
to worse.

Mr. BRAND: I have already emphasised
that however optimistic even our views
and plans may be, we have been caught
with an added demand for housing with
which it has been impossible to cope.

Mr. Graham: And a reduced output.
Mr. BRAND: We have not reduced the

output of houses, having regard to the
building that has taken place.

Mr. Graham: The Government has re-
duced its contribution.

Mr. BRAND: The policy of the Govern-
ment is to endeavour to get as many
houses built privately as it can, and I
believe it is as justified in following the
private enterprise line as the Leader of
the Opposition is in following his line.

Mr. Graham: Private enterprise has
done its job, but you have not done yours.

Mr. BRAND: The commission may have
dropped behind in respect of its building
programme, but the Government is mak-
ing every endeavour to correct the situa-
tion.

Reference was made to the fact that the
Government nad set a target of 1,800
houses. This assessment was made on the
work done the year before, when we were
short of money. I can assure the House,
however, that this is not the position at
the moment, because we will make more
money available to the Housing Com-
mission even if it means the other de-
mands upon our resources having to go
short.

Mr. Graham: We have heard this be-
fore.

Mr. BRAND: We do not, however, in-
tend to have a programme of development
which gets out of hand. For example, it
is of no use building houses and having
insufficient or poor types of schools; be-
c~ause once again we will hear from our
critics who will no doubt say that we
should have done better by planning ahead
on a more balanced programme. I reject
this motion of censure.

Mr. Graham: Give us a reason.

Mr. BRAND: I know the Government
has been very active through Its depart-
ments in a very real endeavour to tackle
this problem. Tonight the Leader of the
Opposition mentioned the other States.
but he ran off and did not say much
about what the other States had done.
Even though land may cost a little more
in Western Australia, one has only to go
to Victoria and Sydney to find a similar
pattern of rising land prices. This rise
in land prices Is also evident in America.

There has always been the great pro-
blem of the impact of the speculator in all
countries where there is a free market. At
times the alternative would seem to be
that the Government should introduce
controls, but we do not propose to intro-
duce controls until such time as we have
exhausted every other avenue and have
used up-if I might use that expression-
to the fullest extent, the facilities provided
by private enterprise, even if it means
working in with our departments in con-
nection with their regulation in an endea-
vour to make changes where we feel these
are necessary.
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The Government knows it must have a
crash programme of opening up land, not
for 500 houses, but for thousands of
houses, and this must be ready to meet
the demand. I oppose the motion.

MR. O'NEIL (East Melville-Minister
for Housing) [854 P.m.]: This motion is
in two parts; one deals with the land
problem facing the Government and the
other with the housing problem. The
Premier has dealt generally with the situa-
tion in respect of land, and I want to
make some comments on the remarks
made by the Leader of the Opposition.

Allow me to say that there are some
aspects of the Leader of the Opposition's
analysis of the problem with which I agree.
I did endeavour by interjection to try to
adduce what would be his proposals to
solve some of these problems, but unfor-
tunately I was accused of sniping, though
this was not my intention, The Leader
of the Opposition was, at this time,
developing the theme of Crownhold, as it is
practised in England, in matters relating
to land and he was relating it to a
similar situation of leasehold as it is known
here.

Reference was made to the Australian
Capital Territory. I have had the oppor-
tunity, during a few brief visits I have
made to Canberra, to make inquiries of
the A.C.T. development commission as to
what its propositions are, not only in re-
spect of subdivision and land ownership
but also where it puts its power lines, and
I was not surprised to find that there is
little difference in the leasehold arrange-
ments pertaining to land ownership in
Canberra and the freehold arrangements
as they obtain here presently.

In Canberra a premium is Placed upon
the land equal to the cost of providing
all services on that land, and this has
to be paid as a base price anyway. The
land for building purposes is then put up
to auction.

Mr. Jamieson, That would be your up-
set price.

Mr. O'NEIL:. That is the actual cost
of servicing the building lot-the value of
the land, plus water, power, sewerage,
drainage, footpaths, and everything else.
That is the base price. At auction people
bid for the right to use that land for a
term of lease of 99 years, I think It is.
Apart from this, and having won the land
at auction, it is necessary for such person
to pay a ground rent for the period for
which the land is held. The price bid for
the availability of the land for 99 years
is little different from that paid under
freehold.

Accordingly, the freehold system as em-
ployed in the Australian Capital Territory
does not necessarily produce lower land
prices in an area of greet supply than
would be produced under our ordinary
freehold system.

Mr. Jamieson: There was a recent re-
ference to a price of $5,000 being paid.

Mr. Burke interjected.
Mr. O'NEIL: I amn talking about the

principle involved; land has been known
to change hands for nothing when it is
bequeathed by somebody. If there is a
difference in the leasehold system for land
tenure it is that at some time, when the
area is ripe for redevelopment, the
ownership is in the hands of one authority,
and, accordingly, it is easy to compensate
for the improvements on the land and
not for the land itself when it is sought
to be acquired.

There are other requirements fre-
quently placed on land sold in Canberra
under the leasehold system, and the de-
velopment authority-I think it is called
the National Capital Commission-will
stipulate exactly what should be placed
on the land. For example, it will state
there will be X flats, or Y duplex houses,
built, and so on, so the developer is com-
mitted as to how he will develop that
piece of land.

Whether this is a good thing or not I
am not prepared to say. I do not think
that the development commission, or the
Territory's commission, should have the
right to dictate to an owner of land, or
a person who leases land, as to what
should be the economic development of
that land. But that Is by the way.

I do not think the Crow nhold system
which operates in England differs greatly
from the system I have mentioned. I have
spoken of the experience of the State
Housing Commission in respect of some
leasehold properties it has sold. Properties
are still being purchased where the land is
sold under leasehold conditions. We find
that when the purchasers have paid for the
improvements-namely the house-on the
land, they are anxious, like most Austra-
lians, to own their own piece of dirt, and
they request that the land be converted
to freehold to enable them to buy it.

Having entered into a contract with the
old Workers' Homes Board many years
ago, and having paid the Crown rent on
the land for only a period, most peoule
find that they have in fact paid for the
improvements on the land; and, the re-
quirements of the Act being that the land
be sold at taxation value, this land is
probably as dear as, and certainly equal in
price to, that for which they have already
paid. So. in the long term, the total price
of the land is recovered from the pur-
chaser. This Is the disadvantage of
operating a leasehold on land tenure con-
currently with the freehold system which
is most commonly used.

I want to say something about certain
aspects of the McCarrey report. In
answer to a question today it was stated
that I was one of the members of the
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Cabinet subcommittee which examined
the McCarrey report. lAke the Leader of
the Opposition, I have read it many
times. I think it was last year or the
year before that I made the comments
that many views had been expressed on
the MeCarrey report, and not all favoured
the recommendations in it.

An essence of the urban land comynis-
sion-and I think I endeavoured to adduce
that by interjection-is the power to
acquire land by resumption. I fail to see
how it is Possible to take land from a
person and to pay the price which the
Opposition has told us ought to be paid
as a fair and equitable price, bearing in
mind that the current situation of market
value plus 10 per cent. is not enough. How
can anyone pay that price in addition to
the cost of servicing the land, and then
sell it below the market price? If that is
done then the rest of the community will
have to subsidise that price. If some-
body can tell me the answer to the prob-
lem of paying a price above what the land
is really worth, of paying up to $1,700 to
$1,800 to convert the land into building
blocks, wvhich is the cost for the servicing
of that land, then making the blocks avail-
able at very much lower costs, I will have
the solution. This can be done, but only
at the expense of the other taxpayers sub-
sidising the land which is to be made a~ail-
able cheaply. it appears that in essence
this is not the answer.

I wish to make a few rema~rks. about.
the betterment tax. This is just another
name for a capital gains tax. The poli-
tical colour of the two parties comprising
the Government is opposed to the prin-
ciple of a capital gains tax. This is a
matter of our political philosophy; and
if we accept the principle in this case to
apply a capital gains tax to residential
land, then it will not be long before a
start is made to apply this principle to
other types of capital gains, whether they
be in business, in farming, or in anything
else. In my view, it is a very dangerous
precedent to establish. 1 am not alone in
this view, because some of the people who
have reported on the McCarrey report have
expressed the same point of view.

I would like to make one other com-
ment in general about what the Leader
of the Opposition bad to ay. He made
the point that finance is very difficult in
the private sector with the use of the one-
fifth or thc one-quarter rule-that is,
one-fifthi or one-quarter of the income of
the person concerned to pay for the ser-
vicing of a loan for housing-that there
are many young people in the community
who are unable to meet this requirement;,
and that it has been a real difficulty for
years and years in that these people are
forced to seek Housing Commission
assistance. I think the story is the other
way about, because in a recent report of
the State Housing Commission some

figures are given on surveys that have
been made to analyse where people are
seeking housing assistance.

The production of the little booklet,
Home, is designed to indicate to people
that thera are other sources of housing
assistance than the State, We carried
out a survey in 1967 which indicated that
of the sample applicants checked, 97.6
per cent. relied entirely on the State Hous-
ing Commission; when I say "relied" I
mean they came to the State Housing
Commission without having made any
other effort to find housing. The figure
was 97.6 per cent, in 1967. In 1968 the
figure was down to 80.5 per cent.: so it
is not true to say that people only come
to the Housing Commission when they
cannot he satisfied elsewhere.

I have just returned from a Housing
Ministers' conference in Victoria. I re-
peated questions which I had asked over
the years as to the method for determin-
ing need and demand, and I noticed in
this respect the Leader of the Opposition
made a distinction. I would say that the
applications before the State Housing
Commission indicate a demand for hous-
ing, and not a need for housing. There
are many applicants on the Housing Com-
mission's lists who are already housed,
and the survey made of that situation
Indicates that in 1967, 76 per cent, were
occupying self-contained accommodation
at what could be regarded as reasonable
rents , based on the one-quarter or one-
fifth rule again. In 1968 this figure. re-
vealed from a check survey, was 73.4 per
cent.

It is evident from the point of view of
the people who are admitted to the Hous-
iog Commission's lists for assistance that
a considerable number of them constitute
a. demand rather than a need. The com-
mission has a franchise to provide Im-
proved a200nlmodation for people of lower
or moderate means, I was surprised to
find that in New South Wales-I think I
mentioned this before-the only people ad-
mitted to the Housing Commission's lists
are those whom we class as emergent cases.
If a person is living in self-contained
accommodation at what is regarded to be
a reasonable rental-between one-fifth
and one-quarter of his income-or if there
is other accommodation available in a
small country town, be is not even listed
by the Housing Commission.

A somewhat similar situation obtains in
Queensland where a. points system is
applied. An applicant accumulates a
certain number of points in respect of in-
come, family, rent paid, and so on. It is
not until an applicant is in the upper
percentage of the points system that he
is listed for assistance.

I hazard a guess, although I might be
wrong, that the total number of out-
standing applications in New South Wales,
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with its large population and its great de-
mand, is probably less than that of the
Housing Commission in this State. So
the figure of 17,000 mentioned, or what-
ever it was, represents a twofold area-
the people who really need improved
accommodation, and those who are simply
on the list because they want improved
accommodation, although they are ade-
quately housed. This is the great problem.

I think I1 mentioned this before: Re-
garding the area where we deem people
to be In emergent circumstances, for medi-
cal reasons, compassionate reasons, high
rents, overcrowding, eviction orders, and
the like, I think in answer to a question
the other day I said that 10 to 15 per cent.
of these people declined the accomamoda-
tion when it was offered to them. I also
said that almost half of the outstanding
applicants at the moment are outstanding
for five weeks or more, because they are
still being selective in both the type of
accommodation and the area in which
they want to live. We cannot deny the
people the right to be selective.

Mr. Bickerton: Have you any idea of the
percentage of people who do not apply to
the Housing Commission, knowing the
long waiting list, and who ask themselves:
What is the use of Putting in an applica-
tion?

Mr. O'NEIL: We differ in our Political
philosophy. There are many people who
apply for Housing Commission assistance,
and who are quite capable of housing
themselves through other means. That is
why we have an upper salary limitation,
but whether or not this Is a good thing I
do not know. In South Australia there is
no upper salary limitation even for pur-
chase homes. Anyone of us can buy a
house from the South Australian Hous-
ing Trust, and there are still 400 un-
occupied houses in that State. So there is
no problem in South Australia.

I, like the Leader of the Opposition,
have also studied the Housing Industry
Association's report. It has been men-
tioned on many occasions to indicate the
housing situation in Australia and in indi-
vidual States. The South Australian Gov-
ernment called on the H.I.A. to investigate
the sharp decline in house construction
during the last three years, and so on. A
few points pertinent to what contributes
to our problem is worthy of note; because
in the Housing Industry Association's
report of the 20th September, 1968, refer-
ence is made to the housing situation in
South Australia. It states-

The clearance of unsold homes will
take time, and it is not easy to fore-
see a quick recovery in business con-
fidence and investment. These are the
elements required to create sufficient
employment opportunities to attract a
larger inflow of migrants and halt
the exodus of people from the State
(especially to Western Australia).

There is another point here-
Many people have moved from the

State, especially to WA., seeking
employment. It appears that at least
6,000 more people moved interstate
from S.A, than moved into S.A. in
1967-68.

Let me say that South Australia, as I have
indicated, with empty houses has no
housing problem in the purchase field. Let
me say also that even with this situation,
the waiting time for duplex rental accom-
modation-which is all the South Aus-
tra lian Housing Trust is providing-is still
five years.

Mr. Bertram: What is the colour of the
Government in South Australia?

Mr. 0 NEIL: I will tell the honourable
member the colour of the Government that
brought about this position in a short
period of three years.

Mr. Jamieson: Mr. Hall is in mare
trouble than he knows how to get out of.

Mr. O'NEIL: It took a Labor Govern-
ment only three years to put him in that
mess. There is lust one other Point from
an I.P.A. pamphlet on which I wish to
comment before boring the House with
some statistics.

Mr. Jamieson: Do not quote from those,
as you will find they are not very reliable.

Mr. 0 NEIL Did the honourable mem-
ber write them? I want to confirm what
the Leader of the Opposition had to say.
Can I use them now? I want to agree
with the Leader of the Opposition, so will
these statistics confirm his thoughts? if
they are inaccurate, I had better not use
them.

Mr. Jamieson: I would say you had
better not use them.

Mr. O'NEIL: The Leader of the Opposi-
tion made the Point that there had not been
a major reflection of wage increases in
actual building costs. I think most of us
would think this is so. Actual building
costs for the average home should be
relatively higher than they are. Here is
the question-

Has the income of the average man
risen faster than building costs?

The answer is-
Yes. In 21 years the earnings of

an average man today would approxi-
mate the cost of building a house
(excluding land). In 1949/50 it would
have taken 3U Years' income before
his total earnings equalled the cost
of a home.

Mr. Jamieson: Read a bit more. Read
the next sentence.

Mr. O'NEIL: All right, I will. it
reads-

How many records are sold in Aus-
tralia each year?

Mr. Jamieson: Read the sentence in
regard to the cost of land.
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Mr. O'NEIL: I have already said that
the cost excludes land. The Deputy
Speaker1 I am sure, will not allow me to
continue along these lines. The main
points of the motion, as I see them, are
that the Government has failed to recog-
nise the seriousness of the position and
has neglected to take firm and effective
measures to control land prices and, as
far as my contribution to the debate is
concerned1 solve the housing problem.

I think the Premier has indicated what
action has been taken by the Government;
what measures have been taken under the
recommendations of the McCarrey Report;
and what further consideration is being
given to it by the establishment of the
Rousing and Land Advisory Committee
under the direction and control of the
Premier himself in order to speed up such
things as services and the like.

The Leader of the Opposition made the
point that there are two aspects to be con-
sidered, one being the provision of houses
and the other the price of land. How-
ever, I think the Premier has convinced
the Leader of the Opposition that there
is a lot more to this question. There is the
servicing of blocks, and the finance avail-
able for their purchase. We have made it
perfectly clear that there has to be full
co-operation between all people concerned,
and I am sorry to say that in many cases I
find local government falling short of
what I regard as being a reasonable atti-
tude to the Problem of the Government in
providing this necessary co-operation.

I must hasten to add that I do not
mean this to be a general criticism as
there are many local authorities which
bend over backwards to enable the opera-
tions of the Housing Commission and the
private sector to proceed so they can get
on with the job, but there are others which,
for reasons best known to themselves,
seem to feel that in these days of pres-
sure they are going to get their slice of
the cake, come what may.

I believe the requirements of local
authorities in subdivisions-for private
roads, for kerbing, for drains, footpaths,
and the like, plus 10 per cent, of open
space plus, in some cases, a contribution
towards developing the open space, and
other things--are completely out of keep-
ing with the attitude of getting the ans-
wer to overcome these problems.

Mrt. Graham: Aren't you putting the
blame in the wrong place? It Is the Town
Planning Board, not the local authority,
that sets down these conditions, as a pre-
lude to giving permission to subdivide.

Mr. O'NEIL: That may be so. The
Premier indicated that we made an a-
proach to the Commonwealth for addi-
tional. finance to be made available and I
think the essential answer was that the
building industry of the State did not have

the capacity to consume this extra amount
of money. 1, with my general manager
and others, tried to persuade the Com-
monwealth that this was not so and that
the building industry supported the State
in its approach; but we were unsuccessful.
However, having been unsuccessful in ob-
taining additional funds, the Premier gave
me the green light to go ahead. In any
case an expanding programme of t,800
houses this financial year was what we
would have done had the Commonwealth
made available the additional $5,000,000.

It will be paradoxical for us to prove
that we did not need the $5,000,000, but
with additional loan funds being provided
to the State Housing Commission, it will
mean that of necessity some other area,
will suff er.

Recognition has been given to the part
played by the private sector. The Private
sector is working at very high levels. To
see the total picture of what has been
done, one needs to look at the figures of
housing for the whole State. I do not
want to hear any further reference to the
1954-55 performance of the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition.

Mr. Bickerton: I bet you don't.

Mr. ONEIL: It is one of the records that
has been printed too many times.

Mr. Jamieson: We sold plenty of those
records, too.

Mr. O'NEIL: It may be of interest to
those who desire to know that in 1963-64
the number of houses built exceeded the
number of the previous year by 18.4 per
cent. In the following year there was an
increase in total housing of .83 per cent.
In 1965-66, in common with the rest of
Australia, there was a fall in housing per-
formances, and the total housing con-
structed in Western Australia dropped by
4.3 per cent. Getting closer to home, in
1966-67 there were 10,014 houses built,
which was 12.7 per cent. above the pre-
vious year. In 1967-68 the number of
houses built was 12,250, an increase of
22.3 per cent. on the previous year; and
figures for the six months ended the 30th
September, 1068, together with possible
completions for this year, indicate an in-
crease of 28 per cent. on the previous year
for completions. This will amount to some-
thing- between 15,000 and 16,000 extra
houses.

Mr. Jamieson: Houses only?
Mr. O'NELL: Houses and flats.

Mr. Evans: What contribution to this
was made by the private sector?

Mr. O'NEJ1L: I am the Minister for
Housing, and if members opposite were
the Government--

Mr. Evans: I asked what contribution
was made by the private sector.
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Mr. O'NSEE: The greater percentage.
The contribution by the State at the pres-
ent time is around about 18 per cent.,
which is higher than the national average.

Mr. Toms: The private sector built while
we were in Government.

Mr. O'NEIL: Very little; 50 per cent. by
the Government and 50 per cent, by the
private sector. The State is contributing,
at present, between 17 and 18 per cent. of
the total against a national average of
less than 17 per cent.

Approvals for housing are of interest, too.
Mr. Hannan: Housing and flats?
Mr. O'NflL: Yes-dwellings. Approvals

for both private and Government dwellings
was 31 per cent. above the previous year
whilst the national average for the increase
in commencements is, I think, about 7 per
cent. Therefore, there is a very strong and
determined effort in all sectors to deal with
this housing problem.

Mr. Graham: In all sectors except one,
and that is your sector!

Mr. Q'NEIL: I have said so very often
that I am not so narrow-minded as to
imagine there is only one source of hous-
ing; namely, the State.

Mr. Graham: No-one suggested that.
Mr. O'NEIL: Referring back to the argu-

ment the Deputy Leader of the Opposition
used when he said that he built 4.000
houses, I say that is all he had to do with
the money. Now the money is diverted
through so many channels which were not
even conceived in his day.

Mr. Graham: You* would be so wrong!
Mr. O'NEIL: The Deputy Leader of the

Opposition may have his say in a moment.
Mr. Graham: Which I intend to do.
Mr. O'NEIh: it appears it takes a long

tine for some facts to sink in! With regard
to the building rate increase, in 1967-68 in
Western Australia the increase was 22.33
per cent. on the previous year, and for
Australia, the figure was 7.39 per cent. for
the same period. I think this relates
somewhat to the remarks I made a few
minutes ago.

The Premier has mentioned the popula-
tion growth rate, and to indicate that con-
sideration is given to the problem sllow
me to explain an analysis of what was con-
sidered to be the requirements of the State
in providing housing for the migration in-
take expected last year. It was expected
there would be an intake of 19,000, repre-
senting some 2,500 to 2,800 families. I
gather from what the Premier said that the
figure was 23,000 or 24,000. An analysis was
made of the demand.

it could be thought that the only source
for the supply of housing for migrants is
the State, but this is not so. Houses pro-
vided by project developers-and many

operate their own migration housing
schemes-amounted to 1,100 to 1,200. Those
who come here and make private arrange-
ments to acquire their houses number 100
to 150. Those who go to the country to
obtain housing-and remember that in the
majority of country towns the same pres-
sure f or housing does not exist in the same
way as it exists in the city-total 100
to 150, and even -so, these People are not
assisted by the commission.

Those who return or move to other States
annually from this particular intLake would
also number 100 to 150; and those who im-
mediately go into private rental or pur-
chase accommodation number some 560 to
600.

The number of applications lodged with
the State Housing Commission from these
migr ants would be between 560 and 600.

This analysis lines up pretty well with
the applications being received by the com-
mission. Surprisingly, from our surveys,
we have found it is more frequently the
Australian-born applicants who have
sought no assistance elsewhere rather than
the people from Britain, because, strangely
enough, even though home-ownership does
not run at the same high level in Britain
as it does in Australia, it appears that
those from Great Britain want to live in
accommodation other than council houses
and therefore seek assistance through the
building society movement.

I mentioned another key to this housing
problem as being the availability of finance.
A few years ago it was virtually impossible
to obtain finance except at limited periods
during the year when the State, under
the Commonwealth and State housing
agreements, made money available to
budlding societies. I am very pleased to
say that the Registrar of Building Societies
(Mr. Bruce Brotherson), who deserves
congratulations, has taken a more than
active interest in stimulating and reviving
the building society movement. He has
not been responsible for all of it, but the
movement has seen the need to join in
solving the problem.

The amount of money available through
building societies has increased quite
fantastically. For example, in 1965-66 the
funds made available by building societies
for home purchases amounted to
$13,477,000, and this assisted 12,541 people.
The funds made available in 1968-69-and
this is estimated on current trends-winl
be $60,171,000. This is a rise from
$13,400,000 to $60,100,000 in such a short
timne. It is expected this money will assist
some 22,000 home Purchasers.

I think those of us who have watched
the paper have read with interest of the
new system of 6 Per cent. no fixed term
savings bank arrangements adopted by the
building society movement. It has been
commented to me that the personal savings
of individuals, who contribute this money,
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have been coming in at such a rate that
some societies are finding it difficult to
cope. I understand that in December one
particular society had approximately
$2,000,000 deposited on this 6 per cent. no
fixed term savings bank type of arrange-
ment, and in that month had the physical
capacity to lend only about $1,000,000 for
housing. There is still a great Inflow of this
capital but it will level off at some point.

I had discussions as to what level of
liquidity the societies intended to maintain:
and, running on the same principles as
the savings banks, they should maintain
an 18 per cent. to 19 per cent. liquidity.
But this is an exciting development in the
building society movement and it has
contributed greatly to solving our problem.

Not only that, the registrar, at my
request, and 1, in company with the general
manager, have visited many country areas
and spoken to many interests in an
endeavour to stimulate the development of
building societies, so much so that a
couple are operating now in the Kwinana
region, strongly supported by the indus-
tries there to enable the workers in those
industries to acquire their own homes.

I have a number of other points with
which I wish to deal, but as I am not sure
how much time I have left, I will deal
only briefly with them. We know we have
the Government assistance in respect of
the Housing Loan Guarantee Act to entice
money into building societies. This has
not increjised at the same rate as one
might have expected. Under this Act
loans were made available to 261 people In
1965-66 and the estimated number this
year is 270. However, this has, to a very
large degree, been surpassed by the opera-
tations of the Commonwealth Instrument-
ality-the Housing Loan Insurance Corpo-
ration-set up by the Commonwealth in
an endeavour to arrange or to make
facilities available for higher ratio loans,
and so reduce the deposit gap.

Under the insured loan system building
societies and authorised institutions may
lend up to 95 per cent. of the value of the
property. Loans insured under this scheme
in Western Australia have increased from
24 in 1965-66 to 2.300 in 1968-69. There
is a private sector operation-the Mortgage
Guarantee Insurance Corporation of Aus-
tralia-whose growth has been from 12
loans in 1965 to '700 in 1969.

Apart from this, other money which, in
the days the Deputy Leader of the Oppo-
sition was Minister for Housing, would
probably have gone into the Housing Com-
mission, has been diverted to provide
finance for the home savings grants. This
is remaining at a fairly constant level. In
1985-66 the number of grants made was
783, while this year it is estimated the
number will be 1,900. 1 made some in-
quirics about this grant because I was
given to understand that because of the
terms and conditions, very few people

were getting the maximum grant, and, In
fact, very few were getting a substantial
grant at all.

Inquiries I made revealed that in West-
ern Australia the average grant Is about
$419. When one considers that the maxi-
mum grant is $500, then I think the
scheme is achieving its end, at least in
ensuring that the savings of young people
are at an adequate level to attract the
maximum amount.

I will not deal with the other social
s,.rvice housing, and war service homes,
although, significantly, there is a falling
off in war service homes. Some 646 have
been financed this year and, once again,
I want to point out that when the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition was Minister for
Housing the State Housing Commission
built groups of homes for the war service
s~ction and sold the homes to applicants.
These homes were included in the figure
he Indicated.

It is true the commission does not build
war service homes at present. The appli-
cants for such homes come in with a build-
ing proposition of their own and we simply
arrange the finance directly. This does
not mean these houses are not made avail-
able in the total.

Mr. Brady: Can the Minister tell us
what is happening to the pensioners and
the single-unit people?

Mr. O'NEU.: For a start, no accommo-
dation was made available for single units
when the Oppomition was in Government.
The first were built in 1959.

Mr. Brady: Are you sure? Didn't they
go to McNess homes?

Mr. O'NEIL: That was the Meliess
Housing Trust, not the Housing Commis-
sion, in those days.

Mr. Brady: The Government is looking
after the McNess homes now.

Mr. O'NE]L: The MeNess Housing Trust
Act was repealed.

Mr. Brady: That is why I am asking.
What is the Government doing? They
are all in trouble.

Mr. O'NEIL: Another aspect of the com-
mission's operations-or Government's
operations--In respect of building is the
Government Employees' Housing Author-
ity. In the old days it used to be the
Government Employees' Housing Commit-
tee, and a certain number of the houses
built by Lhe State Housing Commission
in various towns were earrmarked to be
reserved for Governmnent employees, and
allocations were made by the committee,
Funds made available by the State for
the Government Employees' Housing
Authority have totalled $3,609,890 since
1964-65. In 1967-68, the sum made
available was $640,000, and in 1968-69--
the current year-the figure has increased
by about $1,000,000 to about $1,623,500.
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A total of 574 houses have been taken
over by the authority throughout the State.
One hundred and thirty-one new houses
have been built, and 19 have been pur-
chased from other sources. This makes a
total, since 1964-65, of 150 homes consis-
ting of new houses constructed and new
houses purchased.

Mr. Harman: How many houses have
been built under the legislation controlling
the State Superannuation Fund?

Mr. O'NEEL: That organisation is simply
buying existing housing.

Mr. Harman: Do you know how many
have been obtained?

Mr. O'NEIL: No, I do not know. The
organisation buys them and leases them
back. The funds made available under
this scheme are being used to build more
houses.

Mr. Harman: You had a lot of figures
and I thought you might have had that
information.

Mr. OINEIL: No, I am sorry. Houses
built for Government departments, other
than those built under the Provisions of
the Government Employees' Housing
Authority, number 140 completed and 149
under construction. I have available the
figures for previous years.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! The
Minister has another five minutes.

Mr. O'NEIL.: Houses built through the
Rural and Industries Bank, since an
amendment was made to the Act, or with
loans made by the bank, Z should say, from
Commonwealth-State funds, total 134
since 1966-67. Funds made available from
'the bank for housing amount to
$24,944,172, covering 6,893 loans. The
grand total since 1966-67 is 7,027
loans which have been made available.
and the total amount involved is
$25,670,172.

Members will also recall that a further
move has been made by the Government
to enable the Rural and Industries Bank
to build its own homes. So far it has com-
pleted 94: it has 63 under construction;
25 have been tendered for; and tenders
have been called for 14. making a total
of 196.

As well as this, land made available by
the Rural and Industries Bank in Earrner-
sley and in other areas, to builders for
their own purposes, represented 115 sites.
The total expenditure on land develop-
ment schemes by the Rural and industries
Bank has amounted to $1,892,356. and
the present commitment by the bank for
land development amounts to $2.328.884.
So through this instrumentality the Gov-
ernment is making a great contribution.

Local governing authorities have been
encouraged to undertake housing schemes
of their own. in 1968-67 the authorised
expenditure was $304,000 other than for
houses built by local government for the

Government Employees' Housing Author-
ity. In 1968-69, this figure had more than
doubled to $631,000.

In the Very few minutes I have left I
Want to cover two other points. It Is not
often recognised what contribution has
been made by the mining companies in
the north-west to housing. if my figures
are accurate, something like $80,000,000
lies been spent on housing, and probably
more under the agreements with the Gov-
ernment. At Kambalda, Western Mining
has authorised an expenditure of
$6,000,000. Three hundred and twenty-
five houses have been completed and 75 are
under construction. The average cost of
these, including services, is about $15,000
each. The same company, at Morawa. has
spent $500,000 on 60 houses which have
been completed and on single quarters for
40 men.

At Port Hedland, the Leslie Salt Co.
has spent $400,000 in building 20 houses
on land made available under the agree-
ment. Shark Bay Salt has spent $100,000
in constructing seven houses and single
quarters for 40 men. My figures show
that Hamersley Iron Pty. Ltd., at Tom
Price and Dampier, built 885 houses; 48
fiats; and single quarters for 620 men. A
further 140 houses and 72 flats are under
construction, the total cost being
$40,000,000. The Goldsworthy company
has spent $3,890,000 in constructing 142
houses, and single accommodation for 250
men. Also. 30 houses are under construc-
tion.

The Mt. Newman Company, at Port
Hedland and Mt. Newman, has spent
$6,645,000. The company has completed
166 houses, and 208 units for single men
are under construction. Another 240 sin-
gle men's quarters are under construction
and, out to tender, there are 103 houses
and 72 flats. The cost of the tender has
not been estimated.

I think I should make one or two com-
ments with regard to the commission's
own activities. The metropolitan comple-
tions by the State Housing Commission
were quoted by the Leader of the Opposi-
tion. The figure for 1967-68 was 1.214.
and the completions for this year are anti-
cipated to be 1,800. I have to admit here
that if the tempo of operations is suddenly
increased by 50 per cent. one is bound to
run into physical problems.

There are physical problems in the
capacity of the work force and the com-
mission which hinder the commission from
gearing itself to the problems. There is a
need for the utmost co-operation In all
aspects. However, it is still estimated that
the target of 1,800 houses will be achieved.
This will necessitate an expenditure of
perhaps $25,000,000 or $26,000.000-I have
not calculated the amount exactly.

Proposals for 1969-1970 are in tentative
form at the moment. It is estimated that,
apart from the approximate 1,800 com-
pletions this year, we will have 2,220-odd
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units of accommodation under construction
compared with 1,241 in the previous year.
The projected target next year is 2.500 as
against the current figure, and it is esti-
mated that some 2,300 units will be under
construction at the end of that year.

Mr. May: Does that include the high-
density accommodation in Bentley?

Mr. O'N'EIL: It would include some of
it, I hope. That type of accommodation
is all over the State. I san referring to
the total performance. I would like to
give an indication of the increased problem
concerning land. In 1967-1968 the cost of
land, in terms of acquisition and develop-
ment, was slightly in excess of $1,500.000,
but in 1969-1970 it is estimated that it will
be in excess of $2,500,000.

1 realise that my time has almost run
out. The motion lays emphasis on the
fact that the Government has neither
recognised the problem nor taken any
action to overcome it. Although statistics
are sometimes boring, I am certain they
provide clear evidence of the recognition
of the problem on the part of the Gov-
ernment and, in addition, clear evidence
that everything possible is being done in
order to overcome the problem.

MR. GRAHAM (Baleatta - Deputy
Leader of the Opposition) [9.42 p.m.]: In
my view the Leader of the Opposition pre-
sented a complete ease in respect of the
question which is before us. That fact
became Increasingly obvious, because
neither the Premier nor the Minister for
Housing made any endeavour to reply to
the points that were made so well. Very
w'isely, from their point of view, they took
an entirely different tack. The Premier
told us much about plans, reports,
investigations, advisory committees, and
the rest of it.

Mr. O'Neil: And performance.
Mr. GRAHAM: However, the Premier

made no endeavour whatsoever to ack-
nowledge the seriousness of the housing
and land situation which confronts West-
ern Australia, and which has confronted
Western Australia for quite a number of
years. Notwithstanding the many suppli-
cations made by the Opposition, the Gov-
ernment has chosen to Ignore the situation.

To my mind it can be well and truly
said that the Premier and his Government
have fiddled whilst Rome has been burn-
ing. The Government refuses to ack-
nowledge the problem and accordingly re-
fuses to shape up to it.

We had another example of the Gov-
ernmnent's attitude In the case of the Min-
ister for Housing. The Minister was pro-
testing and endeavouring to prove to us
that all is well in the housing situation.
and that there is* nothing for us to be
perturbed about in the current situation.

The Minister went to Some pains to indi-
cate what the private sector has done.
There is no difference of opinion, nor any
controversy, so far as that point is con-
cerned. What the Opposition maintains
is that the Government has woefully fallen
down on the job. Virtually no provision
has been made for persons in the lower
income bracket.

The Government pays no heed whatso-
ever to the situation as revealed from
figures which are available today and pays
equally small attention to what is adduced
by the facts and figures presented by
speakers on the opposition side of the
House.

It is all very well for a new concept to
be promoted; namely, this Government
believes in private enterprise, and not in
the State. providing housing. I well re-
member that during the time the present
Premier was a Minister-possibly without
portfolio, an Honorary Minister, or some-
thing of that nature-and certainly when
he was Minister for Works in the Liberal-
Country Party McLarty-Watts Govern-
ment, that Government was constructing
and completing more than 3.000 homes in
a year when the total output of the State
was approximately 7,000.

Apparently there has been a change of
heart somewhere along the line: the Gov-
ernment has suddenly resolved that the
welfare of the ordinary people of the com-
munity counts for nought and, as long as
buildings are being erected in record
numbers, as they are, then all is well. Of
course the situation Is completely the re-
verse.

Never before in the history of Western
Australia has the housing situation been
worse than it is at the present moment.
1 well remember when Labor became the
Government in 1953 and the situation
which confronted it then. if I remember
rightly, there was a total of more than
18,000 outstanding applications on the
books of the State Housing Commission.
Today they are in excess of, 19.000. Let
us have a look at the situation in the
metropolitan area. I amn referring to
family homes.

Mr. Rushton: What is--
Mr. GRAHAM: Apparently the Minister

and the Government-and the member for
Dale--could not care less in respect of the
matter. I shall refer to answers given
to questions asked In the House. On the
30th June, 1966, the metropolitan family
applications outstanding on the books of
the Housing Commission totalled 8,052- In
June, 1967, a year later, they totalled
11,644. On the 30th June. 1968, a further
12 months later, they totalled 14,273. As
at last week, the outstanding total was
15,928. It must be appreciated that the
number of outstanding applications in the
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metropolitan area alone has practically
doubled from 8,000 to almost 16,000 in a
period of less than three years.

Notwithstanding tbese figures, which
are drawn from the State Housing Com-
mission and supplied by the Minister for
Housing himself, there is still no attempt
on the part of the Government to
acknowledge the seriousness of the situa-
tion which faces the State and the people
who are affected, and which, unfortun-
ately, confronts members of Parliament.

I know the ntumbers of calls which I
receive daily and the pathetic pleas which
are submitted. Yet it is impossible for us
to do anything about the position,' be-
cause it is a waste of time ta make ap-
.proaches to the State Housing Commis-
sion.

I1 would like to mention two representa-
tions which have been made to me, one
on last Friday and one today. These are
not the only ones, but they were on the top
of the list on my table where, incident-
ally, there are representations from several
hundreds of people who are still waiting
for homes and who have been waiting for
years.

The first is a gentleman with the rather
common name of Jones. This man ap-
proached me last Friday. He is paying
$25 a week rent at the present moment
and he had to pay a bond of $100 in
order to go into the accommodation. His
gross wage, before any taxation is de-
ducted, is $47.65 a week. If wie deduct
the $25 rental, we find that this man, his
wife, and four children have $22.65 on
which to live. Hle applied in 1966, but
he is still waiting for accommodation, be-
cause the Minister has bogged down and
has not even reached the middle of 1965
in respect of the allocation of homes.

The second person lives in Osborne Park,
which is in my electorate. He is a man.
with a wife and two children, and he
earns $47 gross per week. He has been
evicted from his home and the cheapest
accommodation he can find is $22 a week.
In addition, a letting fee of $20 and a
bond of $50 were demanded.

This is cruel and surely indicates the
callous attitude on the part of the Gov-
ernment. Many hundreds, indeed thous-
ands, of our citizens are -suffering this
sort of thing, and yet the Government
blithely goes about its way with a could-
not-care-less attitude. I say that delib-
erately; because in so many other direc-
tions not $10,000 or $100,000 but millions
of dollars of State moneys are being spent
on other projects.

These projects, further, have a much
lower priority than that of housing.
Surely housing is basic; something which
is essential to the people In a civilised

community, We hear all this talk about
the State on the move and Yet we have
so many of our people living under deplor-
able conditions. It is all right for the
Minister to go through the numbers,
working on the principle of "10 little nig-
ger boys and then there were nine" until
he considers he has completely dealt with
the situation and maintaining that there
are so many who have no need for hous-
ing. It could be that there are some in
that category, but nevertheless there are
many thousands who together with their
children, are suffering keenly, as a result
of poor housing conditions.

The Minister has told us of the people
coming here for employment, particularly
from South Australia. Surely to goodness
if the Government was worth its salt:. if
it had a sense of responsibility, it would
immediately make a call for an acceler-
ated building programime, because already
those on the lower rungs of the economic
ladder are not having their housing needs
met. It is all very well talking about the
average wage or income of employees in
Western Australia. This average is some-
what boosted by the tremendous incomes
that are being earned by men in the
north-west and other places, and also by
the fact that so many workers in the
metropolitan area and elsewhere are work-
ing overtime. But there are many bread-
winners who are not working overtime and
who are not receiving the handsome Sal-
aries and wages that are enioyed by
people working in the far-flung parts of
the State.

I make charges against this Govern-
ment that since it has been In office the
State Housing Commission has had allo-
cated to it a much lower percentage of
loan moneys for the purpose of housing
than it did under any previous Govern-
ment. I mentioned earlier what was done
by a previous Liberal-Country Party Gov-
ermnent. This was at a time when the
going was really tough, when houses were
being imported from Austria and the
United Kingdom; when asbestos sheeting
was being Imported from Italy; when
other materials were being imported
from Japan, yet, notwithstand-
ing the shortage of building materials at
that time the Liberal-Country Party Gov-
ernment in office had a greater sense of
responsibility than this one.

I have always said that the present Goy-
ermnent is more Interested in fraternising
and dining with millionaires than it is
with paying attention to the section of the
community that has first priority on hous-
ing. Surely it is the responsibility of the
Government to look after the Poor of the
community; to believe in the principle that
even-handed justice Is available to all!
But this Government could not care less
about most of the people, particularly
those who are in receipt of the lowest
incomes.
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It does not matter how much accommo-
dation is provided outside by private enter-
prise, the people of whom I speak will not
have their needs catered for, because in
order to receive a return on a Piece of land
and a dwelling on present-day costs, it
is absolutely essential, from a business
point of view, that high rentals be
charged. I am speaking of buildings
completed in recent times, and these
high rentals are completely beyond
the capacity of so many in our community
to pay. That is why the State Housing
Commission, and previously the Workers'
Homes Board, was established; not to be
there as a name, but to provide accom-
modation for people in certain categories
as defined by the definition of "Worker."

The Minister said he was tired of hear-
ing us on this side of the House talk about
this subject and that the Government was
building 3,000, 3.500, and 4,000 houses a
year. Well, he will hear some more of
that, and he will continue to hear from
us about it until he and his Govern-
ment do something about the housing posi-
tion in the State. In the past there was a
need, a warrant, a strong demand on the
part of the People of Western Australia
for housing, and the Governments of the
day, both Liberal-Country Party, and
Labor, measured up to the task, but this
Government has been recreant in its duty
to the people.

However, in respect of other buildings
we find this Government always talking
about private enterprise and what it is
doing. Private enterprise is erecting multi-
storied blocks of office buildings all round
the metropolitan area, but in spite of this
we see the Government in competition
with private enterprise. It is building a
multi-storied building for the Motor
Vehicle Insurance Trust; a multi-storied
building for the Main Roads Department,
and a multi-storied building for this, that,
or some other concern.

I can never understand why the Govern-
ment has not resolved to put this money
into housing. What is the attraction in
building commercial accommodation, and
yet the Government will not move in the
matter of residential accommodation?
Surely offices can be found in some of the
private buildings. Surely if officers of
various Government departments are suf-
fering from cramped conditions they can
wait at least a little longer until such time
as the Government has caught up with
some of the leeway in housing for people
in whose interest we speak on occasions
such as this.

I have been asking questions to indicate
how the Government throws its money
about. I have been asking questions about
the little townsite of Guilderton. This is
only a holiday resort but everybody who
has gone up there has provided himself
with a rainwater tank of a size which Is
dependent on how often he goes there and

the size of his family, and everybody has
managed to get by in that regard. Yet
somehow this Government, which has no
money for housing, has decided to put in
a water supply at Guilderton costing
$70,000. 1 do not want it, and I guarantee
that nine-tenths of the other people who
have homes there do not want it, either.
However, if it Is at hand we will use it
and no doubt before long, instead of eni-
joying quiet relaxation at Guilderton, we
will be pushing lawn mowers around and
clipping edges.

I have merely mentioned that to indicate
what the Government is doing. Its prior-
itles are all mixed UP. The Ministers are
spending far too much time traipsing
around Western Australia unveiling
plaques to themselves. However, they can-
not be doing that and paying attention
to their departmental duties at the same
time. It is a long time since I was a
Minister but I can clearly recall how time
overtook one. I can clearly recall how
many things required attention at any one
time and all the time. Those undertak-
ings which I have mentioned are actually
electioneering activities carried out at the
taxpayers' expense. They should not be
undertaken, because there are more ser-
ious matters to be resolved.

Yet this Government is laced with a
housing crisis which has never previously
existed in this State to the same extent,
and I repeat it could not care less. We
ask questions from time to time in regard
to the waiting period for homes. This
gives some idea of the serious position,
but the Minister does not pay heed. The
Minister for Industrial Development seems
to get all he wants and the attitude of the
Government appears to be that it disre-
gards the workers and their housing needs.
Last year I asked questions of the Minister
for Housing as to the Present date of
applications lodged for which allocations
are being made from the priority list in
the Perth metropolitan area for three-
bedroomned houses. This was in July, last
year, and at that time the Housing Comn-
mission was allocating houses to those who
had applied in April, 1965, and now we
find, eight months later, that the Housing
Commission is allocating to those who ap-
plied in May, 1965.

So, in the last eight months, housing has
slipped back another seven months and,
by the next month, which is only a few
weeks away, the waiting period will be
four Years. These are the facts supplied
by the Minister himself and yet he falls
to move in the matter.

One does not wish to be personal in
connection with this, but it appears to me
that the Minister is far too weak, and for
some reason-it can only be a personal one
-he is not able to make a sufficient impact
upon the Treasurer of the State to en-
able him to get his fair share of the funds.
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Other Ministers have money to burn: to
start all sorts of non-essential projects.
or projects which could certainly wait for
a period.

I have instanced before the fact that
some tens of thousands of dollars were
spent to build sheep sheds at the Royal
Agricultural Society's ground at Claremont
for the purpose of providing protection for
sheep for a week or two every 12 months.
That sort of thing receives a higher priority
than housing for people.

As members also know, $30,000 was spent
to provide a lookout in King's Park. so that
people could visit the area and look out
over what appears to be something akin
to the Sahara Desert immediately below
them. That again was given priority over
the provision of housing for the people.
One could go on and on and if we had a
stronger Minister for Housing, one who is
a fighter, I am as certain as I stand here
that far greater allocations would be made
to him.

The position is either as I have stated
It, or the Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment and others are playing too powerful
a part, and applying so much pressure that
they are getting all the resources, and if
there Is anything left-and there is
precious little-this is made available to
the Minister for Rousing.

Mr. Court: Uf you look at the vote of
the Minister for Industrial Development
you will find it is one of the small ones.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am thinking of some of
the Minister's other activities. I remember,
for instance, the State being very heavily
committed in respect of railway expen-
diture.

Mr. Court: Would not you want that?

Mr. GRAHAM: Of course I would! But
there are people, human beings, living
Western Australians, young, old, and in-
different, who are in dire need of homes
and who are suffering dreadful hardships
of one kind and another: families being
broken, and the rest of it; anid yet the
Minister is more concerned about Japanese
millionaires and the like. They do have a
place in the scheme of things, but surely it
is a matter of priorities.

These people to whom I have referred
have been waiting a long time. The Labor
Government made an earnest endeavour to
provide houses for them, as did the
McLarty-Watts Government, but this Gov-
errnent is concerned with other things--
not with ordinary, humble, citizens in the
community who are in dire need of hous-
Ing.

Mr. Court: I do believe you want to go
back to the stage where unemployment was
at Its highest.

Mr. GRAHAM: Do we want to go back to
the stage where we cannot build a home
without going to the Liberal Government

and asking for a permit to do so? We want
the People of the State to move on-and
when I say the people, I do not mean those
ensconced in Dalkeith and Nedlands, I
mean the ordinary people of the State;
those who do the work; those responsible
for the development of Western Australia.

Mr. Court: You want to return to the
period of stagnation.

Mr. GRAHAM: I want this Government
to do something in respect of this twin
evil of housing and land prices. In respect
of the latter the Government will not move,
because it will offend too many of its poli-
tical friends.

Mr. Brady: The Minister prefers to see
people living in caravans at Carnarvon,
Derby, and similar Places.

Mr, GRAHAM: The Premier pretends
that his Government is doing certain
things to tackle the land problem.

Mr. Brand: He does not pretend at all.
Mr. GRAHAM: When his famous land

tax legislation was before Parliament
earlier, I made the following statement-
which is to be found on page 2369 of
Hansard of the 30th October, 1968:-

I say no more than this: It is merely
playing with the problem, It has some
basis of equity about it in the fact
that there is to be a heavier impost
on those who do nothing with their
land but merely sit on it. However.
in the way of forcing those people to
put their land on the market, I re-
peat that the measure is laughable.

I say that now with even greater emphasis,
because the Government considered taking
certain steps following the MoCarrey re-
port, which I think were most off ensive
to MeCarrey and those who sat with him.
It was a fact that in connection with
unimproved land valued at $2,000-and
there is not too much of it-the Govern -
ment actually reduced the amount of land
tax to be paid to 83c, which is certainly
not very much. Land valued at $4,000
had the rate of tax reduced by $1.87, and
land worth $6,000 was left at the same
figure.

When we get to land In the higher
bracket worth $10,000, the taxation was
increased by a mighty $7.33 a year. Had
the impost been $7.33 a week It would not
have been sufficient.

When discussing the measure to which
I have referred, I indicated that I had
had talks with officers of the Town Plan-
ing Department and I said that I had in
mind that the surcharging of unimproved
subdivisible land should be perhaps two or
three times the normal rate. I was laughed
to scorn and told that it should be five,
six, or seven times higher if it were to be
effective.

Mr. Carrey, in his report, laid it down
that there are two major steps to be taken:
One to make additional land available
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and the other to apply this additional tax.
I quote from page 49 of his report and
recommendations where it states-

There is no doubt that the first re-
quirement is an increase in the supply
of land in sufficient quantity to satisfy
the immediate excess-demand, Coupled
with measures designed to force on
to the market the many thousands of
lots held in anticipation of a further
price rise, this action should meet the
short-term situation.

Does the Premier suggest that an addi-
tional $7 per annum on a block of land
valued at $10,000 will forte the person
concerned to sell? Of course it will not! It
is ridiculous. Where I live, in the muart
Hill-Joondanna area, the value of land is
increasing at approximately $500 per an-
num, and there are acres upon acres in
that area; individual lots, the owners of
which are sitting back enriching them-
selves to the tune of $5,000 and $10,000 a
year in respect of some of the five-acre
blocks of land.

I have said before, and I repeat, that
the most lucrative return in Western Aus-
tralia today Is not obtained from being
a professional man, a businessman, a
tradesman, a worker, or a civil servant,
but by sitting on one's backside, if one
owns land, because by doing so one can
become a millionaire Progressively under
this Government. Yet here we have a
block of land worth $10,000 and the Premier
tries to make us believe that an increase
in tax of $7 per annum would compel the
owner to sell. That was the Purpose of the
legislation. There is no doubt whatever
that during that term the block of land
would be increasing in market value by
some $2,000-odd.

The position is ludicrous and indicates
that the Government has no intention of
shaping up to the problem of trying to
keep land prices at a reasonable level, to
enable the average citizen to avail himself
of land to provide a home for himself and
his family.

As a consequence of that, people are
going to the Housing Commission in droves
only to be further rebuffed and disappoint-
ed when they get there, because of the
ever-lengthening waiting period.

Again I point to my electorate and say
that there are blocks of land with every
conceivable service going past the front
door. These are hemmed In by houses
which have been erected for 20, 30, or 40
years. The people concerned would be
fools to dispose of their blocks because, as
I have already said, the market value of
these blocks Is increasing to the tune of
$500 per annum, for which it would be
necessary for them to pay virtually nothing
in extra taxation compared with the land
tax level of some 12 months ago. So the
Government is doing nothing in respect of
this matter. Is it any wonder, therefore,
that the price of land continues to spiral?

There was the sound of trumpets and
some brave words were spoken when land
was released in certain areas around about
election time last year. I wonder what
effect that has had? I know in my own
district a large number of uphappy souls
face this problem, because I have been
spending nights discussing the problems
with them when I should have been else-
where, and they cannot subdivide their
land.

They have gone to the local authority
and have been told that the question of
subdivision cannot be put up bit by bit or
in a piecemeal fashion, but that an over-
all town planning scheme has to be
adopted. They have been told by the local
authority that it is extremely busy and
it cannot get around to this matter for
another 12 months or two Years. These
People are absolutely depressed and are
unable to move one inch further, following
the belated decision of the Government,
because of this particular obstacle.

I have complained of this sort of thing
for Years, and I am indicating that the
last outburst by the Government has been
completely ineffectual. Surely at this stage
the Government should not be appointing
additional committtees, councils, advisers,
and investigators in order to do something
to trim up that situation!

Mr. Brand: Would this be a very profit-
able exercise?

Mr. GRAHAM: Yes, it would. It would
enable many additional houses to be built
in areas where the necessary services,
ranging from schools, water supplies, elec-
tricity, and all the rest, already exist. It
would enable these people to do something
in their own interests, and to carry out
the things they want to do. I do not
intend to go into that aspect, although if
it is absolutely necessary I can do so. These
people are penalised and cannot move.

I think two or three years ago I made
a complaint in respect of this identical
area, and today those People are still
waiting. These are the people on whose
behalf I undertook the surveying of their
properties, the drawing up of plans, and
the Preparation of cases for submission
to the Minister for Town Planning. I
repeat that today those People are in
exactly the same position as they were
several years ago.

We find subdivisions of the larger
variety of which I have given instances,
such as the Westfield concern in the
Cannlngton-Armadale corridor. All it
wanted to do was to spend $12,000,000 of
its own money to erect houses, but be-
cause of the ineptitude of the Government
in not shaping up to its departments, the
answer given to the organisation was "No."

Whether or not it was as a result of the
question I raised in this House I do not
know, but belatedly the green light was
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given. I do not know how far the pro-
Sect has proceeded, but I venture to say
that not one house has yet been built
there.

A few weeks ago I Instanced the case
of a development in Mullaloo in which
somebody wanted to open up about
5,000 building blocks. This person did not
want a cent from the Government for
the provision of water supplies, drainage,
sewerage, or anything else. Indeed, he was
prepared to give land to the Govern-
ment and to provide funds for certain
essential services. Members can look up
the material which I put up in this House:
I think it was in October last that I gave
the details. The answer was still, "No."

Mr. Brand: Was the local authority in
agreement?

Mr. GRAHAM: I agree that the local
authority made some objection and wanted
to delay the matter, but surely this is the
Government of Western Australia, and
surely it 'will acknowledge that there is a.
crisis, and that there is a situation in con-
nection with which there is some urgency!
But the Government folds its arms and
does not care two hoots what the local
authorities do. If the Government shaped
up properly to its task it would ride over
the local authorities and others, because
of the desperate urgency of the situation.

r know if the Giovernment did that there
would be clamnour and protests; but are
there no protests coming from this side
of the House? Are there not thousands
of people complaining bitterly because of
the acute housing and land situation? I
am certain the Government would gain
politically if it were to take some action
to allow people to proceed to provide
houses. AUi of this talk about the lack
of money on the part of the Government
to provide the necessary services and the
rest would disappear if more land was
made available-and some of these sub-
dividers are prepared to enter into agree-
ments with the Government concerning
the price of the land.

If that was done, more reasonably priced
land would be available, and many more
people would be able to solve their hous-
ing problems without taking them to the
State Housing Commission. Now they
must go to the Housing Commission, be-
cause the price of a decent block of land
is as much or more than I could build a
three-bedroomed house for these people
some 10 years ago. That, of course, is
the fact of the situation. People then had
40 years in which to pay their houses off.

How can the people in need today buy
a block of land costing the same figure
as it formerly cost to build a three-
bedroomed house, and pay it off in three
or four years? H-ow they can pay off

the cost of the land before they start to
build their home on it, I do not know.
The position is completely and utterly
impossible,

We have quite a number of smaller
People, the speculative builders, who
have always made a, very substantial
contribution to the provision of housing
in Western Australia. To my knowledge
many of them have given up the ghost
because they are unable to obtain land at
a reasonable price to be able to erect
homes on it for sale to the people, en-
compassed within their general formula;
that is to say, they cater for a section of
the community within a certain Income
bracket. The cost of the land is so high
that they have folded up and are no longer
engaged in this sort of activity.

I have previously mentioned the Build-
ers' Registration Board. To my know-
ledge there are many builders from over-
seas who are operating in this State, and
who have undertaken constructions far
more ambitious than the houses in this
State. These people, by using the regis-
tration number of a registered builder-
even if that be contrary to the spirit of
the law-have built some of the best and
most substantial houses in Tuart Hill,
Yokine, and Dianella. Because the regis-
tered builder whose number they had bor-
rowed sought other fields, now these
builders, who have been completely re-
sponsible for the building activities, are no
longer able to continue.

These are the things the Government
should shape up to, but the Government
only wants to talk the problem away: it
wants to cover up for its inaction. When
there is talk of some stimulated building
programme the Government says there
will be a tremendous impact on tradesmen
and building materials; but somehow when
the Government wants to construct multi-
storied buildings in the heart of Perth
there seem to be the required bricklayers,
plumbers, electricians, carpenters, and
others who could engage in housing
Why is it that materials and manpower can
be found for such structures, but are not
available for housing projects? I say the
Government is not particularly serious
with regard to this.

within the last couple of weeks some-
body asked whether I would supply him
with a copy of the remarks I made in re-
spect of housing over the past several
years, because he felt there was some
merit in what I said, and because he had
an appreciation of how bad the circum-
stances were. He asked for the facts and
figures which I had produced. I was
astounded by the number of times I have
spoken in a strain similar to my remarks on
this occasion. That would apply to the
great Majority of members on this side
of the House.
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I want to assure the Government
that we are not speaking just for
the fun of it. We are not creating all
these people who write in, who phone, who
call, or who pester us with these problems.
A check has only to be made with the
parliamentary liaison officer of the Hous-
ing Commission to ascertain how many
times members of parliament have made
approaches on behalf of their constituents,
People who were regarded as being eligible
automatically for emergent houses up to
three years ago are now completely wiped
off, because of the inability of the com-
mission to provide or to offer them accom-
modation for the simple reason that the
Government is not building the houses.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The honour-
able member has five more minutes.

Mr. GRAHAM: I repeat that I have the
greatest respect for, and I salute, the pri-
vate sector for what it has done in the con-
struction of houses. It is true that one in
every three units of dwellings being con-
structed in the private sector Is in the
form of flats.

Unfortunately, in Western Australia very
few, if any, flats are being built to make
adequate provision for families. They are
built for adults only. Of course, so many
of our people are compelled to take this
form of accommodation, however unsuit-
able, because of the inability to find the
usual type of accommodation that an Aus-
tralian seeks; that is. the single dwelling.

Thn there IS the situation that the price
of land has got completely out of control.
We have made many suggestions, from
time to time, and the Government has
done very little except appoint committees
and talk about it, because the fact of the
matter is the price of land is going up-
ward and ever-upward. In respect of hous-
ing the humbler section of the community,
the position is deteriorating rapidly. in the
State on the move, there was an advance
of one month only, during the last eight
months, in regard to those to whom
houses were being allocated! Those
are the facts of the situation, and it is
not as though we have reached a situa-
tion of lull or balance. In both respects,
the balance is getting progressively worse.
So it is most appropriate that the Leader
of the opposition should submit a resolu-
tion that not only embodies the feelings
of the Opposition, but those of many thou-
sands of Western Australians.

After all, if there is the best part of
20,000 outstanding applications, surely that
means there are about 75,000 Western Aus-
tralians who are In need of homes, if we
say the average family is in the vicinity
of four people and make allowance for
some of the other applicants with lesser
family responsibilities. That, of course, is
a tremendous percentage of the commun-
ity. I venture to suggest that at least half
of them-in other words, 30,000 to 40,000

people in Western Australia-are living in
deplorable conditions, or under financial
burdens, or the tyranny of some landlords,
because of the sheer and utter impossibility
Of doing anything about their position.

Fancy receiving a gross income, before
tax, of approximately $45 and having to
pay $22 per week in rent! The position
Is unfair and could not be worse; and the
Government of the State could not be
worse in its attitude to this problem. I
sincerely hope and trust that by gentle
persuasion, or by bullying, or by shouting,
or by demanding something in some man-
ner we will be able to persuade the Gov-
ernment to do something in connection
with this very real and very human prob-
lem, because our people are suffering. This
is the position from adults down to the
children and I hope and trust some mem-
bers on the other side of the House will
forget loyalty to Parliamentary leaders
and have regard to the fact that they
should have a loyalty to the people of this
State.

MR. HARMAN (Maylands) 110.24 pm.1:
In giving strong support to the motion
moved by my leader I wish to comment on
some of the statements made by the
Minister for Housing. Before I do so, I
wish to illustrate, by way of a, comparison,
the ineptitude and complacency of the
Government over the last 12 months.
The comparison I make is with a football
team.

This prescnt Government is a team
which has won several premierships, but
a team which has not changed its play-
ers. As a consequence the players are
growing old and leg weary. They have
lost their enthusiasm and their will to
win. They have become complacent.

Mr. Brand: I can see that you are mak-
ing a strong bid for the Ministry.

Mr. HARMAN: The skipper is worried
about his own form. He has taken sev-
eral knocks in the last 12 months, as well
as several injuries, and has been out of
the game. But he is chasing a record
number of games which he wants to play;
and this is the reason why he is hanging
on-he wants to play this record number
of games.

Mr. Brady: No wonder Swans cannot
win!

Mr. HARMAN: The centre-halfback of
this side, the Minister for Industrial
Development, recently sought a clearance.
He could see the writing on the wall: that
the team was not going so well and he
wanted to get out, but the team closed
its ranks and refused him a clearance.
In the parlance of a football cornmenta-
tor, it could be said that the big men of
the side have let the team down.

Mr. Cash: They did not let us down
tonight.
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Mr. HARMAN: The Minister for Agri-
culture is in trouble with agriculture; the
Minister for Education is in trouble with
education; the Minister for Transport is
in trouble because he has had to get
another expert for an expert; and the
Minister for Housing, the last of the big
men, is in trouble with his own portfolio
of housing.

Mr. Cash: He got a few results tonight.
Mr. HARMAN: The small men have re-

ceived little support from the big men and
have been wandering aimlessly around the
field. On top of all this, the side has no
reserves. It has one or two players from
the country that it might bring into the
side but they have yet to show their true
calibre. Few have shown they can
measure up to playing in a top league
side.

Mr. Brand: I am sure they would like
to be judged by you in your short experi-
ence here!

Mr. Graham: He was watching you be-
fore he came here.

Mr. HARMAN: The Minister referred to
housing costs and also to the cost of land
here as compared with the other States.
I think he said it was impossible to say
that the price of land In Western Austra-
lia is higher than in New South Wales, but
I do not think the Minister will disagree
that the average cost of building is higher
in Western Australia than in any other
State.

Mr. Cash:* Building houses?

Mr. HARMAN: The average cost of a
building.

Mr. Cash: You want to beware of the
average cost of anything.

Mr. HARMvAN: The figures are pub-
lished by the Commonwealth Bureau
of Census and Statistics.

Mr. Cash: There is a danger in aver-
age costs.

Mr. HARMAN: There might be. In this
State the cost is some $400 higher than
In New South Wales.

Mr. Cash: There is a danger of being a
picket kicker.

Mr. HARMAN: The honorable member
will be kicking the pickets for a long
while; I am sure of that. The Minister
did not elaborate on this point, but there
it is. It is undisputed that the average
cost of building is higher in Western Aus-
tralia than in any other State. When
analysed, the average cost of a unit in
Western Australia is $8,975. In New
South Wales it is $8,426; Victoria, $8,420;
Queensland. $8,338; South Australia,
$8,024; and the Australian average is
$8.510. We are $400 above the average for
Australia.

Mr. O'Neil: I was in agreement with the
Leader of the Opposition. The average
cost of building is not the prime problem
In cost. I agreed with him.

Mr. HARMAN: I know that, and I am
elaborating on the comments that were
made.

Mr. O'Neil: I did not say anything about
the cost of building in the other States.

Mr. HARMAN: There is another point
on which I wish to elaborate. I ask the
Minister to check his figures. because
when he referred to the home savings
grant, he implied that the average grant
paid was $490.

Mr. O'Neil: I said $419.
Mr. HARMAN: I thought the Minister

mentioned $490. The figure I have is also
$419. The significance of the home savings
grant-and this is the reason I asked the
Premier a question on the matter the other
day-is that the maximum amount allowed
now is $500, and this is when the cost of
the land and the house does not exceed
$15,000. Two years ago the amount was
raised by $1,000 from $14,000 to $15,000.

To the 30th June, 1906, 24 per cent. of
new homes completed in Western Austra-
lia were purchased by those who qualified
for the home savings grant. In 1967 the
number who qualified for the home savings
grant was 19 per cent. On the 30th June.
1968. the number who qualified for the
grant, as a percentage of the new homes
built in that particular year, was down to
18 per cent.; and it is reasonable, on esti-
mated figures available, to argue that this
number will be reduced even further at
the end of this financial year.

All this means, of course, that fewer
persons in Western Australia are able to
take advantage of the home savings grant
because the cost of the land and the house
is exceeding $15,000. I am told that some
people have adopted devious means to
obtain the grant, even to the extent of the
builder drawing up two contracts. In some
instances those concerned have had to
dispense with certain items because, if
they had included them In the contract.
the amount of the land and house would
have exceeded the $15,000.

Mr. O'Neil: That is Federal legislation
over which we have no control.

Mr. HARMAN: The Point I am making
Is that I asked the Premier if he would,
because of his inability to dc-escalate the
price of land, make representations to the
Commonwealth Government to lift the
ceiling applying in respect of the home
savings grant.

Mr. O'Neil: In Western Australia.
Mr. HARMAN: Yes. The Premier re-

plied that it was highly improbable that
the Commonwealth would be Prepared to
legislate differentially in a matter such as
this. That means the Premier does not
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really concern himself with those People
who have done the right thing Over the
last few years and have saved their money.
as the commission suggested, in a bank in
regard to which the grant applies. They
have purchased their land for which, un-
fortunately, they have had to pay a Price
of $5,000 or $6,000. They have built a
house and even though they have kept
the price down to $10,000, it has taken
them to the $15.000 mark. I simply asked
whether the Premier would make repre-
sentations on the matter.

Mr. Brand: You do not really think the
Commonwealth Government would legis-
late for one State do you?

Mr. HARMAN: The Commonwealth
raised it by *1,00O two years ago, and
surely an argument could be presented in
favour of its being raised again, but the
Premier-

Mr. O'Neil: You said "for this State."
Representations have been made at Min-
isters' conferences to re-examine the grant
-on a number of occasions. However, the
Commonwealth will not legislate differ-
entially. Representations were made re-
garding war service loans in northern
areas.

Mr. Brand: You are referring to this
State only.

Mr. O'Neil: The Commonwealth would
not differentiate in taxation-

Mr. Brand: You are asking for special
preferences for this State.

Mr. Jamlieson: The Constitution will not
allow it.

Mr. HARMAN: I ami suggesting the
Premier should make representations to
the Commonwealth, and if it is impossible
to legislate differentially, other States
should be included.

Mr. Brand: Why didn't you ask that
question?

Mr. Cash: You can build houses which,
including the block are under $15,000.

Mr. HARMAN: Where?
Mr. Cash: In several places. Come to

me tomorrow and I-
Mr. HARMAN: They must be out of

town. The point is that if a person is
building a house, he must build it near
his work or near transport facilities. What
I am saying is that a number of people
are being debarred from obtaining the
grant because of the high price of land
and the high cost of housing. I support
the motion.

MR. MOIVER (Northam) [10.36 p.m.]:
In contributing to this debate I am afraid
I cannot, because of the seriousness of the
situation, speak in a light vein, as did my
worthy colleague, the member for May-
lands. The Leader of the Opposition and
the Deputy Leader greatly emphasised the

situation in the
wish to refer
especially to my

metropolitan area, but I
to country areas, and
own electorate.

The position in Northam over the last
12 months has deteriorated very consider-
ably. On the 29th May last year I for-
warded the following letter to the Minister
for Housing:-

Dear Sir,
I wish to bring to your notice the

deterioration of the housing situation
in Northam.

The Northam Town Council has
completed the work on the sub-division
of land for the Housing Commission
situated in Toodyay Road, Northam,
and I would appreciate it if you would
advise me how soon these houses will
be commenced.

The need for more Rental Homes in
Northam is desperate. With the de-
velopment of Northam generally and
the inevitable influx of staff for the
new Regional Hospital this will be-
come even more so.

I am hoping that in the Loan Esti-
mates 1968-69 you will give strong
consideration to the shortage of homes
in Northam.

In his reply the Minister stated that the
wastage rate, of the order of 30 to 40 per
cent., was the reason there was no short-
age of homes in Northam and therefore
there was no deterioration in the situation.
I strongly challenge those remarks because
at present 95 applicants are on the list
for the town itself, without taking into
consideration the surrounding districts.
There is no relief whatever for those 95
applicants. I can see no possibility of their
being housed in the next three years.

Last year the rent collectors at the
various country centres held a seminar at
the State Housing Commission, and I was
very disturbed on perusing the report of
the seminar, to ascertain that it was agreed
a housing shortage existed in the metro-
politan area but that a shortage was not
evident in the country. As a result of
this finding less money was to be made
available for country centres. I certainly
hope that this does not occur.

I have heard the Minister for Industrial
Development at various seminars speak on
development, generally, throughout the
Sate. He has emphasised strongly the

need for people to take the initiative and
to be bold in their thinking in relation to
the various concepts of development; and,
to a large degree, I agree with him, But
how can we take our place in development
and how can we introduce new industries
to this area if we have no houses for the
people?

We have only a few secondary industries
in our area and we are struggling to
maintain them. One of the basic reasons
for their being retarded is the lack of
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homes for employees. Clackline Refrac- constructed at Kellerberrin since the in-
tories Ltd. has expanded over the past two
years and Increased the export trade to a
profit of between $30,000 and $40,000 per
annumn. That industry could expand
further if it had homes for its employees.
The company cannot provide the capital
to build homes for its employees and con-
sequently its growth is retarded because it
cannot employ more staff. It cannot em-
ploy specialists in their various fields,
because no houses are available for them.

The same situation applies at the char-
coal iron and steel industry at Wundowie.
How many times have we seen the prob-
lem of economics raised with this concern?
I might say that at the present time the
industry is holding its own economically.
This is another situation where specialists
cannot be brought to the industry with
their technical advice, because no houses
are available for their families.

The situation in Wundowle is aggrav-
ated further because not all the people re-
siding at Wundowle work in the industry.
Their occupations are scattered through-
out the area and they work at places such
as lip-Top Meats and the Wooroloo Hos-
pital. The State Housing Commission
houses in Wundowie come under the jur-
isdiction of the management of the in-
dustry in relation to allocation. However.
the management cannot put these squat-
ters, as they are referred to, out of the
homes, because the people cannot go into
the street. There is nowhere for them to
go and the management has been endeav-
ouring to get more homes for the past two
years. As a matter of fact, the last letter
written to the manager of the State Hous-
ing Commission was not even replied to.

I agree, fully, with the Deputy Leader
of the Opposition with regard to the atti-
tude of the Government. I also support
him very strongly and I feel that the
Minister's portfolio has definitely been
starved for the funds which are necessary
to combat this problem, and far too much
money has been spent in other fields.

Mr. Gayfer: How is the new hospital
going at Northam?

Mr. McIVER: It is going very well, but
I do not think there are any houses there
for the staff. I do not know where the
staff will live when the hospital is finished.

Mr. Lewis: In which department would
you say too much has been spent?

Mr. McIVER: The Deputy Leader of the
opposition touched on railway expenditure
in relation to the standard gauge. I
raised this question when speaking to the
Estimates and was severely reprimanded
by the Minister for Industrial Develop-
ment. However, it is factual and I once
again refer to the overways between Root-
yanobbing and Northam. Thousands of
dollars have been spent mirecessarily be-
cause the existing crossings were already
constructed. An overway has not been

troduction of the standard gauge, but the
traffic on the standard gauge line has not
been impeded.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Are you talk-
ing on the subject of housing?

Mr. McIVER: I am. I am making the
point that the expenditure I have referred
to could have been given to the Minister
for Housing.

Mr. Tonkin: Very well taken.
Mr. McIVER: To continue.
Mr. Court: I think I would take the

advice of the railway officers before I
would back your judgment.

Mr. McIiVER: I am glad the Minister
has raised that point, because I said pre-
viously when I challenged the construction
of these overways, that the expenditure
was unnecessary.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: Order! I
cannot allow this debate to go on.

Mr. McIVER: Very well, Sir, I will abide
by your ruling, but it does not alter the
fact that the Deputy Leader of the Opposi-
tion really got to the crux of this problem.
He really touched the nerve centre when
he made that statement because the Min-
ister for Housing has definitely been
starved. How can there be any alteration
in the situation if the Minister is not
given the money to construct more homes?

Another Point raised by the Minister was
that of local government. I fully agree
with him that local governments should
make more effort in constructing homes
for the People who reside in the towns.
However, let us look at the situation which
faces us in Northama, which has but a few
thousand People from whom to receive
rates. As you know, Mr. Deputy Speaker,
the local authority never receives 100) per
cent, of the rates. We have no way what-
soever of contributing to this scheme, and
I think the Minister will agree with me
when I say that the Northam Town Coun-
cil would be one of the most co-operative
local authorities in Western Australia. It
has endeavoured to co-operate in every
way possible with regard to housing and it
has one of the largest State Housing
Commission areas in Western Australia.
However, we definitely need more homes
if we are to take our place in develop-
ment.

The business people of the town are
being retarded and if this Government, as
it parades itself to be, is sincere In relation
to private enterprise, it will have a closer
look at this problem. It might be that
in the next two or three years we will take
our place in mineral development, but we
will be faced with the same problem.

It does not matter what excuses are
put forward, it comes back to the one
question of insufficient housing. Be-
cause of the lateness of the hour, I do
not wish to dwell on this subject. I have
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made my main points but in conclusion
I also make a plea for the young married
people of the area. I would say that in
nine cases out of every ten the wife has
to continue working in an endeavour to
obtain enough money to purchase a block
of land. It is the ambition of every young
couple to have their own home, and I
strongly believe that they want something
more than the State Housing Commission
can offer. They want something which
they can be Proud of for the rest of their
lives, but they certainly do not have that
opportunity at the moment.

Nothing irks one more than to see ad-
vertisements with the Governmnent patting
itself on the back because of the great
development taking place in the State and
because of the economic position of the
State. However, when the situation is
analysed it is not as rosy as it appears
to be. In conclusion, I strongly support
the motion put forward by the Leader of
the Opposition.

MR. BRADY (Swan) [10.49 p.m.): I
want to make a contribution to this debate
and support the motion. I feel that the
motion is not really strong enough having
regard to the fact that this matter has
been before the House on a number of
occasions during recent Years. Anybody
who analyses the Position finds that the
rents are more excessive than they were
12 months ago; home prices are more ex-
cessive; deposits on houses are more exces-
sive: profits being reaped by the investing
companies and the building companies are
more excessive; and even the State Hous-
ing Commission is shown as having made
about $7,000,000 profit on its recent activi-
ties.

Consequently I must have something to
say on the subject, because people who are
trying to help themselves are being forced
into living in substandard accommoda-
tion. Some are living in garages, some are
living on side verandahs, and others are
living in caravans.

I am reminded of the situation which
existed in 1948 when I became a member
of this Parliament. There was a similar
housing problem under the McLarty-
Watts Government and now, over 20 years
later, we are coming back to exactly the
same position. People are living in sub-
standard accommodation, and they can-
not get any assurance of better accom-
modation, or even consideration, from the
State Housing Commission.

I have here a notice which was served
on one family in my electorate. It says
that the Midland Council, which is the
local authority responsible for health
in the district of Midland, "Does hereby
declare that the house described below is
unfit for human habitation." The people
concerned have had that notice in their

Possession for some time, but the State
Housing Commission cannot rant them
a house. The reason is that houses are
not as readily available as they were pre-
viously. Periods as long as three weeks
elapse before houses are available even to
relieve emergent cases.

When People live in substandard houses,
I would be failing in my duty as member
for the district if I did not relate these
matters in the House. In the case to
which I have referred there is a spillage
from the toilet into the yard, and the
drainage is oozing into the yard. It Is my
responsibility to mention these matters.
Any member of Parliament would be fail-
ing in his duty If he made out that these
problems did not exist.

Another case has been brought to me
of a young man who was ordered from
his premises at Morley approximately
two months ago. In his desperation
he occupied a garage, which appeared
to be reasonably comfortable, and he
hoped to live there until his application
was met by the abate Housing Commis-
sion. The commission has told him that
he has to wait his turn. I have written
to the local shire council which says that
he vwill not be permitted to continue to live
in the garage. The shire maintains that
if it allows one man to live in a garage in
its district, other people will expect the
same concession.

Without doubt, people are living under
dreadful conditions in substandard hous-
ing, and sickness is being brought about
because of the health hazards involved.
Another representation was made to me
by a family at Koongamia. The husband
has had a fair amount of sickness and
during the Period he was recuperating the
owner of the residence gave notice that he
wanted the house. The family wrote to
the State Housing Commission and ex-
plained the position. Apparently irn a
desire to help, the commission told the
family that they had an emergent rating.
The family told the owner what the
Housing Commission had said.

However, this took place six or seven
weeks ago now and the owner became
tired of the emergent rating. After five
weeks he went to the people concerned
and said that if they were not out of the
house within the week he would have to
take out an eviction order. The owner
presented a solicitor's letter to the fam-
ily this week which stated that they must
leave the house. This is a family which
has already suffered distress financially,
but. in addition, the owner said, "Now I
have the solicitor's letter. I am going to
deduct $10 from the deposit you left with
me when you entered the house." Con-
sequently the owner has covered himself
for the cost of producing that letter. The
deposit was given in order to keep the
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house in good repair, but he is deducting
$10 from that amount because he had to
go to a solicitor to obtain an eviction
order. That is the type of thing that is
going on in the metropolitan area, not
in one but in many instances.

It is necessary to relate these matters in
the House so that members on the other
side will realise the difficulties which face
so many families and which they have to
put up with.

In addition, some people are taking
caravans in desperation. They are pay-
ing $12 to $14 a week for a caravan, but
also they have to pay from $21 to $25 a
week simply to use the amenities of a
caravan park. This is the position with
which people are faced. In other words,
just to live in a caravan park, people are
paying between $30 and $35 a week. Some
of these people are only earning between
$40 and $45 a week.

The member for Perth mentioned the
case of a family who shifted from my elec-
torate to West Perth. The husband was
earning $45 a week and he was paying $23
a 'week rental. The family was content
to pay that amount of money, because
they thought they had a lease. Neverthe-
less, while they were leasing, the premises
were put up for sale.

This is what is going on in the metro-
politan area. Members of Parliament, the
Minister, and the Government must have
their attention drawn to the position. To
my mmnd the Government is falling dawn
badly on the Job and is thinking in terms
of what I would call 1959 thinking in the
year of 1969. The Government was still
thinking in terms of 1958 and 1959, when
it came into office. Hfowever, the whole
position, State-wide, has changed since
then.

What I have related in regard to cara-
vanis is particularly obvious right
throughout the north-west. If ever I was
disgusted as a member of Parliament, it
was when I made a trip through the north-
west approximately 18 months ago, and
saw hundreds of families living in cara-
vans&

I recall one woman who came to Midland
from the north-west. She had been living
in a caravan. From there she shifted into
a, house which was in a shocking condi-
tion. She came to see me in an endeavour
to obtain a State Housing Commission
house, but the S.H.C. told me that the
woman would have to wait her turn as she
was only a recent applicant. Her husband
returned to the north-west to try to earn
some money. When the lady made a fur-
ther application, the State Housing Com-
mission told me that she could not obtain
a house, because her husband was earning
too much money.

These people are caught between two
fires. If they leave the north-west and
come to the city in an endeavour to do

the right thing by their family, which this
woman was trying to do, they cannot ob-
tain a house. If the husband goes back
to the north-west and earns over $52 Per
week, then they cannot obtain a house,
because they are outside the financial
criterion which is laid down by the State
Housing Commission.

Consequently these people, too, are faced
with the Position of having to pay exorbi-
tant rents. If any member wishes to check
what I am saying, he has only to look
at last Saturday's issue of The West Auis-
tralian or, Indeed, this morning's issue.
Admittedly, there is a full column of houses
which are available for renting, but the
rents are from $18 to $45 a week. In the
two papers alone which I have mentioned
these figures are there in black and white
for anyone to see. There is not one case,
but at least a dozen cases. Some adver-
tisemnents do not state the rents at all, but
doubtless they are round about that aver-
age.

The point I wish to make on behalf of
members on this side of the House is that
there was a time when a worker on the
basic wage or a. tradesman was only ex-
pected to pay the equivalent of one day's
wages for the rental of a home. That
amount was considered to be the rental
value of a home.

To-day a worker has to pay the equiva-
lent of three or three and a half days'
wages for the rental of a house. How the
Trades and Labour Council has allowed
this position to develop and continue I
would not know, but to my mind it is a
shocking state of affairs to exist in West-
ern Australia. We are supposed to be liv-
ing in an affluent society, and yet we learn
that working men have to pay three and
four days' wages as rental in order to get
some semblance of decent living condi-
tions for their families.

I believe the McCarrey Committee was
on the right track in making its recoma-
mendations. I believe that in many in-
stances hundreds more homes could be
provided if subdivisions were granted to
project developers, to individual builders,
to home owners, and those people who
want to subdivide. If I have had one case
I have had a dozen in the last six months
of people who have been knocked back
when applying for subdivision for indivi-
dual tracts of land, and for multiple sub-
division. They have been knocked back
either by the local shire or the Town Plan-
ning Board, or they have failed in their
appeals to the Minister against the decision
wade by the shire or the Town Planning
Board.

In all these areas most services are
available. There are high schools, water
supplies, electricity supplies, black roads,
transport, and shopping facilities, and yet
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people cannot get these subdivisions ap-
proved because of some decision by the
Government that in these and in certain
other areas the blocks must be a minimum
of five acres and the land must be used
for rural purposes. In other instances the
Minister contends that the drainage
facilities are not up to the standard they
should be for subdivision.

Let me quote a classic example. Last
January a man came to me and told me
that he resided in the hills and had been
trying to get a subdivision made in the
Gooseberry Hill area for some time, but
could not get it approved. He had a
neighbour who was a solicitor and they
both discussed the matter with the Minis-
ter. He heard both cases and subse-
quently the solicitor got a letter to say
that his appeal was upheld, but the ap-
plication of the man who had accompanied
him when interviewing the Minister had
been refused.

This is the sort of thing that is going
on with subdivisions all over the metro-
politan area. The local shires, the Town
Planning Board, and the Minister for
Local Government are equally guilty for
the serious housing position. It is no use
any denial being made that these cases
do not exist, because I can quote the dates
and the names and addresses of those
people who have applied for subdivisions.
A man called Salebo called upon me a
short time ago. He is not on the best of
terms with the local shire or the Minister
for Local Government. He told me he
had submitted an application for permis-
sion to build duplex houses in the Bassen-
dean area. A fortnight ago he told me
he had been informed that his application
could not be found and he would have to
make a fresh one. This man is a builder
and he can get a permit to build houses.
He is anxious to build duplex homes on
the land he has available but his applica-
tion has been lost. I do not know how
many cases there are similar to this one.

I believe the McCarrey Committee was
on the right track with its recommenda-
tions. It made seven recommendations,
and I think the Government has seen fit
to put twvo of them into operation. One
of the McCarrey recommendations the
Government has failed to accept is to
make more land available in big quanti-
ties so that the housing demand can be
relieved; but the Government is not mak-
ing land available In big quantities or
releasing certain estates. It is all right to
talk about the Hamnersley Estate and the
Armadale corridor, but those areas
represent only a few thousand acres
compared with the hundreds of thousands
of acres that are available for subdivision.

As a matter of fact, in The West Austra-
lian of Friday, the 30th August, 1968, there
is an article headed, "Rising Pressure on

Government Par Rezoning," which was
written by D. B. Smith. It has this to
say-

The Government faces increased
pressure to allow urban development
in rural zones of the metropolitan
region.

Further on in the article it is reported
that there is more than 45,000 acres of
land that is zoned as rural which could
be rezoned into urban estate. This news-
paper article is accompanied by a plan
showing the various areas which can be
subdivided in accordance with the recom-
mendations contained in the Mcarrey
report.

If these subdivisions were approved
thousands and thousands of quarter-acre
blocks would become available for housing.
which would immediately stabilise the
price of land that is ruling today, and in
some instances a reduction of the present
Prices that are being asked would follow.
In the vicinity of Yanchep 19,900 acres
are available for subdivision into residen-
tial blocks. In the Eglington Rocks area
there are 985 acres available for subdivi-
sion: in the Wanneroo Beach area there
are 5,480 acres available; immediately east
of Wanneroo Beach there are another
2,060 acres available for development, and
further south of this area there are tracts
of land ranging from 590 acres up to
10,000 acres available for development.
The 10,000 acres parcel is situated east of
Sorrento and this land could be sub-
divided if the Minister, the Government,
the Town Planning Hoard, and the Metro-
politan Region Planning Authority would
release this land. Developers are keen to
open it up; the land is readiy available
and there are reasonable services offering.
It is true to say that every facility is not
there, but many would soon follow if a
subdivision of the land was granted by the
Government.

As I said before, the Position at present
is such as to warrant these areas being
released as soon as possible. As I have
already mentioned, along the road between
Perth and Yanchep there are all these
thousands of acres available, and a similar
position applies to areas that lie between
Perth and Beecbboro; betwenm Heechboro
and Eden Hill: between Eden Hill and
Caversham, and from Midland to Bulls-
brook. On both sides of the road large
areas of land could be subdivided into
'whan land which could be served with
both road and rail transport facilities for
up to 10 miles in one area, and for 20
miles to the north. The housing position
is extremely serious but the Government
does not appear to be doing anything
about tackling the problem.

In the Swan View area there is a blan-
ket placed over an area of land because
sewerage cannot be provided. The Gov-
ernment should be extending sewerage
mains into the Swan View district to allow
it to be developed as soon as Possible.
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one could go on referring to these areas
where large tracts of land are available
for subdivision in order to allow people to
build at a reasonable price. It is rather
strange that during question time recently
one member asked the Minister how many
Uimber mills had been closed in the south-
west. I think it was the member who
represents the Manjimup area who asked
the Question and he was told that there
are no less than six mills in the south-
west which have closed because of lack of
orders. One would not hear of such a
state of affairs anywhere else in Australia.
In Western Australia many timber houses
are built, and yet timber mills In the
south-west are closing down. Admittedly
some of them have been burnt down anid
are not being reopened, but others have
been closed deliberately because of insuffi-
cient orders for timber. That is the posi-
tion that exists in Western Australia at
present.

I believe that the clamour being made
by members of the Police Department.
and officers of the Education Department
and the Railways Department for decent
houses, is such that the Public Works
Department could resume thousands of
acres on behalf of the Government with
a view to each of these departments build-
ing homes for its employees. Policemen
are refusing to be posted all over the
State because there are no houses for
them. Teachers are thinking of holding a
rolling strike with a view to bringing home
to the Government the necessity to pro-
vide decent housing accommodation for
members of the teaching profession.

The employees in the Railways Depart-
ment are refusing to accept transfers and
are resigning from the department because
they cannot obtain houses when they are
transferred to, country districts. The
Government is In a position to resume land
for various departmental purposes. It can
do this under the Public Works Act and
through the Government Employees'
Housing Authority, which has been formed
in an endeavour to overcome the difficul-
ties associated with departmental employ-
ees who require houses.

From an answer to one of the questions
asked this week, 1 notice that the Young
Liberals put up a reasonably practical
scheme to the Oovernment, but the Gov-
ernment does not seem inclined to do any-
thing about it. That was the indication
I got from the Premier's reply to the ques-
tion which, I think, was asked by the mem-
ber for Fremantle. I believe that the motto
of the Young Liberals-according to a
sticker on a car in the car-park-indi-
Cates that the Young Liberals stand for
action. Though the Young Liberals appar-
ently stand for action, it would seem that
the Government stands for inaction, be-
cause it has certainly taken no action in
connection with the proposal put up by the
Young Liberals as a result of a confer-
ence they held.

There are other activities to which I
wish to refer, and I feel I would be lack-
ing in my duty if I did not refer to them.
When the Minister was speaking tonight
I asked him what he was doing about
single-unit homes and he immediately
came back with the smart reply and asked
me what the Labor Government had done.

I would point out that the present Gov-
ernment has been in office for 10 years. If
the Minister will take time off to research
the matter, he will find that the single
people were much better off under the
Labor Government than they are today.
I have dealt with dozens of cases of hard-
ship in relation to housing and I will quote
some of them now.

The first one is that of a woman in my
area who applied for a single-unit flat in
1965. At that time she had $1,000 in the
bank which put her beyond the deter-
mining criterion for single-unit flats. That
unfortunate woman has now gone through
most of her money-all except $250 of It-
as a result of having to pay rent and of
trying to keep herself until a single-unit
flat became available.

The lady in question asked me to make
inquiries at the State Housing Commission
to see how she stood. It took me a month
to get the department to examine the case
and after a further week all I could get
from the commission was that the case
was being looked Into, though no determi-
nation had yet been made.

The Government is supposed to have
taken over the MeNess Trust scheme,
which provided accommodation for people
in the low-income groups and those in
financial distress. Some of the MeNess
homes were let for as low as 12s. 6d., or
$1.25 a week.

When the legislation to take over the
MeNess Trust scheme was introduced, we
were told that the State Housing Com-
mission would look after the people on
low incomes. Apparently they are not be-
ing looked after, because I have quoted a
classic example. This is not the only case
in my electorate; there are half a dozen
others which I propose to quote. I repeat,
here we have the case of a woman who
has been waiting four years for a single-
unit fiat and she is still unable to get one.
There are a number of women who have
Wied while waiting for single-unit accom-
modation; their applications were never
granted.

I would now lie to refer to those who
seek assistance a second time and to -say
that they might just as well post their
applications in the Indian Ocean for all
the good that will come of them. I have
half a dozen case of People who have
sought assistance from the Housing Com-
mission a second time and all I am told
is that the matter is being looked into
with a view to seeing what can be done.
My firm belief, however, is that these ap-
plicants have Buckley's chance of getting
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any satisfaction. This was very clearly
indicated in an answer given by the Minis-
ter earlier.

There are people in may electorate who
are living in accommodation which is cer-
tainly most unsuitable; some of them are
living on back verandahs, and others on
side verandahs. Only today I was ap-
proached by a man who received an evic-
tion notice from the court three weeks ago.
He is living on a side verandah. He
approached the Housing Commission three
weeks ago and received a reply saying that
the commission had looked into the matter
but could not help him. This man is
supposed to be out of the house today.
The bailiff has given him until tomorrow
and has told him that he must be out by
then.

I rang the State Housing Commission
and was told that it could not help the
man. The man in question is working in
the local abattoir; he has a wif e and two
children, and though he has certainly
been sick on occasions, and while he may
have been a few months in arrears in his
rent, as a rule he has always paid his rent
promptly. I just do not know what he is
going to do, because he will be out on the
streets unless some charitable person
assists him.

Apart from the cases I have mentioned
there are others which have been referred
to me concerning family units. Three
weeks ago a woman came to my place and
said she had made application nearly three
years r._;o for a three-bedroomed house.
because she had a boy of 10 and a girl of
11 sleeping in the same room. She said
she would like a. three-bedroomed house;
that there was one vacant in the vicinity,
and that she would like to swap her pre-
sent place for it. On being approached the
Housing Commission said it could not
agree to this being done and that the
woman in question must wait her turn.
One woman who approached me said that
she didn't know what was going on In the
State Housing Commission; that there
were four empty houses in John Street.
Midland, and yet people were living in
condemned houses, garages, and similar
crude accommodation. in spite of this the
Minister and the Government try to make
out that something is being done about
the matter.

A fortnight ago I was approached by a
man who asked me what I could do to
help him secure a house. He had applied
for one two and a half years ago without
much success. He pointed out that his
landlord had visited his house three times
in the last two weeks and had said that
he must vacate. Each time the landlord
visited the house he put up the rent by one
dollar. He has told me that he will refuse
to pay and, if he does not pay, the land-
lord will take the matter to court-, he will
be told that he is in arrears with his rent
and that he has a fortnight's notice to

vacate the house. This is the sort of thing
that is going on, whether the Government
wants to believe it or niot. If the Minister
so desires, I am quite prepared to let him
have the name and address of the man in
question.

I am only trying to help these people
by mentioning their cases here and to in-
dicate to the Government that the position
is certainly not as rosy as the Government
would have us believe. I would also point
out that It have a number of cases of ex-
treme hardship in the industrial area of
my electorate.

Some mention was made about what the
immigrants to this country are doing for
themselves, particularly in relation to
housing. Members may believe this or not,
but last Monday week I entered the home
of a migrant family thinking that I would
get in and out of the house in five minutes.
I was in that house for forty minutes.
however, and it was necessary for me to
break another appointment. During that
time I heard that migrant family curse
the day they ever came to Australia.
They cursed the Commonwealth Govern-
ment, the State Government, and others,
and they did everything but go into a fit
in my presence, because of the position in
which they were placed.

One woman wrote to me this week and
told me-as the member for Collie said
the other evening-that she had been
offered a house in Collie. Her family is
living under difficult conditions and they
may have to take the house, but this will
be a family which the member for Collie
and the people of Collie will have to help
to settle In the district.

I have heard in recent times more than
one migrant family say that they would
be very glad to return to the Old Country.
They said they never thought they would
have to put up with the housing position
that exists in this State.

It is rather strange that when opening
the migrant home the Premier mentioned
the intake of 190,000 migrants into Aus-
tralia in the last 12 months, while
50,000 people left the country. I bet many
of those who left were returning to the
Old Country because they were dissatisfied
with what they found here.

Only in yesterday's newspaper one
migrant family said in a letter to the
editor that they never thought they would
have to pay land tax, metropolitan region
Improvement tax, and other taxes, in
addition to local authority rates. The
burden of their song seems to be that
People from England are not being told
the true story. I have received a six-page
letter, which I would be glad to show to
any members interested, from one English
migrant who is very dissatisfied with what
she has to Put Up with in this State.

If anyone analyses the questions asked
by the member for Balcatta and the mem-
ber for Mirrabooka, and the answers given
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by the Minister, during the last six months
he will find that the housing position has
fallen back to the extent of approximately
2,000 houses since last year. Today we are
worse off by approximately 2,000 houses
than we were last Year. It Is quite obvious
that the housing position in Western Aus-
tralia is critical.

This term "critical" was used by a
number of members in this House last
year. but the Minister denied there was a
critical housing situation. However, the
Premier confirmed there was a critical
housing situation when he made an
application to the Commonwealth for
assistance-assistance which he did not
get. I did not expect he would get the
'assistance, because he virtually told the
Commonwealth that this State could stand
on its own feet. I felt that it was rather
ironical for the Premier, after getting out
of the clutches of the Grants Commission.
to go back five minutes later, cap in hand,
to ask for a $10,000,000 loan. The whole
thing was farcical.

The fact remains the housing situation
was critical, although the Minister for
Housing said It was not critical. Since
then the position has worsened, because
the Government has not been game enough
to implement the recommendations in the
McCarrey report. It is still releasing land
piecemeal when the only way to cope with
the crisis is to release it wholesale or in
large amounts, and thus enable people to
obtain land at reasonable rates and so
bring the price of land down.

During the recent Labor Day procession
members of the Building Trades Union
distributed along the route a pamphlet
headed, "Land and Housing Crisis." This
is what the pamphlet says.

The DEPUTY SPEAKER: The hon-
ourable member has another five minutes.

Mr. BRADY: It states--
We claim that the State Govern-

ment which gives a Blank cheque to
Investors and speculators, treats the
People's problems with an arrogant
and callous indifference.

Twenty years ago Housing Blocks
could be bought for less than 3
months wages. Today they cost well
over 2 years wages.

That is what galls me: the working man
today has to pay the equivalent of two-
years' wages for a block of land which
could be bought 10 years ago for three-
months' wages. The pamphlet con-
tinues-

This Government which ruthlessly
resumes peoples land for Big Business,
is unwilling or incapable of solving
this Crisis.

Does it Care:
(1) That young married people are

forced to live in expensive flats or
subnormal conditions, while both
work in the hopeless attempt to
secure a Block and Home?

Is it any wonder that young couples today
are looking for a way out through abor-
tions, Preventatives, euthanasia, or mercy
killings? That is the sort of thing that
brings about such eventualities, and the
sort of thing that the Government Is sup-
posed to be wilving. The pamphlet con-
tinties--

(2) That our most precious asset the
mothers of our future generation
are prevented from having a
family?

It is vital for mothers to have the
right to raise families: that is their normal
and just right. To continue-

(3) That this frustration of maternal
instincts is having a marked
nervous effect which can injure
their future life.

What effect it is having on their lives
goodness only knows. The fact remains
that a big price will have to be paid for
the ineptitude and inaction of the Gov-
ernment in regard to this serious prob-
lem.

I can continue quoting extracts from
newspapers to show that some building
companies blame the high land prices for
the increase in the minimum deposit on
houses. The Premier says Western Aus-
tralia has to have more migrants, but
we have not the attractions to offer them.

The Minister for Immigration has de-
clared that unless we can provide the
houses the migrants will not come to Aus-
tralia. One newspaper report states that
the Minister for Town Planning (The Hon.
L. A. Logan) condemned wildcat schemes
by speculators. He was referring to one
particular organisation more than to the
others, but I will not deal with that as-
Pect.

The fact remains that people require
subdivisions of land. Some developers ae
prepared to pay the cost of the subdivi-
sions, as the member for Balcatta told us,
and to use their own funds to make the
blocks available to the people.

I feel that today the housing position
in Western Australia is at least 30 per
cent. worse than it was last year. People
from South Australia, in thousands, have
come to Western Australia; similarly mig-
rants, in thousands, have also come here:
but the housing position is getting worse.
There is a crisis, and we in the Opposition
expect the Government to get over the
crisis. Even if a start is made now it will
take years to overcome the shortage. The
fact remains the Government can over-
come the crisis if it implements the recom-
mendations of the McCarrey report and
the other suggestions from the Opposition.
I support the motion, and I hope it is
carried.
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MR. MAY (Clontarf) (11.28 P.m.]: I feel
I would be most remiss if I did not make
a contribution to this debate. In support-
ing the censure motion moved by the
Leader of the Opposition I have sufficient
evidence before me to present to the House
which will certainly confirm all the statis-
tics that have been put forward by the
Leader of the Opposition this evening.

Back in 1962-63 when I was the member
for Canning one of the main problems
which I faced in my electorate related to
housing and the availability of land to
Young couples through Purchase, for the
purpose of building homes.

Frankly the amount of work that was
involved when I was a member in 1962-63
was nowhere near the amount of work in
which I am involved at the present time
in an endeavour to house the people or in
receiving complaints from constituents in
my electorate who would like very much to
be housed.

Some time ago I asked a question of the
Minister for Housing in relation to the
housing situation in the Canning area. On
Page 219 of Hansard for the 12th August.
1964, 1 asked the Minister for Housing the
number of houses that had been built by
the State Housing Commission for the year
1963-64 In the following districts:-

(a) Manning-Koonawarra;
(b) Riverton-Rossmoyne;
(c) East Cannington;
(d) Kenwick:
(e) Maddington;
(f) Thornlie;
(g) Gosnells;
(h) Canning Vale.

The reply I received was: Manning-
Koonawarra, nil; Riverton-Rossmoyne,
nil: East Cannington, one; Kenwick, nil;
Ivaddington, nil; Thornlie, one; Gosnells,
two; and Canning Vale, nil. So in the
Period 1963-64 only a matter of four houses
were built in the Canning electorate which
at that time was the second largest elec-
torate in the metropolitan area. The
Position has not improved at all, because
in 1963 1 was advised by the then Minister
for Works in regard to a question I asked
concerning State Housing Commission
land in Manning-and as to when develop-
ment would take place in that area-that
the first spade would be turned in January,
1963.

Prior to asking this question I was ad-
vised by the Minister for Housing that pro-
vision would be made for the erection of
500 State Housing Commission homes. The
answer that the first spade would be turned
in January, 1963, was given over six years
ago and still there has been no movement
in this area. I know there has been a
change in Policy regarding the Collier pine
Plantation, where this land is situated.
Nevertheless, the area is served by all

essential services such as electric light, bus
services, high school, and several primary
schools, Yet there Is no development.

Mr. O'Neil: There is no sewerage yet.
Mr. MAY: The sewerage is close by, as

the Koonawarra School and the Comno
High School, which are adjacent to this
area, have been sewered. However, nodevelopment is taking Place. The reaoson
given Is that the area requires drainage.
Surely the cost of drainage in this area
Would be infinitesimal Compared with thecost of drainage in other areas; and It Isapproximately only five or six miles from
the centre of Perth.

Mr. O'Neil: Approval has been given toextend sewerage to the Institute of Tech-nology and this may help us.
Mr. MAY: Will 500 homes be built in

this area in the future?
Mr. O'Neil: I am not sure.
Mr. MAY: The point I am making isthat even though assurances were given in1963, in 1989 nothing has been done in thearea. That is the Point at issue as far asIam concerned.
Mr. Tonkin: Another of those assur-

ances I
Mr. MAY: We are told the Government

is going to look into the matter and wethink that something will happen in thenew year. In regard to the high densitybuilding in Bentley, I have asked qlues-tions and the Minister kindly Invited meto look at Plans for the area, but I can-not obtain anything concrete as to whenthis high density housing accommodation
is to be commenced. I hope it will be atthe end of this year, but that remains to
be seen.

It is Just over 12 months since the lastelection and in that tine I have lodgedquite a number of applications with theState Housing Commission. I think everymember of Parliament, especially those on,
this side of the House, has been inundatedwith requests for housing accommodation
and has repeatedly lodged applications
with the State Housing Commission. In theperiod of time that I have been a member
of this House I have lodged a considerable
number of applications and have been
successful in two instances, even though Ihave about 30 or 40 applicants who arelisted for April, May, and June. 1so5.

Recently a couple in my electorate re-quested me to visit them because theyhad housing problems. Accordingly I wentto see them and found out that it was anelderly couple with a grown-up daughter
attending school. I said, "Have you madeany application to the State Housing Com-
mission for a house?" They said. "No.", I
said, "Why not?" They stated that theyPreviously had no need to do so, but be-cause their rent had just been raised, theyfound it impossible to pay it. They alsohad a certain amount of domestic trouble
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with their daughter. I advised them that
they had no possible chance of getting a
house because of the present situation.
However, I wrote to the State Housing
Commission and stated t-he case. The
Housing Commission acknowledged my
letter, and a week later I received word
that this couple had been placed on the
emergent list. I was happy about this,
even though I knew there was a certain
amount of delay as far as emergent cases
were concerned.

I wrote to the couple and told them
that even though they were placed on the
emergent list, it would be some consider-
able time before their needs were met.
However, the lady rang me next morning
to say that she had received a telegram
from the State Housing Commission stat-
ing that the key was available and they
could obtain accommodation. This was
in regard to an application lodged about
a fortnight earlier, yet I have lodged appli-
cations for people who have been waiting
since 1965. This elderly couple did not
accept the accommodation because it was
not in an area in which they wanted to
live, but that is beside the point.

I want to know what is going on in re-
gard to priorities relating to these
houses. I feel very sorry for the liaison
officer at the Housing Commission because
he must have a dreadful job to do. if an
analysis were taken of the number of
applications or complaints lodged by memn-
bers of Parliament, 80 per cent. of them
would be found to come from members on
this side of the House. It is reasonable to
assume this, because members on this side
represent the largest cross-section of the
community.

I think the majority of Government
members feel that this particular censure
motion is just another motion, but we are
very concerned about the accommodation
situation, which is not improving. The
Minister has stated that 1,800, and possibly
2.020 homes will be built next year. This
may be so, but they will not alleviate the
housing situation. There will have to be a
crash programme. The Premier has ad-
mitted this and it will have to be comn-
menced as soon as possible.

I do not know for how long we on this
side of the House have been advocating
that a crash programme is necessary. I
feel sorry for the Minister for Housing be-
cause obviously his troubles have emanated
from the fact that he has been curtailed Inregard to finance to devote to housing. An
adjustment of priorities is required. Once
again, the Premier has indicated there will
be an adjustment of priorities but it is a
case of closing the stable doors after the
horse has bolted. We will have to catch
up with the backlog.

There are several areas in my electorate
which I feel could be developed without
any undue cost to the Government or the

State Housing Commission, when com-
pared with other areas that are being de-
veloped. When the Premier was speak-
ing, by way of interjection I mentioned
the Hamersley project. Seeing that this
will be one of the largest sewered areas
in the metropolitan area, I wanted to
find out whether the dam will be capable
of supplying aL project of this nature. The
Minister for Works has assured us there
will be no water troubles, and I hope this
is the case.

I feel with all these projects, the lines
of communication are getting longer, and
the areas are further away from the city,
particularly when we have areas that are
in close proximity to the city. I think the
latter areas should be developed. There
is an area in the Clontarf electorate
where 500 homes could be established. I
know that is a small number of homes in
comparison with the needs of the State,
but the area is very close to Perth and
could be developed at less cost than many
other areas. There are also three or four
areas away from the East Manning Hous-
ing Commission land, for which a case
has been made in the House in previous
years.

I will not delay the House as I rose to
my feet only to give support to my leader.
I believe this problem has to be met and
faced UP to as soon as possible because,
quite frankly, at 7 a.m. or 8 a.mn. each
.day I have to start answering the phone
in regard to housing problems.

These housing problems are restricting
the amount of time which can be devoted
to other problems in the area. I am sure
all members would agree that we are pretty
well inundated with many Problems, but
as housing is utilising 75 to 80 per cent.
of our time we are prevented from
devotinga ourselves to other important
matters.

I would urge the Government to look
closely at its priorities. This is a crash
programme. At the last election we indi-
cated we would be able to solve the hous-
ing problem within three years if we were
elected to Government. However, it is
quite obvious that we could not make the
same claim at the next election. If the
Government were to look at the priorities
in relation. to Public works and other vari-
ous matters in the State then the position
could be alleviated very quickly.

Once again I would like to support the
Leader of the Opposition on this matter.
I feel the censure motion was warranted.
The only time the Government will move
is if the Opposition continually censures it
and this is what we are doing over the
lack of housing in Western Australia.

Before I resume my seat I would like
to deal with a matter regarding which I
was waiting for the Minister for Immigra-
tion to return to the Chamber, because he
had a little to say by way of interjection.
I have had brought to my attention a case
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concerning an English migrant family in
the metropolitan area. The family ar-
rived last year. The husband is a qualified
fitter working for the Public Works De-
partment in Western Australia. He has
six children-all boys-and I have here a
letter from him. I will quote, inter alia-

I would advise you that because of
the current housing situation in West-
ern Australia it is my intention of
removing to South Australia at the
end of this month. I feel that I can
no longer subject my children to living
in an axea such as this, and feel that
they will have more chance of a hap-
Pier and more suitable upbringing in
an area where at least a comfortable
home can be made for them.

In regard to the interjection by the Minis-
ter for Immigration, I would suggest he
have a good look at the situation of mig-
rants before he starts interjecting about
them.

In conclusion, I would say once again
that I support the motion of the Leader of
the Opposition.

MR. JAlMESON (Belmont) [11.43
p.m.]: I do not usually need to be pro-
voked into entering an argument in this
Chamber, but on this occasion I thought I
would keep out of the debate. However,
several Ministers have done a little pro-
voking and the member for Clontarf indi-
cated the Minister for Immigration prompt-
ed him to say an extra few words. The
same Minister also has provoked me be-
cause of recent happenings which have
been brought to my notice.

Many English migrants have been used
to the council home system of accommo-
dation in the various areas from which
they have come; and this has been good
accommodation. Of course, we will always
get the growlers and grumpy types in
every community; but in the main the
migrants like it here. Nevertheless, they
have found the housing problem very vex-
ing. The member for Clontarf instanced
a typical case. After migrants have been
here and paid through the nose for some
fairly poor-class accommodation, and do
not look like being able to make the grade
to finance a home for themselves, they find
it necessary to move on.

Those who can finance their own homes
are doing all right, but they are finding
it necessary to send mum to work in order
to achieve this. I invite the Minister for
Immigration to go to settlements like Lyn-
wood and two or three others which have
specialised in accommodating migrants.
However, I suggest he does not go during
the daytime because he would find no-one
home until the children return from
school. He would have to wait until after
working hours to interview any adult
members of a family. These circum-
stances are very poor considering what
these People have been used to in their
own country.

The case quoted by the member for
Clontarf is typical of many. Those mothers
Cannot go to work because of the young
children in the family, and as a con-
sequence they are in a hopeless position.
Until the Minister had the criteria amend-
ed a little earlier this session, some of
these tradesmen would not have qualified,
and Possibly they only just qualify now.

A near neighbour of mine is renting a
Place for $22 a week. He could not get his
name recorded by the Housing Commission
because as soon as he approached the desk
he was told he exceeded the criteria. With
six children whose ages range from three
to 12 Years, what chance has he of obtain-
ing any decent accommodation? The
family might have come out here with
$5,000 which would be their whole sav-
ings or equity after they had disposed of
th furniture and car. However, that isnot enough money to re-establish a family

in this State. With Young children the
mother cannot go out to work because she
must look after the children. If she does
go out to work she finds that she has toPay half her wages to a neighbour in
order that the children might be cared for.

This is what is taking Place in order
that these migrants might meet their com-
mitments. A first and a second mortgage
a re involved in addition to all other typesof costs associated with these development
authorities. These authorities are not do-
ing the job the Government would have us
believe they are doing. They are finan-
cially encumbering the community with agreater expenditure than is reasonable, and
they are becoming dangerous.

The Government must realise this andhave the Pluck and ability to go forward
on such matters. I ask the Minister
to have a look at this situation. Re-
cently I dealt with another case. The
woman had been out here only five months
and was anxious to obtain a passport forherself and five children in order that they
might return to the Old Country. This
was because they could not obtain'decent
accommodation here. The migrant con-
cerned was living in Victoria Park, but
another migrant brought her to me. I
went to look at the Place in which the
family was living, and it would probably
be one of the earliest homes established
in the area.

Mr. Davies: Some of those homes are
historical now.

Mr. JAM.IESON: Yes. They would be
the types in which the Historical Society
would be very interested. The family was
Paying $24 a week for this accommodation,
with no chance of obtaining anything bet-ter. The husband is a driver of a vehicle
and even under normal circumstances the
situation is beyond their capacity to en-
dure. They are demented.

The family, including the children, like
the country reasonably well, but the
mother was so upset about having to put
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up with the low standard of accommoda-
tion that she has prevailed upon her
husband and they are nlow all set to go
back home. She was in the awkward posi-
tion of not being able to comply with
passport requirements because one of
these is that she must have it signed by
someone who has known her for a period
of two years. She came to me for advice
and she has now been helped through the
British High Commissioner's office.

These are the people who are being
frustrated by the non-efforts of the Gov-
ernment to understand their position in
the community. It is all very well to say
that so many thousands of home units are
being built, but this is going to be the
rope which will hang the Government in
the long run. I have often referred to the
record birth years after the last war.
Those babies born then are now present-
ing themselves as a record marriageable
age group and they are the ones who are
going into these flats.

However, they do not go in to stay.
While they are both working everything is
all right and they are bringing in the
finance necessary to pay the reasonably
high rentals. None of these project
developers will have a bar of developing
flat units unless they show a return of
about 15 per cent. after all contingencies.
As a result, the people in flats will
find it very hard to keep up the payments
and will probably have to dip into their
bank accounts once the inevitable happens
and a child is on the way. Once one of
the parties stops working then they have
to resort to the bank account. Then, of
course, they are going backwards and they
have to rely on the Government, in the
ultimate, if they are to be housed properly.

A couple can probably get away with an
infant in a fiat for a year or so but after
that the situation becomes almost impos-
sible because there are no facilities in
those places to accommodate families. As
a result, the couple have to leave the flat
and rely on the State Housing Commission
for some alternative accommodation. They
cannot finance it themselves; it is of no use
saying they can. The community deserves
the support of the Government in provid-
ing housing.

I was interested in and provoked by
the remarks of the Minister for Hous-
ing when he referred to an inter-
jection I made, when I said that wye
had the highest priced housing lots ill
the Commonwealth. He said, 'No, next to
Sydney. Read the article in The Avustra-
lien." Well, I wish the Minister had read
the article because he probably would not
have referred me to it. He probably looked
at the picture because it showed the story
be wanted, and he did not go any further.
The picture, of course, shows--in graphical
form-that Sydney is somewhat a little in
excess of Perth in respect of what is
referred to as the lower figure. The rate is

a simple figure for land in fairly good but
not quite prestige areas. There is a graph
showing prestige areas and other areas.

If we look at the article in The Aus-
tralian of Tuesday, the 18th February.
1969, in the first few paragraphs we come
to the crux of the whole problem as seen
by the wvriter, one John Hallows. He
wvrote as follows:-

Basically, it is the inherent artifi-
clity of the market which makes a
quarter-acre block in Kuring-gal shire,
N.S.W., worth $8,000 although you can
get a rather better piece of land with
a view near the Adelaide foothills for
$2,500-$4,000.

And sets the price for a sixth of an
acre block in Booragoon, a similar
suburb of Perth, at $11,000-$12,000,
although, in-

Mr. Dunn: What size was that block?
Mr. JAMIESON: One-sixth of an acre,

at Booragoon.
Mr. Rushton: Not in South Australia,

with a surplus of houses.
Mr. JAMIESON: I ask the honourable

member to listen to the whole story, other-
wise do not comment at all. His com-
ments show that he was not taking notice.
The article compares a similar situation in
New South Wales, South Australia, and
Western Australia in similar type suburbs
and similar type localities.

Mr. Dunn: No suburb has a one-sixth-
of-ani-acre subdivision.

Mr. JAMIESON: I did not say that.
The man who wrote the article said it
and he might be wrong, but his price Is
right.

Mr. Dunn: Do not let us confuse our-
selves.

Mr. JAMIESON: We are not confusing
ourselves. If the member for Darling
Range wants to confuse himself I suggest
there are other parts of the building
where he can do that without sitting here.
The article mentions one-sixth of an acre
and whether it is right or wrong, I do not
know. However, no doubt the price would
be what he has taken as a sample price
in fairly good, but not quite, prestige
areas. With all due respects to the
Leader of the opposition, it would not be
a prestige area like Nedlands or the other
places mentioned here.

Mr. O'Neil:- It is in my electorate so it
is a prestige area.

Mr. JAMIESON. The article continues--
Today I don't think you could get

a block in Kuring-gal for under
$8,000 and the price would be nearer
$12,000 in the sea-coast areas. Com-
pare that with the Western Suburbs,
where you'd probably get a reasonable
block at Campbelltown or Hlornsby f or
$4,00045,000.
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This, of course, bears out what I thought
I knew about the prices of the land, which
I will demonstrate shortly from recent
issues of The Sydney Morning Herald and
The West Australian of the same day.

Mr. Rushton: That land is further out
than Roleystone.

Mr. JAMIESON: Of course, it is. One
has to get further than Roleystone before
the prices come down to the level referred
to by the Minister when he said. "No, we
are not the highest; we are the second
highest to Sydney." I am sure members
will be very pleased to hear the very in-
teresting comments of the writer, which
continue as follows-

Yet the price of building land in
Perth is just plain potty.

Six and a half thousand dollars for
a block in a modest middle class
suburb nine miles from Perth G.P.O.
with, as the auctioneer described it,
".ocean glimpses;", $8,000 to $9,000 for
beachiront blocks in Mullaloo, 16 miles
from Perth, which were $3,000-$3,500
only 18 months ago.

He carried out a pretty good investigation
and I think he Probably Promoted this
censure motion. As a matter of fact, it is
lust as well the Minister did draw my
attention to this article. 1, too, had read
the graph but I did not pay much atten-
tion to what was written underneath the
graph. The writer continues as follows:-

Come nearer the city, to Booragoon,
a pleiaant riverside middle-range
executive style suburb, and the price
of a block is $1l,000-$12.000. In really
prestige areas close to the city such
as Peppermint Orove, Mosman Park
and City Beach, you may well be
asked up to $30,000.

Mr. O'Neil: Thirty thousand dollars at
City Beach?

Mr. JAMIESON: Yes, they brought the
highest price. I think a chemist paid that
amount.

Mr. O'Neil: You might well be asked.

Mr. JAMIESON: The whole trouble
seems to be that the Government
is stuck with this situation and it does
not know how to get over it.

Mr. Dunn: Are you proposing to base
your speech on that article?

Mr. JAMIESON: No, I have more evi-
dence for the member for Darling Range.
We have some estate agencies which will
bear this out and show it to be quite cor-
rect. There is no need to worry about
the article. However, the article goes on
to state that the manager of a Perth
building society was very concerned lest
the prices should drop in any way be-
cause it would disrupt the financial
arrangements.

It would seem that the only things
which might have affected the price of
land in this State were, firstly, the warn-
ing from the Premier, delivered imimedi-
ately prior to some auctions which took
place a few months ago, that speculators
might burn their flingers; and, secondly,
the imposition of bonds of up to $5,000
so that purchasers would build within a
four-year period. This largely limited the
buyers to those who genuinely intended to
build a home. However, that is the only
example we have seen.

It is true that the Government has tried
some system of taxation but that does
not work. When there is money about all
that the speculator, or the person who is
selling land, does is to load the extra cost
on to the block and the purchaser has to
pay it. I would probably do it myself,
but the small amount of land I own
would not make any impression on the
housing market. Loading the extra price
on is all that happens and, consequently,
the system is completely void of any effect.
It would not matter if the Government
put an amount of $500 on to each block.
Whatever the amount it would be loaded
on to the purchaser who must find some
way of paying the block off while he is
building a house. This has been proved
to be a system which will not, and can-
not, work while there Is money in the
community.

Members on this side of the House do
not deny that there is money in the com-
munity. We do not deny that Western
Australia has become what is now term-red
a high-wage State. However it is not
much use the Individual earning high
wages if all of it Is going to be taken from
him in another way. He is as badly off
as he would be if he were not living in a
high-wage State. We are in a lot of
trouble despite what the member for
Darling Range says. Perhaps I should not
annoy hinm too much tonight.

Mr. Toms: It might make him get up
and talk.

Mr. JAMIESON: It might make him get
up and go home, and that would be disas-
trous.

I have here a copy of The West Austra-
lian of Saturday the 22nd March, 1969. I
would like to refer to this paper to point
out possible likely areas so far as cheap
blocks are concerned. I think several
earlier speakers mentioned that blocks are
available in the Bunning Park Estate from
$7,800, and that it is possible to buy blocks
of land in City Beach from $19,900. In
Booragoon blocks are available from
$11,500 and blocks in Kardinya from $8,000
to $9,000. However, at Quinns Rocks, they
are as low as $3,800, and blocks are also
offering in Maddlngton at that price. I do
not know whether that is one of the sub-
urbs to which this gentleman referred as
being fairly good but not quite a prestige
area. For the benefit of the member for
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the district we might say that it could be
classified as that. Of course these prices
would bring down the average he quoted
to $6,300, far this type of area. One will
find that this kind of price applies in
areas which are a little removed from
services.

Again, in Roleystone, a block of land can
be obtained for $4,200 which is well below
the average set at $6.300. Roleystone is a
fair sort of area.

Mr. Rushton: They are half-acre blocks.
Mr. Dunn: What does the honourable

member mean when he says they are away
from services?

Mr. JAMIESON: I mean that they are
away from regular commuter services,
although there is a bus service of a sort.

Mr. Dunn: Then the honourable member
is not alluding to water, light, and that
sort of thing?

Mr, JAMIESON: No, I was referring to
other services. Roleystone is-

Mr. Rushton: A delightful area.
Mr. JAMIESON: I was going to say that

Roleystone is fairly well equipped. I will
not have anything said about it and I am
sure the member for Dale will support me
on that. If the member for Darling Range
wants to make bad friends, I am sure he
will be accommodated later on.

Another block at Maddington is adver-
tised at $3,625. Members will see that this
kind of price tends to bring down sub-
stantially the average which he referred to.
All in all the figures 1 have mentioned
were borne out by the actual selling prices
of the blocks on the particular day that I
noted the statistics.

I should now like to refer to The Sydney
Morning Herald of the same day. As a very
big area is involved, the sales of land are
broken into three districts. There is the
south-east district, which is the area which
runs along the Croriulla line south of Syd-
ney. There is the north area, which goes
from Hornsby and wheels around to the
coast. Finally there is the west district
which takes in Bankstown, Castle Hill, and
most of that area. In the Engadine-Heath-
cote area, which is south of Sydney, a num-
ber of blocks are available from $3,500 to
$4,950. The Minister can check on what
I am saying if he cares to refer to The
Sydney Morning Herald of the 22nd March,
1969. As a matter of fact, in one advertise-
ment alone, 13 lots range in price from
$3,500 to $4,950. 1 see a further advertise-
ment which indicates that blocks are avail-
able in Engadine from $3,700 to $4,000.

Mr. Rushton* That might be right nest
to a tannery. No comparison can be
obtained simply by picking things out of
a paper.

Mr. JAMIESON: I am not doing that,
because I know the area. However, let us
go to Oymea, which is an area I know well.

It is right on an electric train route.
It is a nice residential area and anyone who
lived in Kelmscott would be quite pleased
to live in Gymes. The blocks range from
$4,600.

Mr. Cash: What about Camden, which
is 32 miles out? Blocks of land cost
$8,000 there.

Mr. JAMIESON: Perhaps that is so.
However, I am trying to point out where
the person I have mentioned has made his
mistake. It is necessary to reconcile the
costs which apply to the suburbs of Sydney
and those which apply to the suburbs of
Perth with the size of the respective cities.
one city has a population of 500.000
people and the other has a population In
excess of 2,000,000 people, Of course it
would be necessary In a larger city to go
further out, but the commuter services to
those areas are much better than ours.

Let us have a look at the north area
around Hornsby Heights, which is quite a
new suburb. All services are provided to
that area. Again, the prices of blocks of
land in that big area range from the $3,700
mark to the $4,000 mark. In the west,
which includes Bankstown, building blocks
range around the $6,300 mark. In Castle
Hill, which is in the same general area
although a little further out, 60-foot
frontage blocks are being sold for $3,850.

I have tried to compare the lowest prices
in The Sydney Morning Herald with the
lowest prices in The West Australian. In
doing so, I have tried to consider those
areas which are within reasonable prox-
imity to the metropolitan area.

Mr. O'Neil: Bankstown is about 20 miles
from Sydney.

Mr. JAMIESON: But it has a pretty
good commuter service which is certainly
much better than ours.

Mr. Craig: It has a very good pan
system, too.

Mr. JAMIESON: That may be, but that
does not apply to all the areas I have
mentioned. Hornsby Is listed as a sewered
area with all other facilities available.
I would not like to debate the matter of
where the best sewered area is. However,
we certainly know that as far as the
metropolitan area is concerned, Western
Australia has dropped from a very high
percentage which applied 20-odd Years
ago to the lowest Percentage of any main-
land capital city.

Mr. Rushton: That is a comparison of
the soil types, again.

Mr. JAMIESON: But the soil was the
same 20-odd years ago.

Mr. Rushton: Our growth was different,
though.

Mr. JAMIESON: Yes, but the percent-
age of sewered areas was far higher. I
do not see where the member for Dale
can gain any point from that kind of
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argument, because what he is saying does
not enter Into the matter to any appreci-
able extent.

The point Is that the Government does
not seem to want to apply itself to the
problem. The Minister says that certain
things are being done by private enter-
prise. The Premier is inclined to go along
with this view, with the result that no
concerted effort is being made.

On figures alone the Government is far
in excess of cash estimates for this year,
and this money should be applied not later,
but now, to provide more houses. An in-
stance of this can be cited in the figures
of recent date for the fines that have been
imposed on certain individuals in the Perth
police courts. This money could be used
to provide another four houses which the
Government did not think it would be
able to build because of insufficient finance.
I suggest this because the money is over
and above what could have been reason-
ably estimated as coming from this par-
ticular source.

Therefore, finance being readily avail-
able from this avenue, from the payment of
royalties, and other sources of revenue as
a result of estimates being exceeded-such
amounts are generally underestimated-
it should be ploughed into housing projects
for the purpose of giving the People some-
thing they want and urgently need. This
is something that not only the Opposition
say the people require, but something
which the Press keeps on saying the people
requli-e, and soniethinig which every organi-
sation that has anything to do with the
proletariat-as the member for Clontarf
referred to them-keeps on saying is some-
thing they require.

Anybody who has had anything to do
with the People over the past year or
two has been imploring the Government
to do something to overcome the shocking
state of affairs, but the Government will
not be goaded into any action such as I
have mentioned. The rope around its
neck will be pulled very tightly when the
people who are now accepting accommo-
dation of a temporary nature expect dif-
ferent action in a few years' tune. The
Government will then be in a lot of trouble,
because again it will go further behind
than it has over the past two or three
years, and surely that is far enough for
any government to get behind in meeting
the housing requirements of the State. I
have much pleasure in supporting the mo-
tion as moved by my leader.

MR. DAVIES (Victoria Park) L12.12
a.m.J: I cannot help but feel that the
Premier did not read the motion very
closely in view of the reply he made this
evening. He referred to the trouble that
had been taken to increase the amount of
land that had been placed on the market.
but he did not give any indication that
this would, in any -way, reduce the price

of land. This is the concern we expressed
in the motion when we spoke of the serious-
ness of the position in which our citizens
are placed.

Mr. Brand: I referred to the Mcarrey
report and the main theme of that was
that there ought to be a greater release of
land in order to keep the price down.

Mr. DAVIES: This is the point on which
the Premier based his argument. Appar-
ently this is the only good part of the Mc-
Carrey report to which the Government is
paying much attention. The Premier says
that one of the recommendations of the
Mcarrey report was that greater atten-
tion should be paid to the release of land.
I can see that the member for Dale is try-
ing to say something, but I cannot under-
stand what he is saying and so it would be
better if he kept quiet. If members on the
back bench would get up and speak instead
of delaying others who are trying to speak.
and interrupting the debate by way of
interjection, it would be more to the point.

The Premier talks about the Mcarrey
report, and, as I said, the answer seems to
lie in a greater release of land, but who is
getting their hands on the land? It is the
speculators, of course! The Premier talks
about the greater release of land and the
future of the Hamersley area, and the West
Hamersley area and the facilities that will
be provided, but who will benefit from all
this? It will be the speculators who hold
the land, and the Premier said there are
three or four major landholders. Those
people are definitely speculators. They
bought the land for $800 an acre, and after
developing it they are going to receive
$8,000 for each quarter-acre block. Of
course they are anxious to develop the
area!

Mr. Brand: What do you suggest we do
to get the land?

Mr. DAVIES: The Government could
have placed its hands on a great deal more
land instead of relying on obtaining it
from speculators.

Mr. Brand: I am talking about the
Hamersley land. Would you resume it?

Mr. DAVIES: Why not resume it for the
benefit of the people of Western Austra-
lia? I would be in favour of resuming it.
I have no sympathy for those people who
pay $200 for a quarter-acre block and
then ask $8,000 for it.

Mr. Dunn: The Government gets it
back in tax.

Mr. DAVIES: The Government may get
a great percentage of it back in tax, but
not all of it. The member for Darling
Range should study The West Australian
of last Tuesday and last Fiday.

Mr. Dunn interjected.
Mr. DAVIES: The member for Darling

Range can shout louder than I can, but
I cannot hear what he is saying. However
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he is invited to get up and make his con-
tribution to the debate. The back-
benchers on the Government side of the
House have been completely silent,
apart from the interjeactions they have
made this evening. Those members re-
ceive as many queries and complaints on
housing as we do on this side of the
House, so if they were honest with them-
selves they would speak on the motion in-
stead of interrupting the flow of the de-
bate with needless interjections.

The fact remains that speculators are
having a wonderful time, and the Gov-
ernment is doing nothing to curb their
activities. Instead, it is giving them every
assistance to open up more land, but the
ultimate cost of the land is borne by the
young person who is seeking a block of
land on which to build a home, and he is
forced to pay exorbitant prices for a block
because the speculators are given a free
rein. One need only go to any land and
estate agent around Perth and he will find
that there is plenty of money available for
building investment. I have noticed an
advertisement by Feet and Co. in the
Press stating that it has over $2,000,000
available for land speculation. I think It
was British money. That announcement
absolutely astounded me. Members have
also no doubt seen the advertisement for,
"Parkside" inserted in the newspaper by
Miss joan Watters, I believe. There has
also been another one inserted in the
press by a man named McNair. He is
offering a 40 per cent. return on the money
invested, plus capital gains.

Does anyone think they are playing the
game fairly, when they can offer such a
return on the money invested? I heard of
one developer last week who had 20 acres
of deferred land, and he guaranteed that
within two years it would be urban, and
that at the end of that two years he would
guarantee a return of 35 per cent. on the
money invested. Is that not speculation?
This is regarded as free private enter-
prise. This is very profitable and there
are quite a few people who are getting
amongst it. I notice that Mr. Bill Mit-
chell intends doing a bit of speculation on
his own account down Mandurah way. He
has seen how it works. He is right at the
hub of things and can see the advantages
of being at the right place at the right
time.

The fact remains that speculators are
having a wonderful time and they will
continue to do so, because instead of being
curbed the Government says that it must
have land to make it available for housing
and, despite the cost, it helps these priv-
ate developers as much as possible. That
is the position which exists today. How-
ever, I would like to know what assess-
ment the Government makes of money
coming into the State for land specula-
tion. Does it watch the land deals that
go through the Lands Department? Does
the Government make any assessment of

those deals at all, or is it just an open
go? Is the Government really concerned
about the position? I am sure some of its
Government servants are. I am sure that
Dr. David Carr expressed some concern
about the igh price of lend at a Uni-
versity conference some time ago.

Have not the figures that were assessed
by Mr. Treloar, who I believe is now the
town planner for the Melville shire, been
studied? He fed some material into the
computer at the University and said that
as a result of his findings land would
reach a certain price by 1971. If my
memory is correct land has nearly
reached that price now and yet we are
not one-third of the way through 1969.

Mr. O'Neil: They are two different Tre-
]oars, I think.

Mr. DAVIES: This is the first time I
have been wrong tonight. I will accept the
Minister's statement. Mr% Mcarrey en-
Joys a high standing as a Government ser-
vant,' and we have spoken about his re-
port in glowing terms on previous oc-
casions. There has been a reluctance on
the part of the Government to accept the
recommendations contained in that report.
The Government imposed a, further tax on
land, which has been mentioned before.
One speculator whom I know was not the
slightest bit concerned with the new sys-
tem of land tax.

He said this could be recovered quite
easily, because all the extra tax would be
borne by the person buying the single
block of land. I do not Propose to debate
this matter at great length because the
Premier said he knew the story; he had
heard it over and over again. It would
seem, however, that he does not take ad-
vantage of the knowledge he has of the
situation. If only the Premier would do
something about this matter be would
earn the lasting gratitude of everybody,
particularly of the younger members of the
community.

I say that speculators are wholly and
solely to blame for the position that
exists in regard to land today. One only
has to look at the advertisements that
appear in the paper to see what they have
to offer; to see that there is plenty of
money about for land speculation. Per-
haps it is not only the big speculators who
are to blame, because the ordinary man
with a few bob to sPare gets together with
his mates and tries to do the same thing.
He will be the first to crash and the big
speculator would no doubt benefit at such
a time.

I will not traverse all the points made
about housing, nor will I tell the Ho)use
about the family 'who are living in a car
each night. This matter is still before the
department. I do not propose to tell the
House about the family who put all their
savings into the purchase of a caravan be-
cause they could not get a home, but now
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they find they cannot keep up the payment
of $65 a month for the caravan in addition
to other charges.

While it is a crying shame I do not par-
ticularly wish to mention the case of
married couples who have temporary
accommodation in a flat and who are put
out of the flat because the wife finds that
she is going to have a baby. Apparently
the tenancy provisions do not permit of
babies being kept in flats.

if one has a block of 20 flats and one
gets a bond of $50 from the occupants of
each flat one has $1,000 lying in one's bank
account. To my knowledge fewer and
fewer tenants are able to recover their
bonds; these are accepted as key money.
The Minister has done nothing to legislate
against key money; he has done nothing to
legislate against landlords who are taking
advantage of tenants who are mere child-
ren and who certainly cannot afford to
pay the excessive rents and charges.

The point I wanted to make, and it
might appear that I have taken a long time
making it. Is to ask the Government what
it Is doing to make the best use of the
houses available to it. I find that in some
cases, as time goes on, the husbands die,
the children move away, and the widows
find themselves living alone in two or
three-bedroomed homes. It is not possible
for them to go anywhere else because they
cannot pay the rent.

Mr. Rushton: Would you force them
cut?

Mr. DAVIES: I would ask the honour-
able member to be quiet; I know he pro-
poses to speak next: I can see that.

Mr. Graham: He is a sniper
Mr. DAVIES: I know of one person who

is living In a two or three-bedroomed
house; she cannot afford to leave the house
because it is not possible for her to obtain
accommodation at a similar rent. The
house is too big for her; she cannot con-
trol the garden; she needs company and
would like smaller accommodation, but the
State Housing Commission says. "We can-
not put you into a Pensioner flat."

Mr. O'Neil: Send her along to me.
Mr. DAVIES: I would point out to the

Minister that such cases have been sent to
the commission by me.

Mr. O'Neil: Let me know about them.

Mr. DAVIES: I would like to know why
the Government does not try to increase its
single-unit pensioner accommodation, or
even its double-unit pensioner accommoda-
tion, so that people might be able to move
out of houses which have become too large
for them. Of course I do not want to force
them out of these houses; that might be
the line of thinking of the member for
Dale: it is certainly not mine. I feel that

the freedom of the individual is most im-
portant and if, because of contacts, and
so on, it is necessary for such a person to
remain in her house then she must be given
the choice of doing so.

There are, however, many instances
where such people cannot afford to do any-
thing but remain in such houses, and
why should not such cases be given pre-
ference? We should use every unit we have.

Mr. O'Neil: We had 34 pensioner units
available before Christmas and we did all
in our power to persuade elderly women
living in large houses to move, but we were
successful in just two cases.

Mr. DAVIES: If the Minister publicised
this fact he would find any number of
People who would take advantage of such
accommodation which might be available,
particularly if it could be provided reason-
ably near the area in which they had pre-
viously lived.

Mr. O'Neil: We are doing this.
Mr. DAVIES: In Victoria Park a number

of flats are being erected. While I do not
take any credit for this I did mention to
the Government that this land was avail-
able. Would it not be reasonable to give
the widows in that area the opportunity to
live in those flats? It would mean their
remaining in their own area and, at the
same time, the houses in which they are
living would be available to help overcome
the acute housing problem. It would en-
sure that certain units were not going to
waste as a result of tenants not being able
to sublet-although the State Housing
Commission is closing its eyes to subletting
at the moment. The people I have men-
tioned should be given the option of
accepting such accommodation.

I know of one lady who is living in a
war service home who would be quite pre-
pared to give her house back to the War
Service Homes Commission If she could be
given a single-unit fiat. She says she does
not want any money and her payments are
all up to date. I propose to do all I
can to secure a single-unit flat for her.

Mr. ONeil: She owns a house.
Mr. DAVIES: Yes.
Mr. O'Neil: I am talking about people

living in commission homes.
Mr. DAVIES: The lady I am talking

about is willing to say to the State Hous-
Ing Commission, "You can take the house
over at cost"; and it would certainly be a
snap if the commission accepted. I pro-
Pose to Put the case forward on her behalf
and if she is given a flat it will of course
mean that a two-bedroomed house will be
available.

The position is getting worse and I agree
with the member for Clontarf when he
says that we spend far too much time on
matters of housing. The position has been
reached where one must obtain a court
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order, and when the court order Is ob-
tained the State Housing Commission has
no house to allocate. I do not blame the
officers of the State 'Housing Commission
for this, but 1 do think something should
be done. I hope this suggestion receives
some publicity and that people living alone
in large houses are made aware of the fact
that they can obtain single-unit accom-
modation if they desire. Perhaps it would
help if the rent collector left a note to this
effect.

Mr. O'Neil: There is a survey being
carried out and I mentioned this question
of single units three years ago, particularly
in connection with people who are living
alone.

Mr. DAVIES: I hope the Minister will
pass this on to his officers in order that
such people might be given some consider-
ation. It is a fact, of course that while
the people referred to will be given single-
unit accommodation1 those who are now
awaiting single-unit accommodation will
probably have to wait a good bit longer.
I believe the Government should spend
some of its extra money to provide this
type of accommodation because it will
certainly always be required.

MR. BURKE (Perth) (12.29 a.m.]: I
feel no compunction at this late hour in
getting up to speak, nor do I think it is
necessary for me to apologise for labour-
Ing this subject a bit longer. The matter is
vital and affects the community at large.
When I entered this Chamber 12 months
ago I was looking forward to a life of
variety; to challenge. I certainly have not
found the variety, because every day of
the week I am confronted with housing
problems.

Of course there Is no real challenge, be-
cause under this regime the Problem Is
practically insoluble. On occasions prior
to the last State election I listened to
the Premier when he made reference to
the achievements of the Liberal Govern-
ment over the years and to the thousands
of home units It had constructed. He was
very careful to make little or no reference
to houses or homes, because obviously It
had constructed very few.

On the Government's own admission it
is aware that it is constructing on an
average one-quarter of the number of
houses per year which the Labor Govern-
ment constructed for the people in the
years 1953 to 1959. 1 cannot help but feel
that the present Administration is promot-
ing speculation. It seems to be working
hand in glove with the speculators. Refer-
ence to Hansard over the past 12 months
and the Preceding years will reveal that
the bringing to the notice of the Govern-
mnent of this rather acute and very dif-
ficult problem has brought forth a lot
of action, but I am afraid the action was
localised In the area of the Jaw, and the
only effect was on the ears of the listeners.

I find there is not a day which passes
without at least one appeal being made to
me for emergent housing assistance. I
would hate to calculate the percentage
of success that I have achieved. People
generally do not contact their members of
Parliament unless they have a real prob-
lem1 and in all the cases with which I
have been confronted they were real prob-
lems.

The criteria which the Housing Com-
mission apply Is so devious that unless
the lawn has been cut within the last
couple of weeks the applicant Is not
eligible on the basis of standards. If an
applicant happened to be a marine
collector and he parked his truck in front
of his house and some bottles were found
lying behind his house, he would not be
eligible although his turn on the list had
been reached, because he had not met the
Housing Commission standards.

Many words have been uttered on this
subject, but precious little action has
been taken. Quite honestly I do not
anticipate a lot of action in the dying
years of this Government's administration.
I feel that by its inaction the Government
has shown a total disregard for the needs
of the community. I feel it is playing into
the hands of speculators.

Today I asked a Question without notice
of the Premier regarding some activity in
the Wanneroo area. As this Is a very
vital matter the Premier should be at least
aware of any pending rezoning. He evaded
the question completely. In the meantime
the speculators go in and take their pick-
ings. in fact, what I am saying this
evening about speculation will be vin-
dicated in the near future if the area is
rezoned. The Premier could have In-
dicated whether he was aware--and he
should be aware-if there was rezoning
pending In this area. This would at least
reduce the percentage of speculators in
many cases.

Mr. O'Connor: Don't you think that
speculation in land has been going on in
the Wanneroo area for many yearsV

Mr. BUTRKE. This does not Justify its
continuation or the sanctioning of it.

Mr. O'Connor: This breaks down your
argument that speculation through rezon-
ing has been going on recently.

Mr. B3URKE: I would be happy to see
my argument broken down completely If
steps were taken to diminish the specula-
tion. This again is an instance of a lot of
words but no action. In fact, one would
be forgiven at times for feeling there was
a little more than meets the eye, in
Liberal-Country Party involvement in the
advantage which speculators, private de-
velopers, and the like have gained during
the period of this Government's admin-
istration.

I am sure that all members on this side
of the House agree there Is a feeling of
disgust In what Is developing in Western
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Australia, more so than in any other part
of Australia. This seems to be a society
based on money. There are divisions de-
veloping in this society in which minorities
of the people are able to take advantage of
most of the people, because of their finan-
cial or other position, and because the
Government is not prepared to provide
houses for certain income groups.

The Government admits its incapacity
to handle this problem. All it has said is
that it is going to take some action, and
that the turning point will shortly be
reached. But the turning point has been
going to be reached for many years past.
We find committee after committee being
appointed to investigate the possibilities of
a solution to this problem, but no solution
is forthcoming.

I cannot help but feel that the Govern-
ment, seeing the writing on the wall and
its imminent defeat in the forthcoming
elections, realises too little is being done
too late and does no more than is necessary
tco maintain the status quo with a view to
giving its supporters the opportunity to
take advantage of the pickings as a reward
for services rendered.

Mr. Brand: What a lot of piffie!
Mr. BURKE: if it can be proved to me

that the Government has a real attitude to
speculation and a real attitude to the needs
of the community at large I will agree with
that. The Government does not seem to
cnrc about the necessities of the people. T
have always felt that housing is a right,
but it is becoming a rather highly prized
privilege.

The effect of the acute housing situa-
tion-this is a difficult situation and that
is admitted by both sides of the House-
is that the landlord has become a dictator.
It is: either accept an increase In the rent
or get out. Young married couples who have
no possibility of securing a home of their
own-and there are many in my electorate
-are forced to live In poky little flats
which are being erected everywhere in
increasing numbers.

Phenomenal rentals are charged for these
flats. The tenants are discouraged from
having families; and in many cases this is
written into the contract, "Have a chl
and vacate." This restriction is quite un-
natural for a start and it is having a.
detrimental effect on the natural increase
inl the population.

The Government has made great play
of its encouragement of migration and lit-
tle reference to the fact that in latter
years between 13 and 20 per cent, of the
people are going back. One of the primary
reasons for this, as indicated in correspon-
dence read tonight, is the housing problem.

Mr. O'Connor: Is this percentage differ-
ent from that of any of the other States?

Mr. BURKE: I could not answer that.
A young couple living in a flat have to pay
anything between $20 and $30 per week

rent, which is well beyond the figure of
20 per cent. to 25 per cent. mentioned as
being an equitable rent. As I stated ear-
lier, they have no possibility of having a
family. However, if the pill slips up and a
child happens to arrive they are in real
difficulties. The number of young mar-
ried women who suffer post natal depres-
sion is reaching alarming proportions, and
I am fearful of the effects on the children
who are forced to live year in and year
out in these poky little fiats.

We should be encouraging the develop-
ment of the next generation to a stage In
advance of our own development in both
the physical and the mental sense. But this
is not being done and the effect of this
attitude will be borne out in not too many
years because of the policies of this Gov-
ernment; because of the inactivity of this
Government; and because of its refusal to
do anything more than talk about the pro-
blem; and then only when the Op-
position ventures to put forward a motion
such as this. It is only at such a time
that the Government thinks about the
problem.

The Minister for Housing spoke for 45
minutes, 40 of which were taken up in re-
ferring to the great advance in housing and
development by the private sector. In read-
ing through the motion, I find there is no
reference at all to the private sector, and
for the Government to claim that it played
some part in a positive sense in promot-
ing the development by the private sector
Is unbelievable.

Mr. O'Connor: It invests some funds.

Mr. BU RKE: I know.

Mr. O'Connor: Surely that is part of It!

Mr. BURKE: I would say the motivat-
ing force ts profit and nothing else. The
Minister for Housing referred to better-
ment tax and the capital gains tax and
said it was not the policy of the Liberal-
Country Party coalition to take advant-
age of such measures to offset speculation,
which remark, to me, was quite offensive.
I feel that one should pay heed to the
interests of the people one represents be-
fore one worries too much about diminish-
ing the handsome profits enjoyed by specu-
lators, land developers, and landlords,
whose actions are most offensive. They
have become dictators.

The increases In rent that have been
brought to my notice are quite unbeliev-
able. One concerns a woman who is on
a pension and receiving $16 per week.
She was paying $8 per week in rent and
in order to get her out of the accommoda-
tion the rent was increased to $14, and
she was given a week's notice. Of course.
as the State Housing Commission has
1,700-odd applications for single unit
accommodation, which it attempted to
offset last year by building 32 additional
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units, I indicated to this lady that it was
ridiculous to suggest an appeal to the
commission might get her some assistance.

In my electorate there are many large
families living in poor circumstances.
They reside close to the city for quite
obvious reasons. They want to avoid pay-
ing fares, and they want to be close to
the centre of commerce so as to shop
around for bargains. However, in this
day and age they gain little advantage.
for they are forced to pay rents which
are quite unreasonable.

A man and his wife and eight children
are living behind a shop in William Street,
and paying $15 at week rent. The husband
spent a couple of months in Heatheote
as a result of worrying about his problem.
one could appeal to the Housing Commis-
sion for assistance in a case like this be-
cause of the effect the living conditions
are having on the children, Six of the
children are young, they have nowhere
to play, and they have to be quiet all day
because there Is a business being carried
on in front of their accommodation. I
believed the case was of a genuine emer-
gent nature. However, an appeal to the
Housing Commission was knocked back
and an appeal to the Minister was knocked
back. So, as I have done with other prob-
lems in the past. I will go to a charitable
institution to see if something can be done.

To force people to depend on these
sources of accommodation in this so-called
affluent society is fairly ridiculous. Great
Play has been made in the last couple of
years in regard to industrial development
in Western Australia, and there seems to
have been a leaning In this direction. I
am proud that Western Australia has been
able to Produce the minerals this Gov-
ernment has belatedly exploited, but I feel
the Government should have perhaps anti-
cipated the problem in housing and taken
a little more of the million a month that
Hameraley is taking out.

When the Premier tonight justifies the
expenditure through the State Housing
Commission, by saying we must have a
regulated Government-

Mr. Brand: A regulated programme.
Mr. BURKE: -I am sorry, a regulated

programme-
Mr. Brand: Don't you think it should

be regulated?.
Mr. BURKE: Most definitely I agree

there should be plans so as to press on
with the most necessary social problems
that may arise from time to time. This,
of course, does not get away from the fact
that I am quite firmly convinced the
Government has no attitude to this prob-
lem. I do not think it wants to do any-
thiing about it. Quite honestly, I am
firmly convinced of this.

I was looking at the figures for the
10-year period from 1957-58 In connection
with the grants from the General Loan
Fund for housing. We see that in 1957-58
the amount was 6.5 per cent. of the total
expenditure by the Government. That level
was maintained until 1965-66 when the
expenditure on housing was only 2.2 per
cent. of the total. The estimated expen-
diture for this year is 3.9 per cent.

The Government talks in terms of a 50
per cent. increase in the number of homes
to be built by the Commission, but this
Government's effort does not compare with
the effort made by the Hawke Labor Gov-
ernment between 1953 and 1959. This
effort was made because a problem existed,
a Problem which was accepted by every
right-thinking member of the community.

I believe that to all Western Australians
housing is a basic necessity. It is comple-
mentary to goad health in the community
and is a necessity for the proper develop-
ment of our society. People are being sub-
jected to the stresses and strains of ever-
imminent increases in rent, of notices of
eviction, and of years of waiting for State
Housing Commission assistance.

Hundreds of couples are living in
Terrace Road. When they were married,
the idea was that the wife would work
for 12 to 18 months only because when
they moved into Terrace Road four and
five years ago someone at the desk of the
commission promised that they would have
to wait only a couple of years before being
provided with a house. Four years-and
in many eases, a couple of children later-
they have still not beeen satisfied.

The Leader of the opposition stated
that despite all the activity claimied by the
Government, the waiting list for priority in
the Fremantle area "advanced backwards"
from August 1985, to May, 1965. This is
quite ridiculous. Despite all that has been
said on the matter, the Government still
does not seem to want to do anything about
the problem. It has referred to the appli-
cation of certain services, but this will not
overcome the housing problem. In an
urgent situation like this, ways and means
must be evolved for implementing some
crash Programme whereby the real prob-
lem of housing-not sewerage or other an-
cillary problems-can be overcome. Ways
and means must be found to deal with
those who are inhibiting Governent
action in the matter. I am sure there must
be ways of overcoming the situation.

This problem will show its effects in the
future. Already it is affecting the mental
and physical health of the community.
There is no doubt about this. if
it is not overcome immediately, as it were,
this problem will have catastrophic long-
term effects.

I must reiterate that personally I do
not believe the Government is bonas fide.
I do not think it possesses a realistic
attitude on the matter, and I am confident
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that the problem will bring about tihe
downfall of this Government. There is
no doubt about that in my mind. The
Government realises this. it also realises
that the motions it is going through
amount to too little too late; and, as I said
earlier, the people can anticipate nothing.

The Leader of the Opposition referred
to the saying that hope springs eternal In
the human breast. I take a more practical
attitude. I feel the public of Western
Australia should accept the fact that this
Government will do nothing about the
problem; that it will ride out the situation
now, realising that the writing is on the
wall. It will continue to allow its sup-
porters and friends to take advantage of
the situation, to the complete disregard
of the interests of the people of Western
Australia at large.

Labor stands for social Justice and it
legislates, as It has demonstrated by its
past record, in the best interests of all
citizens. As I have said, we believe housing
is a right, and not a privilege, although
such a policy is only a fond memory these
days.

The situation which exists now is very
critical. I have been told it is the worst
it has been for 50 years. According to the
speeches I have read in Hansard, the situa-
tion has been pretty bad for a
long time. The responsibility for the
situation can be placed squarely on the
shoulders of this Government. Quite
frankly, I am diagusted. I had no real
concept of the extent of the Problem until
I came into this House. I do not know
whether it is any more acute in my area
than it is in others, but it is certainly
extremely acute In Perth. I would be
ashamed to share the benches with mem-
bers of a Government which will counten-
ance the suffering its inaction is creating.
It is beyond my comprehension that mem-
bers of the Government should state that
this motion is not warranted.

Members on this side of the House have
not, over the years, pursued this matter for
any personal gain or self-interest. They
have the interests of the community at
heart. If it had been a passing fancy, it
would have died a long time ago. The
fact is that it is an ever-present problem
and, as I have said before, it is affecting
the mental and physical health of the com-
munity. Its long-term effects will be evi-
dent when the majority of members in
this House are In the happy huniting
round. it is a problem we should not

allow to prevail in the interests of
Posterity in this State and the nation
which we are all encouraged to love. It is
a problem which, if the Government does
not act quickly, will be with us for a very
long time. I support the motion.

MR. TONKIN (Melville-Leader of the
Opposition) ( 12.50 a.m.J: The Premier
very wisely made no attempt to deny the

existence of the two problems which form
the basis of the motion; but he did en-
deavour-and for this I thank him-to
supply the House with information regard-
ing what the Government has commenced
to do and what it proposes to do in certain
directions to deal with the problem of land
prices.

I suppose it could be -said, as one Minis-
ter stated recently, that we could have
got this information before if we had
asked for it. However, we got it tonight
and it is pleasing to hear that certain
measures have been put in train to increase
the amount of land to be made available.
However, the Government is not doing
enough and from what the Minister for
Housing has said it does not propose to
do very much more. According to the
Minister for Housing it is against the Gov-
ernment's philosophy to implement certain
of the other recommendations made by the
McCarrey Committee. I have endeavoured
to follow the continual interjeactions from
Mirrabooka and Dale.

Mr. Rushton: The members for Mirra-
booka and Dale.

Mr. TONKIN: Well, the members come
from Mirra books and Dale and I take it
the members are speaking for their dis-
tricts when they speak. I have also en-
deavoured to follow the interjections from
Darling Range through the voice of the
member for Darling Range.

It seems to me that these three members
were endeavouring to establish that there
is no problem of rising prices; that they
are not real at all; that the figures quoted
do not show the true position; and that
actually we have nothing to complain
about. Well, that seems to me to indcoate
the general attitude of the Government.
These three members were foolish enough
to disclose that attitude but the other
members, though they may think the
same, did nothing to indicate that that
was the way they were thinking.

Mr. Rushton: Very odd reasoning.
Mr. Graham: Very odd members.
Mr. Rushton: It depends on which side

you are looking from.
Mr, TONKIN: In order to make it clear

that there should be no doubt whatever
that there is a real problem with regard
to land prices I propose to quote from
authoritative sources: the Government's
own Sources.

To start with let us take the annual re-
port of the Metropolitan Region Planning
Authority for 1967. On page 13, under the
heading, "Speculation" the following
appears:-

Although its principal business is
zoning, and although it was clear that
zoning was not a predominant or even
a major cause of the problem, the
MRPA did not stop its enquiries and
actions there. The MRPA's survey
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went on to investigate, as far as time
and staff resources allowed, another
cause of the problem.

What follows is underlined-
Every indication was that land was

not avaflable, not because of a lack of
physical supply, but because it was
being held off the ordinary market or
was being priced too high.

That is the end of the section which is
underlined. Now, towards the end of the
page, I quote as follows:-

In essence, the solution could be
simple. Speculators keep ripe land off
the ordinary miarket because the cast
of holding it is likely to be greatly ex-
ceeded by the capital gain that will
be made on the eventual sale of it.
Therefore the speculator can be dis-
suaded from holding onto land (or
buying it in the first place) if the
holding casts are substantially in-
creased by a heavy burden of land
taxes on unimproved land and if the
rewards are reduced, by the charging
of a betterment tax, to reasonable pro-
portions. There can be a suitable
safeguarding af the interests of bona
fide people.

According to the Minister for Housing
there is no possibility of the Government
taking any notice of that because that is
akin to a capital gains tax.

Mr. O'Neil' I said I did not believe in the
principle of a capital gains tax. Once hav-
ing been accepted there would be no rea-
son why it should not be extended to other
farms of capital gain.

Mr. TONKIN: That is the same thing.
That is an elaboration to prove that the
Government has no intention of taking
notice of the recommendations. NowI to
quote from the annual report of 1968,
which is pretty close to the present time,
the following appears on page 12:-

Land for Housing.
Since the last Annual Report the

MeCarrey Committee has presented
its report and recommendations.
These have met with approval in same
sections of the community and are in
line with comments on this subject by
the MRPA in its previous Annual Re-
ports.

I think you will agree, Mr. Deputy Speaker.
that that suggests a similarity of views
between the special McCarrey Committee
set uip by the Government and the Metro-
politan Region Planning Authority upon
which the Government is well represented.
To proceed with this report-

The Cammittee's recommendation that
considerable areas of urban-deferred
land capable of early development
should be released has--as acknow-
ledged In the report.-been largely
complied with by the MRPA in the

measures announced far the develop-
ment of Hamersley and the Canning-
ton-Armadale Corridor. The latter
has yet to receive Parliamentary sanc-
tion. Experience aver the last year,
however, confirms our belief that the
release of large areas of land will not
alone curb the land price problem.
This is also the view ot the Mcarrey
Committee.

All the Premier outlined this evening with
regard to measures taken to deal with this
p~roblem of high land prices was the
scheme to service and make available addi-
tional land, and noting else. Now, his
advisers tell him that is not enough, So
it is pretty apparent from that, unless
they do not know what they are talking
about, that the tide will not turn at the
end of the year as the Premier hopes it
eventually will.

And so we reiterate from here that the
Government is remiss in not taking notice
of its advisers-special advisers in one
case--and taking the steps recommended
to deal with this problem. I proceed with
reading this portion of the report as fol-
Jaws-

The excessively high prices that are
being asked for land in the urban area,
the formation of syndicates offering
participants profits of more than 100
per cent even alter the sponsors have
taken their profits, and the submission
of proposals for the re-zoning of rural
land to urban all point to the profit-
ability of land dealing the benefits of
which accrue only to a small fraction
of the community.

And I say from this side, "So~ say all of us."
That is the crux of this question. Take
notice of the advisers and the fact that
they have told the Government that mak-
Ing available extra land will not, alone,
solve this problem. If the Government
really wants to solve the problem, distaste-
ful though it may be to do so, it Is obliged
to take some action with regard to some,
if not all, of the remaining recommenda-
tions.

The minister for Housing sought to
minimise the extent of the Problem facing
him by saying that the list of applicants
was really Inflated to the extent that there
were many applicants on the books of the
State Housing Commission who were al-
ready well housed. That may be so, but
I would remind the Minister that there are
a lot of applicants not on the list who are
not well housed and who have been put
off it, because of the application of a
policy with which I do not go along In
any way.

Just imagine asking a person who is in
dire need of accommodation to establish
his proven paying history! It comes down
to this: Suppose there is a family of a
husband, wife, and children, do we expect
that they should be able to get into a house
or do we think that they ought to live in
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the open? We have to decide that ques-
tion first. Are these children entitled to
live in a house?

The next question is: If they are, who
should provide it if they are bad payers?
Should it be provided by private enterprise
or the Government? Should some private
landlord be called upon to take the re-
sponsibility of housing a family of children
who belong to parents who are bad payers?
Should the Government do it, or should
nobody do It: and should the family be
left out in the open?

To me, there is only one answer to this
question. The Government, which makes
millions of dollars a. year on the operations
of the Housing Commission, is in a far
better position to house people, if they are
bad payers, than some poor private land-
lord who might be obliged to do it from
the goodness of his heart, because he will
not see them out in the open.

The Minister will say, "They will get
housing, all right; they will get It pri-
vately." Yes, but only because there will be
some landlord with a conscience who will
take them in and take the risk of their
being bad payers. But what does the
Government do? it strikes them from the
list.

Now, we come to the next criterion which
is that the domestic and garden standards
are to conform to commission require-
ments and are to be based on average
standards within the neighbourhood. Con-
scQuently, to qualify for a house fromn the
State Housing Commission one has to
prove that he is a reasonably good gard-
ener. One has to prove that he can keep
his garden up to the standard of the
neighbourhood where he happens to
be residing for the time being. If
the individual does not measure up to
the commission's standards of gardening,
then the commission will not house him.
,Consequently, if he is going to be housed
at all, some kind landlord has to do it.

I thought that the case which had been
brought under my notice of this kind of
thing was, possibly, an isolated case, but
from what the member for Perth said this
evening it seems apparent that the State
Housing Commission has been using this as
a method to reduce Its list of applicants. in
the case that was brought under my
notice, the applicant lodged his applica-
tion in October, 1965. He was not told
then that his standard of gardening was
not satisfactory to the commission. The
commission waited until his turn was al-
most reached and then he was informed
that his application had not been ad-
mitted. This man has been from pillar to
post in the meantime, waiting for his turn
to be reached, and believing that he had
almost reached it because his application
was lodged in October, 1965. Consequently,
when he endeavoured to find out from the
commission how much longer he had to

wait he was told that the commission was
not going to assist him at all and it did
not give him a reason.

This man then wrote to me and said
that at least he was entitled to a reason
for not being assisted by the commission.
When I wrote in to the commission, I
found out that the reason was that he did
not conform to this criterion. However, he
was not told that in 1965 when he sub-
mitted his application. He is told it now.

The next point of this policy which
the Housing Commission apparently f 01-
lows--

Mr. Q'Neil: And always has!
Mr. TONKIN: I deny that.
Mr. O'Neil: Ask your deputy leader

if this was not so. He was Minister for
Housing.

Mr. TONKIN: Has he been there all
through the commission? I have never met
this kind of thing before and I have pro-
cessed hundreds of applications through
the State Housing Commission.

There was one occasion two or three
years ago when an elector of mine was
given notice because the landlord who
owned some 40 or 50 houses decided to sell
them all and invest the money in some
other direction. Consequently, she served
notice on all her tenants. A tenant came
to me and said, "I have an eviction notice.
I will have to get out. Can you help me?
I have been, to the Housing Commnission
and although I have had an application
lodged for some time, the commission has
refused to help me."

Consequently, I spoke to the owner of
the property and I was informed that it
was going to be sold. There was no
chance of avoiding it, as it was part of a
general deal and nothing could be done.
The landlord said she would be grateful
for my assistance in getting the tenant
out as quickly as possible.

I went to the Housing Commission about
this matter and I was told that the reason
that this man was not going to be given
a home was because his backyard was un-
tidy. This tenant was a mechanically-
minded man who used to buy an old motor-
car occasionally, take it to pieces in his
backyard, and sell the parts. Conse-
quently. there was some junk in his back-
yard. I have seen some of this sort of thing
occurring on the verges and even on the
footpaths outside some houses. Never-
theless, he had some motorcar parts in
his backyard.

There was nothing else to which one
could take exception, excluding the fact
that he was not a, gardener. He had no
garden; in fact, he had no flowers at all.

As I have said, the commission was not
going to accept him and I promised to put
on a show about it. I am pleased to say
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that the commnission finally decided to give
him a house and he is in a commission
home at the present time.

This is the policy which is being en-
forced to create a situation which relieves
the Government of the responsibility of
housing children who would be out in the
open if private accommodation could not be
obtained and it enables the commission
to tbrow that responsibility onto the
private sector. We reach a situation
where the Government will not take the
risk of a tenant because he might not pay
the rent, but some private landlord has
to take the risk. Otherwise, the family Is
out in the street.

I do not care what the policy has been
before. I say most definitely that if I were
in charge of the Government this sort of
thing would not be permitted. The Govern-
ment has sufficient resources and suffici-
ent profit to enable it to provide housing
for the very small percentage of people
who are bad payers or who do not keep
their backyards clean.

Why are health inspectors employed by
local authorities? If people are living in
dirty conditions. that is not the responsi-
bility of the Housing Commission. The
Public Health Department employs health
inspectors, and that is their job. These
people should not be punished. What
should be done is what the Housing Com-
mission suggests in regard to saving: they
should be educated, It should be pointed
out to them that it is better to live in a
clean way and try to make their homes
attractive. That is 'what should be done
rather than boot them out and place the
responsibility on private landlords to house
them, which is what the Government is
doing.

I will now refer to this last condition
imposed by the Housing Commission. Ap-
plicants for houses must show that they
have acceptable social behaviour. Who is
to be the judge of that? What is the Stan-
.dard? Who sets it? What does "accept-
able social behaviour" mean? In what
areas is the scrutiny extended? Does it
apply to what the husband is doing at
night, or where he is at night? Is that
the social behaviour the Housing Cornuns-
slon inquires into? I think it is time the
Government realised that under the State
Housing Act there Is a responsibility on the
Housing Commission to provide accommo-
dation for those people who meet the
financial requirements, and the financial
requirements as they exist today are for
the purpose not of excluding those on the
lowest wages, but to make it possible for
the Government to use its resources ade-
quately to provide for those on the lowest
wages, and therefore those on the highest
wages are excluded.

However, the Government excludes them
because their social behaviour is not ac-
ceptable; because they have not established

their proven paying ability; because their
domestic and gardening standards do not
conform to the average in the district
where they live. I could go to Dslkefth
where the gardening standards of some
homes do not conform to the average of
the district.

The same could be said of people living
in Claremont. Some people take a pride in
their place, but others could not care less;.
they would rather play golf or bowls. But
they are not the people who approach the
Housing Commission for assistance.

To round off, I propose to quote a lead-
ing article published in The West Aus'tra-
lian of Friday, the 21st February, 1969. The
article commences--

Premier Brand is in an awkward
spot on land prices and housing.

I'll say he is! That is not in the article:
that is what I say. The article continues-

Twelve months ago the State elec-
tion showed how vulnerable the gov-
ernment was on those issues. To its
credit, it has since tackled the prob-
lems on a broad front-from rezoning
big areas for housing and steps to
speed subdivision to the imposition of
additional land tax on vacant land.

Then it goes on to state that it could no
longer be said that the Government is
apathetic, following which this appears--

Thus with every increase in land-
prices and, to a lesser extent, building
costs we are slowly coming closer to
the point where even people on high
salaries will not be able to meet the
interest and principal repayments
required.

This is a thoroughly unhealthy situ-
ation, quite apart from the principle
that people should not have to assume
crippling mortgage commitments to
house themselves. Warnings have
already been sounded about the danger
of losing migrants because of housing
costs. And the building industry,
which is notoriously volatile, would
certainly depress the whole economy if
it were significantly retarded by the
ordinary wage-earner's inability to
meet the terms on money that is avail-
able.

It is implicit that Mr. Brand should
take further action to curb land prices
as quickly as possible. In today's
economic climate he cannot be expec-
ted to bring prices down. But if he is
prepared to act strongly and promptly
it is within the Government's capacity
to hold down the rate of increase.

That is precisely what we are urging the
Government to do;, namely, to act strongly
and promptly. We are saying most de-
finitely. despite what has been given to us
as a recital of what the Government is
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doing, it is not doing enough; and its own
advisers have already told the Government
that! The Premier objects to the purpose
of this motion because it is telling him over
and over again something that has been
told to him before, but the purpose of it is
to emphasise the seriousness of this prob-
lem and the absolute necessity for stronger
and quicker action. If the motion achieves
that then the effort we put into it will be
justified.

Question put and a division taken with
the following result:-

Mr. Bateman
Mr. Bertram
Mr. Brady
Mr. Burke
Mr. H. D. Evans
Mr. T. D. Evans
Mr. Fletcher
Mr. Urabjnx
Mr. Hal
Mr. Harman
Mr. Jamieson

Mr. Bovell
Mr. Brand
Mr. Burt
Mr. Cash
Mr. Court
Mr. Craig
Mr. Dunn
Mr. Oafer
Mr. Orayden
Dr. RHn
Mr. Hutchinson
Mr. Kitney
Mr. Lewis

Aycs-22
Mr. Jones
Mr. Lapham
Mr. May
Mr. Mclver
Mr. Moir
Mr. Norton
Mr. Sewell
Mr. Taylor
Mr. Tome
Mr. Tonkin
Mr. Davies

(Teller1
NOes-25

Mr. MePharlin
Mr. Mensaros
Mr. Nalder
Mr. O'Connor
Mr. O'Netil
Mr. Ridge
Mr. Runcirnan
Mr. Rushton
Mr. Stewart
Mr. Williams
Mr. Young
Mr. 1. W. Manning

(TellerJ

Question thus negatived.
Motion defeated.

BILLS (5): COUNCIL'S MESSAGES
Messages from the Council received and

read notifying that it had agreed to the
amendments made by the Assembly to the
following Bills:-

1. Offenders Probation and Parole Act
Amendment Bill.

2. Fisheries Act Amendment Bill.

3. Criminal Code Amendment Bill.
4. Administration Act Amendment Bill.
5. Dividing Fences Act Amendment Bill.

ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE:
SPECIAL

MR. BRAND (Greenough - Premier)
[1.32 am.]: I move-

That the House at its rising adjourn
until 11 a.m. today (Thursday).

I would like to point out to the House
that we will not be having afternoon tea
today, but we hope to adjourn at 4 p.m.

Question put and passed.

Howse adjourned at 1.33 am. (Thursday).

Ilrgistutue QonriI
Thursday, the 3rd April, 1969

The PRESIDENT (The Hon. L. C. Diver)
took the Chair at 11 am., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS (5): ON NOTICE
MUTTON AND LAMB PRICES

Report of Committee
1.The Hon. 0. E. D. BRAND asked the

Minister for Mines:
Will the Minister inform the
House what action the Govern-
ment intends to take in regard to
the report which was tabled on
Tuesday, the Ist April, 1969, of the
committee which inquired into the
prices of mutton and lamb?

The Hon. A. F. GRIFITH replied:

(1) Discussions will take place with
the industry with a view to ascer-
taining ways and means of over-
coming yardings of excessive num-
bers of sheep and lambs causing
glut conditions.

(2) The Government is already re-
viewing the situation at Robb
Jetty with the objective of provid-
ing increased killing facilities.

(3) The Midland Junction Abattoir
Board is actively engaged in tak-
ing steps designed to increase
throughiput.

(4) Under the five-year plan pre-
viously agreed to by the Midland
Junction Abattoir Board, and since
increased numbers of slaughter
stock have been available, the
the board has been progressively
increasing the facilities to cope
with these increases. Not only
slaughtering, but other ancillary
requirements have been met.

(5) Active interest by the Govern-
ment in encouraging the develop-
ment of overseas sales of meat and
livestock has already improved the
export market position. New
markets have been established and
this policy pursued.

2. to 4. These questions were postponed.

SHEEP STEALING
Records at Country Police Stations

5. The Hon. N. E. BAXTER (for The
Hon. E. C. House) asked the Minister
for Justice:
(1) Are records kept at country police

stations of reports concerning
sheep stealing?

(2) Are these reports referred to the
Perth C.I.B. for investigation?
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